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Abstract
Given n subspaces of a finite-dimensional vector space over a fixed finite field F, we wish
to find a “branch-decomposition” of these subspaces of width at most k, that is a subcubic
tree T with n leaves mapped bijectively to the subspaces such that for every edge e of T , the
sum of subspaces associated with leaves in one component of T −e and the sum of subspaces
associated with leaves in the other component have the intersection of dimension at most k.
This problem includes the problems of computing branch-width of F-represented matroids,
rank-width of graphs, branch-width of hypergraphs, and carving-width of graphs.
We present a fixed-parameter algorithm to construct such a branch-decomposition of
width at most k, if it exists, for input subspaces of a finite-dimensional vector space over
F. Our algorithm is analogous to the algorithm of Bodlaender and Kloks (1996) on tree-
width of graphs. To extend their framework to branch-decompositions of vector spaces, we
developed highly generic tools for branch-decompositions on vector spaces. The only known
previous fixed-parameter algorithm for branch-width of F-represented matroids was due to
Hlineˇny´ and Oum (2008) that runs in time O(n3) where n is the number of elements of the
input F-represented matroid. But their method is highly indirect. Their algorithm uses the
non-trivial fact by Geelen et al. (2003) that the number of forbidden minors is finite and uses
the algorithm of Hlineˇny´ (2005) on checking monadic second-order formulas on F-represented
matroids of small branch-width. Our result does not depend on such a fact and is completely
self-contained, and yet matches their asymptotic running time for each fixed k.
Keywords: branch-width, rank-width, carving-width, matroid, fixed-parameter tractability
1 Introduction
Let F be a finite field and r be a positive integer. A subspace arrangement V is a (multi)set
of subspaces of Fr, which can be represented by an r ×m matrix M with an ordered partition
1Supported by the National Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) grant funded by the Korea government
(MSIT) (No. NRF-2017R1A2B4005020).
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I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of {1, 2, . . . ,m} such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n the i-th element of V is
the column space of the submatrix of M induced by the columns in Ii.
1 Here, an ordered
partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of {1, 2, . . . ,m} is a partition of {1, 2, . . . ,m} such that x < y for
all x ∈ Ii, y ∈ Ij with i < j.
Robertson and Seymour [15] introduced the notion of branch-width for graphs, hypergraphs,
and more generally, for connectivity functions. We are going to define the branch-width of a
subspace arrangement as follows. First, a tree is subcubic if every node has degree at most 3. We
define a leaf of a tree as a node of degree at most 1. A branch-decomposition of V is a pair (T,L)
of a subcubic tree T with no degree-2 nodes and a bijective function L from the set of all leaves
of T to V. For a node v of T and an edge e incident with v, let us write Av(T − e) to denote
the set of all leaves of T in the component of T − e containing v. For a branch-decomposition
(T,L) of V and each edge e = uv of T , we define the width of e to be
dim

 ∑
x∈Au(T−e)
L(x)

 ∩

 ∑
y∈Av(T−e)
L(y)

 .
The width of (T,L) is the maximum width of all edges of T . (If T has no edges, then the
width of (T,L) is 0.) The branch-width of V is the minimum k such that there exists a branch-
decomposition of V having width at most k.
Here is our main theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a finite field, let r be a positive integer, and let k be a nonnegative
integer. Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn} be a subspace arrangement in Fr where each Vi is given by its
spanning set of di vectors and m =
∑n
i=1 di. In time O(rm
2+ (k+1)rmn+ k3n3+ f(|F|, k)n2)
for some function f , one can either find a branch-decomposition of V having width at most k or
confirm that no such branch-decomposition exists.
Various width parameters of discrete structures have been introduced and used for algorith-
mic and structural applications. One popular way of creating a width parameter of a discrete
structure is to define it as the branch-width of some connectivity function defined on that discrete
structure. Theorem 1.1 immediately gives rise to analogous algorithms for many of them, such
as carving-width of graphs, rank-width of graphs, and branch-width of graphs, hypergraphs,
and matroids. We will give a brief overview of each application. Later Section 2 will discuss
these applications and necessary definitions in detail.
• Branch-width of matroids represented over a finite field F. Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn}
be a subspace arrangement in Fr. If each Vi is the span of a vector vi in Fr for each
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, then V can be identified with the matroid M represented by the vectors
v1, v2, . . ., vn. Furthermore, branch-width and branch-decompositions of M are precisely
branch-width and branch-decompositions of V, respectively.
• Rank-width of graphs. Rank-width, introduced by Oum and Seymour [11], is a width
parameter of graphs expressing how easy it is to decompose a graph into a tree-like struc-
ture, called a rank-decomposition, while keeping every edge cut to have a small ‘complexity’,
called the width of a rank-decomposition, where the complexity is measured by the matrix
1Subspace arrangements can be regarded as representable partitioned matroids used in [7]. A partitioned
matroid is a matroid equipped with a partition of its ground set.
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rank function. It will be shown in Section 2 that each vertex of a graph G can be associated
with a subspace of dimension at most 2 so that the subspace arrangement V consisting of
all subspaces associated with the vertices of G has branch-width 2k if and only if G has
rank-width k. Furthermore, a branch-decomposition of V of width 2k corresponds to a
rank-decomposition of G of width k.
• Branch-width of graphs and hypergraphs. Let F = GF (2) be the binary field and
let {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the standard basis of Fn. For a hypergraph G with n vertices
v1, v2, . . . , vn, we associate each edge e with the span of the vertices incident with e. Let
V be the subspace arrangement consisting of all subspaces associated with the edges of G.
Then it is straightforward to show that branch-width and branch-decomposition of G are
precisely branch-width and branch-decomposition of V, respectively.
• Carving-width of graphs. Seymour and Thomas [16] introduced carving-width of
graphs. Let F = GF (2) be the binary field and let {e1, e2, . . . , em} be the standard
basis of Fm. For a graph G with edges e1, e2, . . . , em, we associate each vertex v with the
span of the edges incident with v. If V is the subspace arrangement consisting of all sub-
spaces associated with the vertices of G, then carving-width and carving of G are precisely
branch-width and branch-decomposition of V, respectively.
For the first two applications, the analogous theorems were proved earlier by Hlineˇny´ and
Oum [7]. However, their approach was completely indirect; they use a non-trivial fact shown
by Geelen et al. [5] that the class of matroids of branch-width at most k has finitely many
forbidden minors, each having at most O(6k) elements. Then they use a monadic second-order
formula to describe whether a matroid contains a fixed minor and use the dynamic programming
algorithm to decide a monadic second-order formula aided by a given branch-decomposition of
bounded width. So far this describes the decision algorithm of Hlineˇny´ [6] that decides whether
branch-width is at most k. On top of this algorithm, Hlineˇny´ and Oum use a sophisticated
reduction to modify the input and use the decision algorithm repeatedly to recover a branch-
decomposition. Roughly speaking, this reduction attaches a gadget to the input matroid and
this step requires extending the underlying finite field to an extension field, because this gadget is
not representable if the underlying field is too small. As the list of forbidden minors is unknown,
their algorithm should generate the list of minor-minimal matroids having branch-width larger
than k. Thus, even for small values of k, it would be practically impossible to implement their
algorithm. Contrary to the previous algorithm, our algorithm does not depend on the finiteness
of obstructions and yet matches their asymptotic running time for each fixed k.
We do not know any previous analogous theorems for branch-width of hypergraphs. For
branch-width of graphs, Thilikos and Bodlaender [17] posted a 50-page long technical report in
2000 proving that for every fixed k, one can check in linear time whether a graph has branch-
width at most k and if so, output a branch-decomposition of minimum width. This work was
presented at a conference in 1997 [2]. For carving-width of graphs, the conference paper of
Thilikos, Serna, and Bodlaender [18] presented a linear-time algorithm for each fixed k that
determines whether the carving-width of an input graph G is at most k, and if so, constructs a
carving of G with minimum carving-width.
Let us turn our attention to the ingredient of our algorithm. We aim to solve the following
problem.
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Branch-Width
Parameters: A finite field F and an integer k.
Input: An r × m matrix M over F with an ordered partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of
{1, 2, . . . ,m} and an integer k.
Output: A branch-decomposition (T,L) of width at most k of a subspace arrangement V
consisting of the column space of the submatrix of M induced by the columns in Ii
for each i or a confirmation that the branch-width of V is larger than k.
We develop the framework inspired by the approach of Bodlaender and Kloks [1] on their
work on tree-width. They created a linear-time algorithm that can find a tree-decomposition of
width at most k or confirm that the tree-width of an input graph is larger than k for each fixed k.
They used dynamic programming based on a given tree-decomposition of bounded width. For
the dynamic programming, they designed a special encoding of all possible tree-decompositions
of width at most k that can arise from certain parts of a graph.
Our algorithm also uses dynamic programming approach based on a given branch-decomposition
of small width. Then, how do we generate a branch-decomposition of small width in the first
place? For this purpose, we use the technique called the iterative compression, a technique
initiated by Reed, Smith, and Vetta [14].
Branch-Width Compression
Parameters: A finite field F and an integer k.
Input: An r × m matrix M over F with an ordered partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of
{1, 2, . . . ,m}, a branch-decomposition (T ′,L′) of V of width at most 2k, and an integer
k, where V is a subspace arrangement of the column spaces of the submatrix of M
induced by the columns in Ii for each i.
Output: A branch-decomposition (T,L) of width at most k of a subspace arrangement V
or a confirmation that the branch-width of V is larger than k.
Our first technique here is to apply the iterative compression. We present a simplified version
here to present its idea only. The detailed analysis is in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 1.2. Branch-Width can be solved by solving Branch-width Compression at
most n− 2 times.
Proof sketch. Let Vi be the column space of the submatrix of M induced by Ii for each i =
1, 2, . . . , n and let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn}. We may assume that n ≥ 2. Let Vi = {V1, V2, . . . , Vi}
and let Mi be the submatrix of M consisting of the columns in I1 ∪ I2 ∪ · · · ∪ Ii for each
i = 2, 3, . . . , n. Note that Mi with a partition Ii = {I1, I2, . . . , Ii} corresponds to Vi. We will
later show that we may assume |Ii| ≤ k by preprocessing in Subsection 7.1.
For i = 2, there is only one branch-decomposition (T2,L2) of V2. If it has width larger than
k, then we can stop, because the branch-width of Vi is less than or equal to the branch-width
of V. So we may assume that (T2,L2) has width at most k.
Now let us assume that i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , n} and suppose that we have a branch-decomposition
(Ti−1,Li−1) of Vi−1 with width at most k. Let us obtain T ′i from Ti−1 by adding a leaf v
adjacent to a new node created by subdividing one edge arbitrary. We extend Li−1 to create L
′
i
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by mapping v to Vi. Then (T
′
i ,L
′
i) is a branch-decomposition of Vi and it can be easily shown
that (T ′i ,L
′
i) has width at most 2k, because dimVi ≤ k by the outcome of preprocessing. Now
we use Branch-Width Compression to find a branch-decomposition (Ti,Li) of width at most
k for Vi, or confirm that the branch-width of Vi is larger than k. If the branch-width of Vi is
larger than k, then so is the branch-width of V and therefore we can stop.
We repeat this for all i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , n} and then (Tn,Ln) is a branch-decomposition of width
at most k for V. We called Branch-Width Compression at most n − 2 times to solve
Branch-Width.
In Branch-Width Compression, we are given a branch-decomposition of width at most
2k. We use dynamic programming approach, taking advantage of having a tree-like structure
of the given branch-decomposition. To use a branch-decomposition for dynamic programming,
we need a concept of a ‘boundary’, that plays the role of a bag in a tree-decomposition. For
a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V and an edge e of T , we consider the boundary B as the
intersection of the sum of subspaces associated to leaves in one component of T − e and the
sum of subspaces associated the leaves of the other component of T − e. As the branch-width is
at most k, the boundary B has dimension at most k. Furthermore we restrict our attention to
the finite field F and so the number of subspaces of B is finite. For the convenience of dynamic
programming on branch-decompositions, we define transcripts of a branch-decomposition in
Section 3, which is essentially a precomputed list of bases and linear transformations useful for
computing with boundaries.
As usual, we need a data structure to store partial solutions that may be extended to a
branch-decomposition of width at most k, if it exists. We have two important aspects here.
First of all, we will restrict our search to a smaller set of branch-decompositions. Namely, if
(T ′,L′) is a given branch-decomposition of width at most 2k in Branch-Width Compression,
then the algorithm will find a branch-decomposition of width at most k that is totally pure with
respect to (T ′,L′). To prove its correctness, in Section 4 we introduce two operations, fork and
split, that can modify a branch-decomposition of width k into a branch-decomposition of width
at most k. By using these operations, we will show that if there is a branch-decomposition of
width at most k, then there is a branch-decomposition of width at most k that is totally pure
with respect to (T ′,L′).
Secondly, we will define a B-namu in Section 5, which will be a data structure to keep partial
solutions. Here, B is going to be the boundary for some edge in (T ′,L′). A B-namu is, roughly
speaking, a subcubic tree whose incidences are decorated by subspaces of B and whose edges are
labeled by a nonnegative integer so that it represents the ‘shadow’ of a branch-decomposition of
width at most k on B. We will define an operation τ on B-namus, that will compress a B-namu
into a ‘compact’ B-namu and prove that there are only finitely many compact B-namus of width
at most k, when B has bounded dimension and F is a finite field. This operation τ on B-namus
contains the operation to compress an integer sequence introduced by Bodlaender and Kloks [1]
for their work on tree-decompositions.
In the previous work [9], the authors found a similar algorithm for path-decompositions of a
subspace arrangement. A path-decomposition of a subspace arrangement is a linearized variant
of a branch-decomposition that restricts the subcubic trees to caterpillar trees. They defined
B-trajectories, analogous to B-namus of this paper. Here are the key technical differences.
Firstly, we improve the running time of an algorithm computing transcripts. They also use
transcripts for the algorithms, though this name was not introduced. But their algorithm to
compute a transcript was slow and so inevitably they presented two approaches, one that is self
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contained but only giving the running time O(n4) based on iterative compressions and the other
giving the running time O(n3) but using an earlier result of Hlineˇny´ and Oum [7]. If we adapt
our new method to the result of [9], we also get an O(n3)-time algorithm for path-decompositions
of subspace arrangements based on iterative compressions.
Secondly, the concept of totally pure branch-decompositions was not needed in [9]. For our
algorithms, we sometimes insert a whole subtree into a branch-decomposition and we had to
make sure that our algorithm finds at least one branch-decomposition of width at most k if it
exists. That was guaranteed by proving that the operations fork and split to modify a branch-
decomposition do not increase the width. For path-decompositions, there was no need to define
such a concept.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will explain several applications of Theorem 1.1
to various width parameters. Section 3 describes common linear algebraic subroutines and in
particular a method of computing transcripts quickly. Section 4 introduces totally pure branch-
decompositions and proves that totally pure branch-decompositions of optimum width exist.
Section 5 defines B-namus for a subspace B of Fr and introduces operations on B-namus.
Section 6 defines the full set for dynamic programming. Section 7 describes our main algorithm.
2 Applications
In this section, we will describe how our main theorem, Theorem 1.1, can be applied to various
width parameters of graphs, hypergraphs, and matroids easily. To introduce various width
parameters efficiently, we first define the branch-width of a connectivity function. First of all,
for a finite set E, a connectivity function f : 2E → Z is a function such that
(i) f(X) = f(E −X) for all X ⊆ E,
(ii) f(X) + f(Y ) ≥ f(X ∩ Y ) + f(X ∪ Y ) for all X,Y ⊆ E,
(iii) f(∅) = 0.
The branch-decomposition of E is a pair (T,L) of a subcubic tree without degree-2 nodes and a
bijection L from the set of all leaves of T to E. The width of (T,L) is the maximum of f(Ae) for
all edges e of T and a partition (Ae, Be) of E induced by leaves in distinct components of T − e
with L. The branch-width of f is the minimum width of all possible branch-decompositions of
E. (If T has no edges, then we define its width to be 0.)
For a set X of vectors, 〈X〉 denotes the span of X and we may write 〈x〉 instead of 〈X〉 if
X = {x} for convenience. For a set V of subspaces, we denote 〈V〉 =
∑
V ∈V V .
2.1 Application to branch-width of matroids
A matroid M is a pair (E,I) of a finite set E and a set I of subsets of E such that
(I1) ∅ ∈ I,
(I2) if X ∈ I and Y ⊆ X, then Y ∈ I,
(I3) if X,Y ∈ I and |X| < |Y |, then Y −X has an element e such that X ∪ {e} ∈ I.
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We call E a ground set and I a set of independent sets. See the book of Oxley [13] for more
terminologies on matroids. For a subset X of E, the rank rM (X) is the maximum size of an
independent subset of X and the connectivity function of a matroid M is defined by
λM (X) = rM (X) + rM (E −X)− rM (E).
It is easy to verify that λM is a connectivity function on E.
A branch-decomposition of a matroid M = (E,I) is a branch-decomposition of E. The width
of a branch-decomposition (T,L) of M is measured by λM . The branch-width of a matroid M
is the branch-width of λM .
For a matrix A over a field F, let E(A) be the set of all column vectors of A and let I(A) be
the set of all linearly independent subsets of E(A). Then it is known that M(A) = (E(A),I(A))
is a matroid, which is called a vector matroid. We say that a matroid M is F-representable if
M = M(A) for some matrix A over a field F, and such A is an F-representation of M . Let us
say that a matroid is F-represented if it is given with its F-representation.
We associate a vector matroidM =M(A) whose ground set is E = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} ⊆ Fr with
a subspace arrangement VM = {〈v1〉, 〈v2〉, . . . , 〈vn〉}. For a subset X of E, rM (X) = dim〈X〉.
Thus, for each subset X of E,
λM (X) = dim〈X〉+ dim〈E −X〉 − dim〈E〉
= dim〈X〉 ∩ 〈E −X〉.
Therefore, the branch-width of M is equal to the branch-width of VM .
As a corollary of Theorem 1.1, we have the following.
Theorem 2.1. Let k be an integer. Given an input n-element matroid represented by an r× n
matrix over a finite field F with r ≤ n, we can find its branch-decomposition of width at most k
or confirm that its branch-width is larger than k in time f(k, |F|)n3 for some function f .
2.2 Application to rank-width of graphs
We review the definition of rank-width. For a graph G = (V,E), let AG be the adjacency matrix
(mij)i,j∈V over the binary field GF (2) such that
mij =
{
1 if i is adjacent to j in G,
0 otherwise.
For an |A| × |B| matrix M and X ⊆ A and Y ⊆ B, we denote M [X,Y ] a submatrix of M
induced by rows in X and columns in Y . The cut-rank function ρG of a graph G is a function
on subsets X of V such that
ρG(X) = rank(AG[X,V −X]).
Oum and Seymour [12] showed that the cut-rank function of a graph is a connectivity function on
its vertex set. A rank-decomposition of a graph is a branch-decomposition of V . The rank-width
of G is the branch-width of ρG.
Let F = GF (2) be the binary field and let {e1, e2, . . . , en} be the standard basis of Fn. In
other words, ei is the 0-1 vector in Fn such that the j-th entry is 1 if and only if j = i.
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For a graph G with a vertex set V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , n} and i ∈ V (G), let vi be the sum of
all vectors ej for all j adjacent to i in G. In other words, vi is the i-th column vector of AG.
For all i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Vi be the subspace of Fn spanned by {vi, ei}. The following lemma in
[9] gives the relation between the rank-width of a graph G and the branch-width of a subspace
arrangement {V1, V2, . . . , Vn}.
Lemma 2.2 ([9, Lemma 8.1]). Let G be a graph and Vi be a subspace defined as above for each
i ∈ V (G). Then for X ⊆ V (G),
dim
(∑
i∈X
Vi
)
∩

 ∑
j∈V (G)−X
Vj

 = 2ρG(X).
By Lemma 2.2, we can deduce the following.
Theorem 2.3. Given an input n-vertex graph G, we can find a rank-decomposition of width at
most k or confirm that the rank-width of G is larger than k in time f(k)n3 for some function f .
Proof assuming Theorem 1.1. For a given graph G with a vertex set V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , n}, we
define a subspace Vi for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} as above, which can be done in time O(n
2).
Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn}. By Lemma 2.2, the branch-width of V is precisely the twice of the
rank-width of G.
By applying Theorem 1.1, we can find a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V of width at most
2k or confirm that the branch-width of V is larger than 2k in time O(n · (2n)2 + (2k + 1) · n ·
2n · n+ (2k)3 · n3 + f(2, 2k) · n2) = g(k)n3 for some function g.
If we have a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V of width at most 2k, then we can convert it
to a rank-decomposition (T,L′) of G of width at most k by constructing L′ so that L(v) = Vi if
and only if L′(v) = i. This completes the proof.
We remark that our method here can be extended naturally for F-rank-width, a concept
introduced by Kante´ and Rao [10]. According to the terminologies of [10], we may state as
follows.
Theorem 2.4. Let F be a finite field and F∗ = F \ {0}. Let k be an integer. For an input
n-vertex F∗-graph, we can either find an F-rank-decomposition of width at most k or confirm
that its F-rank-width is larger than k in time f(|F|, k)n3 for some function f .
Clique-width of graphs. Rank-width was introduced by Oum and Seymour [11] to augment
the notion of clique-width, another width parameter defined by Courcelle and Olariu [3]. Clique-
width is defined as the minimum k such that G can be expressed as a k-expression, which also
describes a tree-like structure of graphs.
For a positive integer k, a k-expression is an algebraic expression that consists of the following
operations on graphs whose vertices are labeled by integers in {1, 2, . . . , k}.
• ·i : a graph with a single vertex labeled by i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}.
• G1 ⊕G2 : the disjoint union of two vertex-labeled graphs G1 and G2.
• ηi,j(G) with i 6= j : adding an edge from each pair of a vertex of label i and a vertex of
label j.
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• ρi→j(G) : relabeling all vertices of label i to label j.
The clique-width of a graph G is the minimum k such that there is a k-expression representing
G after ignoring labels of the vertices [3]. Fellows, Rosamond, Rotics, and Szeider [4] showed
that it is NP-hard to compute the clique-width.
Oum and Seymour [11] designed an algorithm that, in timeO(n2), converts a rank-decomposition
of width k of an input n-vertex graph into a (2k+1 − 1)-expression and, conversely, converts a
k-expression into a rank-decomposition of width at most k. Using this fact, we deduce the
following corollary from Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.5. For an input n-vertex graph G and a positive integer k, in time f(k)n3 for some
function f , we can find a (2k+1 − 1)-expression of G or confirm that G has clique-width larger
than k
2.3 Application to branch-width of graphs and hypergraphs
A branch-decomposition of a hypergraph G = (V,E) is a branch-decomposition of E. For a
subset X of E, we define βG(X) as the number of vertices incident with both an edge in X and
an edge not in X. The branch-width of G is the branch-width of βG.
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a hypergraph on n vertices and m edges having no parallel edges. If the
branch-width of G is at most k, then m ≤ 22kn.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. We may assume that G has no isolated vertex. Let (T,L)
be a branch-decomposition of G of width at most k. For each edge e of T , we have a partition
(Ae, Be) of E(G) induced by the partition of the leaves of T − e and L. Let Me be the set of
vertices of G incident with both an edge in Ae and an edge in Be. Let Le be the set of vertices
of G incident with an edge in Ae but no edge in Be. Let Re be the set of vertices of G incident
with an edge in Be but no edge in Ae. As the width of (T,L) is at most k, |Me| ≤ k for all
e ∈ E(T ).
Suppose that T has an edge e such that 1 ≤ |Le| ≤ k. Let v ∈ Le. Then every edge incident
with v is a subset of Le ∪Me. As G has no parallel edges, there are at most 2
2k such edges
containing v because |Le ∪Me| ≤ 2k. Let H be the subhypergraph of G obtained by deleting v
and all edges incident with v. As the branch-width of H is at most k, by induction hypothesis,
m− 22k ≤ |E(H)| ≤ 22k|V (H)| = 22k(n− 1). Thus we may assume that Le = ∅ or |Le| ≥ k + 1
for each edge e of T . By symmetry, we may also assume that Re = ∅ or |Re| ≥ k + 1 for every
edge e of T .
If Le = Re = ∅ for some edge e of T , then G has at most k vertices and therefore m ≤ 2
k ≤
22kn. So we may assume that T has no such edge e.
Let e be an edge of T such that Ae is minimal if Le is nonempty or Be is minimal if Re is
nonempty among all sets Af for which Lf is nonempty and all sets Bf for which Rf is nonempty.
By symmetry, we may assume that Le is nonempty and Ae is minimal. Let x be the end of e
so that Ae is the set of all edges of G corresponding by L to leaves in the component of T − e
containing x.
If x is a leaf of T , then for a vertex v in Le, G has only one edge incident with v. Let H be the
subhypergraph of G obtained by deleting v and its unique incident edge. Then H has branch-
width at most k and so by the induction hypothesis, m− 1 = |E(H)| ≤ 22k|V (H)| = 22k(n− 1).
Thus, we may assume that x is not a leaf of T . Let f , g be two edges incident with x other
than e. Let us assume that Af ∪ Ag = Ae and Bf ∩ Bg = Be. As the width of f is at most k,
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there are at most k vertices of G incident with both an edge in Af and an edge in Ag. Note
that if a vertex v is Le, then either v ∈ Lf ∪ Lg or v is incident with both an edge in Af and
an edge in Ag. As |Le| ≥ k + 1, either Lf 6= ∅ or Lg 6= ∅. By symmetry, we may assume that
Lf 6= ∅. However, Af is a proper subset of Ae, contradicting the minimality assumption.
Using Theorem 1.1, we deduce the following.
Theorem 2.7. Let k be an integer. Given an input hypergraph G with n vertices, we can either
find a branch-decomposition of G whose width is at most k, or confirm that the branch-width of
G is greater than k in time f(k)n3 for some function f .
Proof assuming Theorem 1.1. If G contains parallel edges A, B with |A| = |B| > k, then we
conclude that the branch-width of G is greater than k. If G contains parallel edges A, B with
|A| = |B| ≤ k, then we consider G−B, which is a hypergraph obtained from G by deleting the
edge B. We may assume that G has at least three edges. If G − B has branch-width greater
than k, then the branch-width of G is also greater than k. If G−B has a branch-decomposition
(T,L) of width at most k, then it is easy to construct a branch-decomposition of G from (T,L)
by introducing a node v with L(v) = B, subdividing an edge incident with L−1(A) in T , and
joining v and the subdividing node. Thus, we may assume that G has no parallel edges.
Let m be the number of all edges in G. We may assume that m ≤ 22kn because otherwise
we conclude that the branch-width of G is greater than k by Lemma 2.6.
Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the vertex set of G and E = {E1, E2, . . . , Em} be the edge
set of G. Let F = GF (2) be the binary field and let {e1, e2, . . . , en} be the standard basis of
Fn. Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vm} be a subspace arrangement of subspaces of Fn such that for every
i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, Vi be the span of all ej such that vj is incident with Ei and also incident with some
Ei′ with i
′ 6= i. Note that V can be constructed in time O(m ·n ·m) = O(24kn3). We may assume
that dimVi ≤ k for every i = 1, 2, . . . ,m because otherwise dimVi ∩
(∑
j 6=i Vj
)
= dimVi > k
and then we can conclude that the branch-width of G is greater than k.
It is easy to see that for each subset X of E,
dim

∑
Ei∈X
Vi

 ∩

 ∑
Ei∈E−X
Vi

 = βG(X)
because Vi is the span of some ej’s that represent the vertices in Ei and such ej ’s are linearly
independent. Thus, the branch-width of V is equal to the branch-width of G. So we can run
the algorithm in Theorem 1.1. The time complexity is, for some functions g and f ,
O(n · (k22kn)2 + (k + 1) · n · k22kn · 22kn+ k3 · (22kn)3 + g(2, k)(22kn)2) = f(k)n3.
2.4 Application to carving-width of graphs
For a graph G = (V,E) and a subset X of V , we define γG(X) as the number of edges incident
with both a vertex in X and a vertex not in X. The carving of a graph G is the branch-
decomposition of V . The carving-width of a graph G is the branch-width of γG.
We can deduce the following theorem from Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.8. Let k be an integer. Given an input n-vertex graph G, we can either find a
carving of G whose width is at most k, or confirm that the carving-width of G is greater than k
in time f(k)n3 for some function f .
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Proof assuming Theorem 1.1. Let V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the vertex set ofG and E = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}
be the edge set of G. We may assume that the degree of each vertex is at most k so that
m ≤ kn/2. Otherwise, the carving-width of G is greater than k. Let F = GF (2) be the binary
field. Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn} be a subspace arrangement of subspaces of Fm such that for
every i = 1, 2, . . . , n,
Vi = 〈{ej : fj is incident with vi}〉
where {e1, e2, . . . , em} is the standard basis of Fm. Then it is easy to see that for each subset X
of V ,
dim

∑
vi∈X
Vi

 ∩

 ∑
vi∈V−X
Vi

 = γG(X)
because Vi represents the neighbors of vi. Thus the carving-width of G is equal to the branch-
width of V and the carving of G of width at most k corresponds to the branch-decomposition
of V of width at most k. Then we obtain our algorithm from the algorithm of Theorem 1.1.
3 Transcripts
Our algorithm for computing a branch-decomposition of V of width k deploys dynamic program-
ming on a precomputed branch-decomposition (T,L) of V of width at most θ. For the dynamic
programming, we will need to take advantage of this structure to design efficient algorithms. Dy-
namic programming algorithms on tree-decomposition benefit from the small width by encoding
solutions with respect to the bags. While the bags are explicit in a given tree-decomposition,
a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement does not provide an easy-to-handle metric
for encoding solutions to our problem. In order to make it more useful, we will need some extra
information.
Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V. Though we define T
to have no degree-2 nodes in the definition of a branch-decomposition, we will sometimes relax
this definition by allowing T to have a special node, called the root, of degree 2 or 0 and such a
branch-decomposition will be called a rooted branch-decomposition. We will assume that T is
a rooted binary tree by picking an arbitrary edge e and subdividing e to create a degree-2 root
node r. We may orient each edge of T towards the root r and assume that T is a rooted binary
directed tree.
For a node v of T , let Vv be the set of all elements of V associated with v and its descendants
by L. The boundary space Bv at v is defined asBv = 〈Vv〉∩〈V−Vv〉. Later, we shall encode partial
branch-decompositions with respect to the boundary spaces of a given branch-decomposition
(T,L). For this, we need to know Bv in advance. Moreover, the information relating the
boundary space at a node and at its parent node will be necessary, which is captured by the
notion of a transcript. This section provides an exposition on how to represent the boundary
spaces, to do basic computations on subspaces and to compute a transcript in order to achieve
the running time claimed in Theorem 1.1.
3.1 Basic operations
Let F be a field and r be a positive integer. The sum of two subspaces X and Y of Fr is denoted
by X + Y and is defined as {x+ y : x ∈ X,y ∈ Y }. Let B and B′ be two subspaces of Fr such
that B′ ⊆ B, where B comes with a fixed ordered basis B. We say that a dimB×dimB′ matrix
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MB,B′ over F represents B′ with respect to B if the i-th column of MB,B′ is the coordinate
vector of the i-th element of some fixed ordered basis B′ of B′ with respect to B. Let C be a
basis of a subspace C such that B ⊆ C. Then there exists the unique |C| × |B| matrix P over F
such that
P [x]B = [x]C
for all x ∈ 〈B〉. This matrix P is called the transition matrix from B to C.
Given two matrices MB,B′ and MB,B′′ representing two subspaces B
′ and B′′ of B with
respect to B, we can do the following operations; let d := dimB:
• We can decide whether B′ ⊆ B′′ with O(d3) elementary field operations on F. Note that
B′ ⊆ B′′ if and only if the column space of MB,B′ is contained in the column space of
MB,B′′ , or equivalently, the basis of B
′ is contained in the column space of MB,B′′ . The
latter holds if and only if the equation MB,B′′X =MB,B′ is feasible. The equation can be
solved with O(d3) elementary field operations on F.
• We can compute the sum B′ + B′′, whose output is a matrix representing it, with O(d3)
elementary field operations on F. This can be done by computing the basis of the column
vectors in the matrix
[
MB,B′ MB,B′′
]
.
• We can compute the matrix representing B′ ∩ B′′ with O(d3) elementary field operations
on F. The basis
[
Mx
My
]
of the null space of
[
MB,B′ −MB,B′′
]
can be computed using
Gaussian elimination so that MB,B′Mx −MB,B′′My = 0. Then the matrix representing
B′ ∩ B′′ with respect to B can be obtained from MB,B′Mx by repeatedly removing a
column if it is spanned by other columns. The last step can be done by finding a maximal
set of linearly independent column vectors of MB,B′Mx, which can be done by reducing it
to reduced row echelon form and taking columns with leading 1 of some row.
In particular, B′ is a basis of B′ and B′ ⊆ B, then the matrix representing B′ ∩B′′ with
respect to B′ can be easily obtained as follows: First, we obtain a matrix representation
of B′ ∩ B′′ with respect to B. Second, we discard rows corresponding to B −B′ in that
matrix representation.
• If MB,B′ is a matrix representing the subspace B
′ of 〈B〉 with respect to B, and P is
a transition matrix from B to C, PMB,B′ equals the matrix MC,B′ representing B
′ with
respect to C.
3.2 Definition of transcripts
A transcript of (T,L) is a pair Λ = ({Bv}v∈V (T ), {B
′
v}v∈V (T )) of sets of ordered bases Bv and
B
′
v of subspaces Bv = 〈Bv〉 and B
′
v = 〈B
′
v〉 of F
r, respectively, such that
• the first |Bv | elements of B
′
v are precisely Bv for each node v,
• 〈Bv〉 = 〈Vv〉 ∩ 〈V − Vv〉 for each node v,
• 〈B′v〉 = 〈Bw1〉+ 〈Bw2〉 for each node v having two children w1 and w2,
• 〈B′v〉 = 〈Bv〉 for each leaf v.
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If a node w of T is a parent of a node v of T , then there exists the unique |B′w| × |Bv | matrix
Tv over F such that
Tv[x]Bv = [x]B′w
for all x ∈ Bv. This matrix Tv is called the transition matrix of Λ at a node v. (For the root
node r, let Tr be the null matrix.) The order of a transcript Λ is the maximum of |B
′
v| for all
nodes v.
Lemma 3.1. Let (T,L) be a rooted branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and let
x be a node of T with two children x1 and x2. Let Bxi = 〈Vxi〉 ∩ 〈V − Vxi〉 for i = 1, 2. Then
〈Vx1〉 ∩ (Bx1 +Bx2) = Bx1
〈Vx1〉 ∩ (Bx1 +Bx2) = Bx1
(〈Vx1〉+Bx1 +Bx2) ∩ (〈Vx2〉+Bx1 +Bx2) = Bx1 +Bx2 .
Proof. Let us first prove that 〈Vxi〉 ∩ (Bx1 + Bx2) = Bxi . By symmetry, it is enough to prove
for i = 1. Since Bx1 is a subspace of 〈Vx1〉,
Bx1 = 〈Vx1〉 ∩Bx1 ⊆ 〈Vx1〉 ∩ (Bx1 +Bx2).
As Bx1 ⊆ 〈V − Vx1〉 and Bx2 ⊆ 〈Vx2〉 ⊆ 〈V − Vx1〉, we have
〈Vx1〉 ∩ (Bx1 +Bx2) ⊆ 〈Vx1〉 ∩ 〈V − Vx1〉 = Bx1 .
This proves that 〈Vxi〉 ∩ (Bx1 +Bx2) = Bxi for i = 1, 2.
Now let us prove the last equation. Since (〈Vx1〉 + Bx1 + Bx2) ∩ (〈Vx2〉 + Bx1 + Bx2) ⊇
(Bx1 + Bx2), the proof is completed by showing that the dimensions of both sides are equal.
Note that Bx1 ∩Bx2 = 〈Vx1〉 ∩ 〈V − Vx1〉 ∩ 〈Vx2〉 ∩ 〈V − Vx2〉 = 〈Vx1〉 ∩ 〈Vx2〉 and therefore
dim(〈Vx1〉+Bx1 +Bx2) ∩ (〈Vx2〉+Bx1 +Bx2)
= dim(〈Vx1〉+Bx2) ∩ (〈Vx2〉+Bx1)
= dim〈Vx1〉+ dimBx2 − dim〈Vx1〉 ∩Bx2
+ dim〈Vx2〉+ dimBx1 − dim〈Vx2〉 ∩Bx1 − dim(〈Vx1〉+ 〈Vx2〉)
= dim〈Vx1〉+ dim〈Vx2〉 − dim〈Vx1〉 ∩ 〈Vx2〉 − dim(〈Vx1〉+ 〈Vx2〉)
+ dimBx1 + dimBx2 − dim〈Vx1〉 ∩ 〈Vx2〉
= dim(Bx1 +Bx2).
Every transcript satisfies the properties in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let (T,L) be a rooted branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V.
Let Λ = ({Bv}v∈V (T ), {B
′
v}v∈V (T )) be a transcript of (T,L). Then the following hold.
(1) If a node w is a parent of a node v of T , then 〈Bv〉 ⊆ 〈B
′
w〉.
(2) For each node v of T ,
〈Bv〉 = 〈Vv〉 ∩ 〈V − Vv〉 ⊆ 〈B
′
v〉
and if r is the root of T , then Br = ∅.
(3) For each node v with two children w1 and w2,
〈Vwi〉 ∩ 〈B
′
v〉 = 〈Bwi〉 for all i = 1, 2,
(〈Vw1〉+ 〈B
′
v〉) ∩ (〈Vw2〉+ 〈B
′
v〉) = 〈B
′
v〉.
Proof. By definition, (1) and (2) are trivial. By Lemma 3.1, (3) holds.
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3.3 Computing a transcript of a branch-decomposition
Let M be an r × m matrix of rank r such that column vectors are indexed by E and there
exists a subset B of E such that the submatrix of M induced by the columns in B is the identity
matrix. We may also assume that the rows ofM are indexed by B as well. Let us writeM [X,Y ]
to denote a submatrix of M induced by rows in X and columns in Y . For simplicity, we also
write M [X] to denote M [B,X]. For a matrix M , let col(M) be the column space of M , that is
the span of all column vectors of M . For a subset X of B, let IX be the r × r diagonal matrix
whose rows and columns are indexed by B such that the diagonal entry at v ∈ B is 1 if v ∈ X
and 0 otherwise.
We aim to construct a quadratic time algorithm to find a basis of col(M [X])∩ col(M [Y ]) for
all partitions (X,Y ) appearing in the branch decomposition. First, observe the following.
Lemma 3.3. Let M , B be given as above. If (X,Y ) is a partition of E, then
dim col(M [X]) ∩ col(M [Y ]) = rankM [B ∩ Y,X −B] + rankM [B ∩X,Y −B].
Furthermore if P ⊆ X − B is a column basis of M [B ∩ Y,X −B] and Q ⊆ Y − B is a column
basis of M [B ∩X,Y − B], then the disjoint union of the column vectors of IB∩YM [P ] and the
column vectors of IB∩XM [Q] forms a basis of col(M [X]) ∩ col(M [Y ]).
Proof. After rearranging columns and rows, we may write
M =


B ∩X B ∩ Y X −B Y −B
B ∩X
1
1
. . .
1
0 M11 M12
B ∩ Y 0
1
1
. . .
1
M21 M22


.
We may assume M11 = 0 and M22 = 0 because col(M [X]) and col(M [Y ]) are preserved. Then
it follows easily that col(M [X])∩ col(M [Y ]) is spanned by M [(X ∪Y )−B] and its dimension is
equal to the rank of
(
0 M12
M21 0
)
, that is the sum of rank(M21) and rank(M12). If P is a column
basis of M21 and Q is a column basis of M12, then the basis of M [(X ∪ Y )− B] is the column
vectors of M [P ∪Q] (assuming that M11 = 0 and M22 = 0). This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.4. Let M , B be given as above and let (X,Y ) be a partition of E. If R is a row
basis of M [B ∩X,Y −B] and Q is a column basis of M [R,Y −B], then Q is a column basis of
M [B ∩X,Y −B].
In addition, if |R| ≤ k, then Q can be computed in time O(k2m).
Proof. Columns in Q of M [R,Y −B] span all column vectors of M [R,Y −B]. As rows in R of
M [B ∩X,Y −B] span all row vectors of M [B ∩X,Y −B], columns in Q of M [B ∩X,Y −B]
also span all column vectors of M [B ∩X,Y − B]. As |R| ≤ k, a column basis of M [R,Y − B]
can be computed in time O(k2m).
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Lemma 3.5. Let M , B be given as above. Let (X,Y ) be a partition of E such that |X| ≤ k.
Then in time O(k2m), we can find a column basis P of M [B ∩ Y,X −B] and a row basis R of
M [B ∩X,Y −B].
Proof. As M [B ∩ Y,X − B] has at most k columns, its column basis P can be found in time
O(k2r). Similarly, M [B ∩X,Y − B] has at most k rows and so its row basis can be found in
time O(k2m). Note that r ≤ m.
Lemma 3.6. Let M , B be given as above. Let (X1 ∪X2, Y ) be a partition of E. Suppose that
• P1 ⊆ X1 − B is a column basis of M [B ∩ (Y ∪X2),X1 − B] and R1 ⊆ B ∩X1 is a row
basis of M [B ∩X1, (Y ∪X2)−B],
• P2 ⊆ X2 − B is a column basis of M [B ∩ (Y ∪X1),X2 − B] and R2 ⊆ B ∩X2 is a row
basis of M [B ∩X2, (Y ∪X1)−B].
Let P be a column basis of M [B∩Y, P1∪P2] and let R be a row basis of M [R1∪R2, Y −B]. Then
P is a column basis of M [B∩Y, (X1∪X2)−B] and R is a row basis of M [B∩(X1∪X2), Y −B].
In addition, if |Pi| + |Ri| ≤ k for each i = 1, 2, then in time O(k
2m), we can either find P
and R or confirm that |P |+ |R| > k.
Proof. The columns in Pi of M [B ∩ Y,Xi −B] span all column vectors of M [B ∩ Y,Xi −B] for
each i = 1, 2. Therefore the columns in P1 ∪ P2 of M [B ∩ Y, (X1 ∪ X2) − B] span all column
vectors of M [B ∩ Y, (X1 ∪X2)−B]. Similarly, the rows in Ri of M [B ∩Xi, Y −B] span all row
vectors ofM [B∩Xi, Y −B] for each i = 1, 2. So, the rows in R1∪R2 of M [B∩(X1∪X2), Y −B]
span all row vectors of M [B ∩ (X1 ∪X2), Y −B]. The conclusion on P and R follows easily.
As |B ∩ Y | ≤ r and |P1 ∪ P2| ≤ 2k, P can be computed in time O(k
2r). Similarly as
|R1 ∪R2| ≤ 2k and |Y −B| ≤ m, R can be computed in time O(k
2m). Note that r ≤ m.
Let V be a subspace arrangement of Fr. Let M be an r ×m matrix in reduced row echelon
form with a partition I of the column index set E of M such that |V| = |I|, m =
∑
V ∈V dimV ,
and for each V ∈ V, there exists the unique I ∈ I with V = col(M [I]). We assume that M has
no zero rows by deleting such rows. Let B ⊆ E be the indices such that M [B] is the identity
matrix. As we did in the beginning of this section, we assume that rows of M are indexed by B.
Let (T,L) be a rooted branch-decomposition of V. For each node v of T , let Ev be the subset
of E indexing every column vector that corresponds to a vector in a basis of some V ∈ Vv. For
each node v of T , let Ev be the union of all I ∈ I satisfying that col(M [I]) = V for some V ∈ Vv.
Given a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V, we want to construct a transcript Λ = ({Bv}, {B
′
v})
with its transition matrices {Tv}. First we need to compute a basis of 〈Vv〉 ∩ 〈V − Vv〉, that is
col(M [Ev ]) ∩ col(M [E − Ev])
for each node v of T . For this step, Theorem 3.8 shows that Algorithm 1 can correctly compute
a basis of col(M [Ev]) ∩ col(M [E − Ev]) for all nodes v of T .
Lemma 3.7. Let B, B1, B2 be subspaces of Fr given by their ordered bases B, B1, B2, respec-
tively such that B ⊆ B1 + B2 and dimB ≤ k, dimB1 ≤ k, dimB2 ≤ k. Then in time O(k2r),
we can find an ordered basis B′ of B1 + B2 that extends B and matrices T1 and T2 (transition
matrices) such that T1[x]B1 = [x]B′ for all x ∈ B1 and T2[y]B2 = [y]B′ for all y ∈ B2.
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Algorithm 1 Finding a basis for each boundary space in a branch-decomposition (T,L) of a
subspace arrangement V of subspaces of dimension at most k
Ensure: M is an r × m matrix representing V in reduced row echelon form, and E and its
subset B are given as in the beginning of Section 3.3
1: procedure bases((T,L), V, k)
2: repeat
3: choose an unmarked node v of T farthest from the root
4: let Ev be the subset of E, indexing all columns corresponding to some V ∈ Vv
5: if v is a leaf then
6: compute a column basis Pv of M [B − Ev, Ev −B]
7: compute a row basis Rv of M [Ev ∩B,E − (Ev ∪B)]
8: else
9: let w1, w2 be two children of v in T
10: compute a column basis Pv of M [B − Ev, Pw1 ∪ Pw2 ]
11: compute a row basis Rv of M [Rw1 ∪Rw2 , E − (Ev ∪B)]
12: end if
13: if |Pv |+ |Rv | > k then
14: stop
15: end if
16: compute a column basis Qv of M [Rv, E − (Ev ∪B)]
17: let Bv be the set of the column vectors in IB−EvM [Pv ] and IB∩EvM [Qv]
18: mark v
19: until all nodes in T are marked
20: end procedure
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Proof. Consider an r × (|B| + |B1| + |B2|) matrix M consisting of column vectors in B, B1,
and B2. We find a column basis B
′ of M extending B in time O(k2r).
By symmetry, it is enough to show how to compute the transition matrices T1 such that
T1[x]B1 = [x]B′
for all x ∈ B1. This step is included in the proof of [9, Proposition 5.3] but we include its proof
for the completeness. Let B1 = {b1, b2, . . . , bℓ} ⊆ Fr. If x = bj, then T1[bj ]B1 = T1ej is the j-th
column vector of T1, which is equal to the coordinate of bj with respect to B
′. So,
(B′)T1 = (B1)
where (B′) is an r× |B′| matrix whose column vectors are B′ and similarly (B1) is an r× |B1|
matrix corresponding to B1. This matrix equation can be solved in time O(k
2r).
Theorem 3.8. Let V be a subspace arrangement of Fr represented by an r ×m matrix M in
reduced row echelon form with no zero rows such that each V ∈ V has dimension at most k.
Let n = |V|. Given a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V, in time O(k3n2), Algorithm 1 correctly
computes a basis of 〈Vv〉 ∩ 〈V − Vv〉 for all nodes v of T or confirms that (T,L) has width
larger than k. In addition, if (T,L) has width at most k, then we can compute the transcript
Λ = ({Bv}, {B
′
v}) corresponding to (T,L) with its transition matrices in time O(k
3n2).
Proof. Let E be the set indexing the columns of M and let B ⊆ E be a subset such that
M [B] is an r × r identity matrix. Note that r ≤ m because r is equal to the rank of M and
m =
∑
V ∈V dimV ≤ kn because each V ∈ V has dimension at most k. Let Bv be a basis of
〈Vv〉 ∩ 〈V − Vv〉.
For each leaf v of T , we can compute Pv and Rv in time O(k
2m) ≤ O(k3n) by Lemma 3.5. For
each internal node v of T , we can compute Pv and Rv in time O(k
2m) ≤ O(k3n) by Lemma 3.6.
For each node v, after computing Pv and Rv, we can compute Qv in time O(k
2m) ≤ O(k3n)
by Lemma 3.4 and using that we can output Bv in time O(kr) ≤ O(k
2n) by Lemma 3.3. Since
there are O(n) nodes of T , it takes O(k3n2) time to compute Bv for all nodes v of T .
When we are given a basis Bv for each node v of T , computing the transcript with its
transition matrices can be done in time O(k2rn) ≤ O(k3n2) by Lemma 3.7.
4 Pure branch-decompositions
Let us start this section with a few terminologies on branch-decompositions. We are going to
assume that a subspace arrangement V and its rooted branch-decomposition (T b,Lb) are given.
Generally (T b,Lb) would have width larger than k, as our goal is to find a branch-decomposition
of width at most k.
For two nodes x, y of T b, we say that x ≤ y if either x = y or x is a descendant of y. Clearly
≤ is a partial order on V (T b). We write x < y if x ≤ y and x 6= y. For a node x of T b, let Vx be
the set of all subspaces Lb(ℓ) where ℓ is a leaf of T b with ℓ ≤ x and let Bx = 〈Vx〉 ∩ 〈V − Vx〉.
Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0 ⊆ V. For an edge uv of a tree T and a node w
of T , we say that the ordered pair (u, v) points towards w if the unique path of T from u to w
visits v. Note that this implies w 6= u. We define L(T, u, v) to be the set of all L(w) for each
leaf w of T such that (u, v) points towards w. In addition, if Vx ⊆ V0 for a node x of T
b, then
we write Lx(T, u, v) = L(T, u, v) ∩ Vx and λ
(T,L)
x (uv) = dim〈Lx(T, u, v)〉 ∩ 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉.
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For an edge uv of T and a node x of T b with Vx ⊆ V0, we say that the ordered pair (u, v) is
x-mixed if L(T, u, v) ∩ Vx 6= ∅ and L(T, u, v) ∩ (V0 − Vx) 6= ∅. For S ⊆ V0, an edge uv of T is
said to cut S if L(T, u, v) ∩ S 6= ∅ and L(T, v, u) ∩ S 6= ∅. Note that uv does not cut S if and
only if S ⊆ L(T, u, v) or S ⊆ L(T, v, u). We say that uv is x-crossing if both (u, v) and (v, u)
are x-mixed, or equivalently uv cuts both Vx and V0 − Vx.
For a node x of T b with Vx ⊆ V0, we say that an edge uv of T is x-degenerate if
〈Lx(T, u, v)〉 ∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩Bx.
We define the concept of x-degenerate branch-decompositions recursively as follows. We say
that (T,L) is x-degenerate if T has an x-degenerate edge uv such that
• uv cuts Vx and
• for all y < x, if (T,L) is y-degenerate, then uv does not cut Vy.
For an x-degenerate branch-decomposition, such an edge uv is called improper x-degenerate.
An x-degenerate edge is proper if it is not improper. Note that if x is a leaf of T b, then (T,L) is
not x-degenerate, because T has no edge cutting Vx. We say that (T,L) is x-disjoint if V0 = Vx
or T has an edge uv such that L(T, u, v) = Vx and v is incident with an improper x-degenerate
edge.
We say that an edge uv of T x-guards its end v if
〈Lx(T, u, v)〉 ∩Bx ( 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩Bx.
We say an edge is x-guarding if it x-guards one of its ends. We remark that Lx(T, v, u) 6= ∅. An
edge uv that x-guards v is called improper x-guarding if v has two neighbors v1, v2 in T − uv
such that both Lx(T, v, v1) and Lx(T, v, v2) are nonempty and (u, v) is x-mixed. An x-guarding
edge is proper if it is not improper. A node w of T is x-blocked by an x-guarding edge e if
(1) e x-guards an end v having two neighbors v1, v2 in T − e such that both Lx(T, v, v1) and
Lx(T, v, v2) are nonempty, (2) w 6= v, and (3) the component of T − e containing w contains v.
An edge f of T is x-blocked by an x-guarding edge e if at least one end of f is x-blocked by e.
A 2-edge path uvw of T is an x-blocking path if
〈Lx(T, u, v)〉 ∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, v, w)〉 ∩Bx,
〈Lx(T,w, v)〉 ∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩Bx,
and neither uv nor vw is x-degenerate or x-guarding. We say that v is the center of the path
uvw. An x-blocking path uvw is improper if v has a neighbor t in T − u− w such that (v, t) is
x-mixed and Lx(T, v, u), Lx(T, v, w), Lx(T, v, t) are nonempty. An x-blocking path is proper if
it is not improper. A node z of T is called x-blocked by an x-blocking path uvw if z 6= v and
the path from v to z has neither u nor w. An edge f of T is x-blocked by an x-blocking path
uvw if at least one end of f is x-blocked by uvw. A node or an edge of T is said to be x-blocked
if it is x-blocked by an x-blocking path or an x-guarding edge.
We observe that if uvw is an x-blocking path in T and t is the neighbor of v other than u
and w, then vt x-guards t as
〈Lx(T, v, t)〉 ∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, u, v) ∩ Lx(T,w, v)〉 ∩Bx
⊆ 〈Lx(T, u, v)〉 ∩ 〈Lx(T,w, v)〉 ∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩ 〈Lx(T, v, w)〉 ∩Bx
⊆ 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩Bx + 〈Lx(T, v, w)〉 ∩Bx
⊆ 〈Lx(T, v, u) ∪ Lx(T, v, w)〉 ∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, t, v)〉 ∩Bx
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and equality holds if and only if 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩Bx ⊆ 〈Lx(T, v, w)〉 ∩Bx or 〈Lx(T, v, w)〉 ∩Bx ⊆
〈Lx(T, v, u)〉 ∩ Bx, which is impossible since neither uv nor vw is x-degenerate or x-guarding.
We remark that if v is a node of T having three neighbors v1, v2, v3, then at most one of
v1vv2, v2vv3, v3vv1 is an x-blocking path. Otherwise, say v1vv2 and v2vv3 are x-blocking. Then
〈Lx(T, v2, v)〉∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, v, v3)〉∩Bx ⊆ 〈Lx(T, v1, v)〉∩Bx = 〈Lx(T, v, v2)〉∩Bx, which implies
that an edge vv2 is x-degenerate or x-guards v.
We say that (T,L) is x-pure if the following hold.
• If (T,L) is not x-degenerate, then all x-blocking paths and all x-guarding edges of T are
proper.
• If (T,L) is x-degenerate, then (T,L) is x-disjoint.
We will see later that if (T,L) is x-degenerate, then every edge of T is either x-degenerate or
x-guarding.
We say that a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V0 is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb) if
(T,L) is x-pure for all nodes x of T b with Vx ⊆ V0. We omit “with respect to (T
b,Lb)” if it is
clear from the context. Our goal is to prove that if the branch-width of a subspace arrangement
is at most k, then there exists a totally pure branch-decomposition of the subspace arrangement
whose width is at most k.
Here are useful operations that would transform a branch-decomposition of width k into an
x-pure branch-decomposition of width at most k.
4.1 Fork
Suppose that (T,L) is a branch-decomposition of V0, x is a node of T
b with Vx ⊆ V0, and v is
a node of T having three neighbors v1, v2, v3 such that v1vv2 is an improper x-blocking path,
and λ
(T,L)
x (vv1) ≥ λ
(T,L)
x (vv2).
Now we describe the operation called forking. First let T vv3 be the component of T − vv3
containing v3, regarded as a rooted binary tree with the root v3. Smoothing a degree-2 node w
is to contract one of the edges incident with w. Let T vv3x be the minimal subtree of T
vv3 that
contains every leaf of T vv3 mapped to a subspace in Vx by L. Let the root of T
vv3
x be the node of
T vv3x closest to v3 in T
vv3 . Let T v,x be the rooted binary tree obtained from T vv3x by smoothing
degree-2 non-root nodes if necessary. Let T vv3x¯ be the minimal subtree of T
vv3 that contains
every leaf of T vv3 mapped to a subspace in V0 − Vx by L. Let the root of T
vv3
x¯ be the node of
T vv3x¯ closest to v3 in T
vv3 such that every subspace in V0 −Vx corresponds to a leaf of T
vv3
x¯ and
the root of T vv3x¯ is the closest node to v3 in T
vv3 . Let T v,x¯ be the rooted binary tree obtained
from T vv3x¯ by smoothing degree-2 non-root nodes if necessary.
Then, forking at v by Vx is an operation to obtain a new branch-decomposition (T
′,L) from
(T,L) by deleting all nodes x-blocked by v1vv2, subdividing the edge vv2 to create a degree-2
node v′, making the disjoint union with T v,x and T v,x¯, and adding edges joining v with the root
of T v,x and v′ with the root of T v,x¯. See Figure 1.
Proposition 4.1. If a branch-decomposition (T ′,L) is obtained from a branch-decomposition
(T,L) by forking at v by Vx, then the width of (T
′,L) is at most the width of (T,L).
For this proposition, we present the following lemmas.
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Figure 1: Constructing T ′ by forking at v by Vx. represents a leaf node mapped to an element
of Vx by L and represents a leaf node mapped to an element of V0 − Vx by L.
Lemma 4.2. Let L1, L2, R1, R2, X1, X2, Y1, Y2 be subspaces of Fr and S1 = L1 + R1 + Y1
and S2 = L2 +R2 + Y2. If (X1 + Y1) ∩ (S2 +X2) ⊆ (L1 +R1) ∩ (S2 +X2), then
dimX1 ∩ (S1 + S2 +X2) ≤ dim(X1 +X2) ∩ (S1 + S2),
dimX2 ∩ (S1 + S2 +X1) ≤ dim(X1 +X2) ∩ (S1 + S2).
Proof. For the first inequality, dimX1 ∩ (S1+S2+X2)− dim(X1+X2)∩ (S1+S2) = dimX1+
dim(S1 + S2) + dimX2 − dim(S1 + S2) ∩X2 − dim(X1 +X2)− dim(S1 + S2) = dimX1 ∩X2 −
dim(S1+S2)∩X2 ≤ 0 because X1∩X2 ⊆ (X1+Y1)∩(S2+X2)∩X2 ⊆ (L1+R1)∩(S2+X2)∩X2 ⊆
S1 ∩X2 ⊆ (S1 + S2) ∩X2.
For the second inequality, dimX2∩(S1+S2+X1)−dim(X1+X2)∩(S1+S2) = dimX2∩X1−
dim(S1+S2)∩X1 ≤ 0 because X1∩X2 ⊆ X1∩(X1+Y1)∩(S2+X2) ⊆ X1∩(L1+R1)∩(S2+X2) ⊆
X1 ∩ (L1 +R1) ⊆ X1 ∩ (S1 + S2).
Lemma 4.3 ([9, Lemma 3.18]). For finite-dimensional subspaces X1,X2, Y1, Y2,
dim(X1 +X2) ∩ (Y1 + Y2) =dimX1 ∩ Y1 + dimX2 ∩ Y2
− dimX1 ∩X2 − dimY1 ∩ Y2 + dim(X1 + Y1) ∩ (X2 + Y2).
Lemma 4.4. Let L1, L2, R1, R2, Z1, Z2 be subspaces of Fr such that
L1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) = (L1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2),
R1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) = (R1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2),
dimL1 ∩ (Z1 +R1) ≥ dim(L1 + Z1) ∩R1.
Then dim(L1 + L2) ∩ (R1 +R2 + Z1 + Z2) ≥ dim(L1 + L2 + Z1) ∩ (R1 +R2 + Z2).
Proof. By the hypothesis, we have (L1 + Z1) ∩ L2 = (L1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 + R2 + Z2) ∩ L2 =
L1∩(L2+R2+Z2)∩L2 = L1∩L2 and similarly R1∩(R2+Z2) = R1∩(L2+R2+Z2)∩(R2+Z2) =
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Figure 2: The subspaces from T and T ′.
(R1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩ (R2 + Z2) = (R1 + Z1) ∩ (R2 + Z2). By Lemma 4.3, we have
dim(L1 + Z1 + L2) ∩ (R1 +R2 + Z2)
= dim(L1 + Z1) ∩R1 + dimL2 ∩ (R2 + Z2)− dim(L1 + Z1) ∩ L2 − dimR1 ∩ (R2 + Z2)
+ dim(L1 + Z1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2)
= dim(L1 + Z1) ∩R1 + dimL2 ∩ (R2 + Z2)− dimL1 ∩ L2 − dim(R1 + Z1) ∩ (R2 + Z2)
+ dim(L1 + Z1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2)
≤ dimL1 ∩ (Z1 +R1) + dimL2 ∩ (R2 + Z2)− dimL1 ∩ L2 − dim(R1 + Z1) ∩ (R2 + Z2)
+ dim(L1 + Z1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2)
= dim(L1 + L2) ∩ (R1 + Z1 +R2 + Z2).
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Let v1, v2, v3 be the neighbors of v such that v1vv2 is an improper
x-blocking path and λ
(T,L)
x (vv1) ≥ λ
(T,L)
x (vv2). Let L1 = 〈Lx(T, v, v1)〉, L2 = 〈L(T, v, v1)− Vx〉,
R1 = 〈Lx(T, v, v2)〉, R2 = 〈L(T, v, v2)− Vx〉, Z1 = 〈Lx(T, v, v3)〉, Z2 = 〈L(T, v, v3)− Vx〉. Let v
′
be the new node of T ′ on the path from v to v2. See Figure 2.
For an edge e′ of T ′, if e′ is in T ′−V (T v,x)−V (T v,x¯)−vv′, then there exists the corresponding
edge e of T such that the width of e′ is equal to the width of e.
Now we show that the width of vv′ is at most the width of vv1 in T . Since v1vv2 is an
x-blocking path,
(L1 + Z1) ∩Bx = L1 ∩Bx and (R1 + Z1) ∩Bx = R1 ∩Bx.
Then, by taking the intersection with L2 +R2 + Z2, we have
(L1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩Bx = L1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩Bx and
(R1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩Bx = R1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩Bx.
As (L1 + Z1) ⊆ 〈Vx〉 and (L2 + R2 + Z2) ⊆ 〈V0 − Vx〉, we deduce that L1 ∩ (L2 + R2 + Z2) ⊆
(L1+Z1)∩ (L2+R2+Z2) ⊆ 〈Vx〉∩ 〈V0−Vx〉 ⊆ Bx. Thus, we have (L1+Z1)∩ (L2+R2+Z2) =
(L1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩Bx = L1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ∩Bx = L1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2). Similarly
we obtain
(R1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) = R1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2).
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We can also see that
dimL1 ∩ (Z1 +R1) = λ
(T,L)
x (vv1) ≥ λ
(T,L)
x (vv2) = dim(L1 + Z1) ∩R1.
Thus the conditions for Lemma 4.4 hold. Then Lemma 4.4 implies that the width of vv′ is at
most the width of v1v in T .
We claim that for an edge e′ in E(T ′[V (T v,x) ∪ {v}]), the width of e′ is at most the width
of some edge in E(T [V (T vv3) ∪ {v}]). Let e′ = x′y′ where z′ is closer to v than y′. By the
construction of T ′, there exists an edge e = zy, which is x-blocked by v1vv2, in E(T [V (T
vv3) ∪
{v}]) such that Lx(T, z, y) = Lx(T
′, z′, y′).
Let X1 = 〈Lx(T, z, y)〉, X2 = 〈L(T, z, y) − Vx〉, Y1 = 〈Lx(T, v, v3) − Lx(T, z, y)〉, Y2 =
〈L(T, v, v3) − L(T, z, y) − Vx〉. Note that X1 + Y1 = Z1 and X2 + Y2 = Z2. Then, we observe
that Z1 ∩ (L2 + R2 + Z2) ⊆ (L1 + Z1) ∩ (L2 + R2 + Z2) = L1 ∩ (L2 + R2 + Z2) and similarly
Z1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ⊆ R1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2). Thus,
Z1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ⊆ L1 ∩R1 ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2) ⊆ (L1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2 + Z2).
So the condition for Lemma 4.2 holds. And Lemma 4.2 shows that the width of e′ is at most
the width of e.
Similarly, it is easy to show that the claim is true for an edge e′ in E(T ′[V (T v,x¯)∪{v′}]).
4.2 Split
Suppose again that (T,L) is a branch-decomposition of V0, x is a node of T
b with Vx ⊆ V0, and an
edge uv of T x-guards v improperly or uv is improper x-degenerate. Under that circumstances,
if (u, v) is x-mixed, we define an operation called splitting. Similar to the definitions for forking,
we define T uv be the component of T − uv containing v, regarded as a rooted binary tree with
the root v. Let T uvx be the minimal subtree of T
uv that contains every leaf of T uv mapped to a
subspace in Vx by L. Let the root of T
uv
x be the node of T
uv
x closest to v in T
uv. Let T v,x be
the rooted binary tree obtained from T uvx by smoothing degree-2 non-root nodes if necessary.
Let T uvx¯ be the minimal subtree of Tuv that contains every leaf of T
uv mapped to a subspace
in V0 − Vx by L. Let the root of T
uv
x be the node of T
uv
x closest to v in T
uv such that every
subspace in V0 − Vx corresponds to a leaf of T
uv
x¯ and the root of T
uv
x¯ is the closest node to v
in T uv. Let T v,x¯ be the rooted binary tree obtained from T uvx¯ by smoothing degree-2 non-root
nodes if necessary.
Splitting at uv by Vx is an operation to transform (T,L) to another branch-decomposition
(T ′,L) by deleting all nodes in the component of T − v not containing u, making the disjoint
union with T v,x and T v,x¯, adding an edge joining v with the root of T v,x and an edge joining v
with the root of T v,x¯. See Figure 3.
We prove that splitting does not increase the width.
Proposition 4.5. If a branch-decomposition (T ′,L) is obtained from a branch-decomposition
(T,L) by splitting uv by Vx, then the width of (T
′,L) is less than or equal to the width of (T,L).
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 4.2.
4.3 Pure branch-decompositions exist
Our goal is to prove the following proposition.
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Figure 3: Constructing T ′ by splitting at uv by Vx.
Proposition 4.6. Let (T b,Lb) be a rooted branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V
and let V0 ⊆ V. If the branch-width of V0 is at most k, then V0 has a branch-decomposition of
width at most k that is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb).
To prove this proposition, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 4.7. Let x, y be nodes of T b with x ≤ y. If L is a subspace of 〈Vx〉, then
L ∩By ⊆ L ∩Bx.
Proof. Since Bx = 〈Vx〉 ∩ 〈V −Vx〉 and L ⊆ 〈Vx〉 ⊆ 〈Vy〉, we see that L∩Bx = L∩ 〈V −Vx〉 and
L ∩By = L ∩ 〈V − Vy〉. As 〈V − Vy〉 ⊆ 〈V − Vx〉, we have L ∩By ⊆ L ∩Bx.
Lemma 4.8. Let x, y be nodes of T b with x ≤ y. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0
with Vy ⊆ V0. If Ly(T, u, v) ⊆ Vx and an edge e = uv of T is x-degenerate or x-guards v, then
e is y-degenerate or y-guards v.
Proof. Let Lx = 〈Lx(T, u, v)〉, Rx = 〈Lx(T, v, u)〉, Ly = 〈Ly(T, u, v)〉, and Ry = 〈Ly(T, v, u)〉.
We will show that if Lx ∩ Bx ⊆ Rx ∩ Bx, then Ly ∩ By ⊆ Ry ∩ By. Since Ly(T, u, v) ⊆ Vx
and Vx ⊆ Vy, we have Lx = Ly and Rx ⊆ Ry. By Lemma 4.7, Ly ∩ By ⊆ Lx ∩ Bx. Since
Lx ∩Bx ⊆ Rx ∩Bx and Rx ⊆ Ry, we have Ly ∩By ⊆ Ry. Thus, Ly ∩By ⊆ Ry ∩By.
Lemma 4.9. Let x be a node of T b and let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0 such that
Vx ⊆ V0. Let v0v1 · · · vℓ be a path in T . If v0v1 x-guards v1 or v0v1 is x-degenerate, then vℓ−1vℓ
x-guards vℓ or vℓ−1vℓ is x-degenerate.
Proof. It is easy to see that Lx(T, vℓ−1, vℓ) ⊆ Lx(T, v0, v1) and Lx(T, v1, v0) ⊆ Lx(T, vℓ, vℓ−1).
Thus, 〈Lx(T, vℓ−1, vℓ)〉∩Bx ⊆ 〈Lx(T, vℓ, vℓ−1)〉∩Bx because 〈Lx(T, v0, v1)〉∩Bx ⊆ 〈Lx(T, v1, v0)〉∩
Bx.
Lemma 4.10. Let x, y be nodes of T b with y  x. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0
with Vx ∪ Vy ⊆ V0. Let pq be an edge of T such that L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx and it either x-guards q
or is x-degenerate. If (q, p) points towards a node u of T and a branch-decomposition (T ′,L) is
obtained from (T,L) by either forking at u by Vy or splitting at an edge uv of T by Vy, then T
′
has an edge p′q′ such that L(T ′, p′, q′) = L(T, p, q). Furthermore, q′ = q.
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Proof. We first claim that for two nodes u and v of T , if (u, v) is y-mixed, then (u, v) 6= (p, q).
Suppose not. If x < y, then L(T, u, v) = L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx ⊆ Vy, which contradicts that (u, v) is
y-mixed. If x and y are incomparable, then L(T, u, v) ⊆ Vx ⊆ V0 − Vy, which also contradicts
that (u, v) is y-mixed.
Suppose that (T ′,L) is obtained from (T,L) by splitting at uv by Vy. Let Tq be the compo-
nent of T −pq containing q. Note that (u, v) 6= (p, q) because (u, v) is y-mixed. As (u, v) 6= (p, q)
and (q, p) points toward u, we know that Tq is contained either in the component of T − uv
containing v or in the component of T − uv containing u. In the former case, after splitting, Tq
is a subtree of T uvy if x < y, and Tq is a subtree of T
uv
y¯ if x, y are incomparable.
Then the statement trivially follows from L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. In the latter case, note that the
component of T ′ − uv containing u is identical to the component of T − uv containing u, and
the statement follows.
If (T ′,L) is obtained by forking at u, then let v be the unique neighbor of u which does not
lie on the y-blocking path. We remark that (u, v) is y-mixed and uv cuts Vy. Thus similarly we
can see that the statement holds.
Lemma 4.11. Let x, y be nodes of T b with y  x. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0
with Vx ∪ Vy ⊆ V0. Let (T
′,L) be a branch-decomposition obtained from (T,L) by either forking
at u by Vy or splitting at uv by Vy. If (T,L) is x-disjoint, then (T
′,L) is x-disjoint.
Proof. If (T ′,L) is obtained by forking, the let v1uv2 be an improper y-blocking path and let v
be the neighbor of u other than v1 and v2. Then we observe that uv y-guards v and uv cuts Vy.
Note that if (T ′,L) is obtained by splitting at uv, then uv also cuts Vy. We also remark that
(u, v) is y-mixed in both cases.
Since (T,L) is x-disjoint and V0 6= Vx, there exists an edge pq of T such that L(T, p, q) = Vx
and q is incident with an improper x-degenerate edge. If (v, u) points towards p and (p, q) points
towards v, then L(T, u, v) ⊆ L(T, p, q) = Vx. Then either L(T, u, v) ⊆ Vy or L(T, u, v) ⊆ V0−Vy,
depending on whether x < y or x, y are incomparable, contradicting that (u, v) is y-mixed. If
(q, p) points towards v, then, by Lemma 4.10, there exists an edge p′q′ of T ′ such that such
that L(T ′, p′, q′) = Vx and q
′ is incident with an improper x-degenerate edge. That is, (T ′,L) is
x-disjoint as desired.
Now we assume that (u, v) points towards p and (p, q) points towards u. If x and y are
incomparable, then we have L(T, v, u) ⊆ L(T, p, q) = Vx ⊆ V0 − Vy. This contradicts the
fact that uv cuts Vy. Hence, we assume that x < y. Since q is incident with an improper
x-degenerate edge, if (T ′,L) is obtained by forking at u, then by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, uv1 is
either y-guarding or y-degenerate, a contradiction. Now we may further assume that (T ′,L) is
obtained by splitting at uv. If (p, q) = (v, u), then clearly (T ′,L) is x-disjoint as desired. If
(p, q) 6= (v, u), then again by applying Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, we know that uv y-guards u or uv is
y-degenerate. Since uv y-guards v, uv can only be y-degenerate, which must be improper. On
the other hand, uv cuts Vx because L(T, p, q) = Vx and (p, q) 6= (v, u). This is a contradiction
to the fact that uv is an improper y-degenerate edge because (T,L) is x-degenerate.
For a branch-decomposition (T,L) of a subspace arrangement V0, a subset V
′ of V0 is said
to induce a branch-decomposition (T ′,L′) if a subdivision of T ′ is the minimal subtree of T
containing all leaves in L−1(V ′) and L′ is the restriction of L on V ′. We write (T ′,L′) = (T,L)|V ′
if (T ′,L′) is induced by V ′ from (T,L).
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Lemma 4.12. Let x, y be nodes of T b with y  x. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0
with Vx ∪ Vy ⊆ V0 and (T
′,L) be a branch-decomposition obtained from (T,L) by either forking
at v by Vy or splitting at uv by Vy. Then (T,L)|Vx = (T
′,L)|Vx .
Proof. If x ≤ y, then by the construction of T ′, subspaces of V0 mapped by the leaves of T
v,y¯
are not in Vy and thus not in Vx because V0 − Vy ⊆ V0 − Vx. Therefore, it is clear by definition
that (T,L)|Vx = (T
′,L)|Vx .
If x and y are incomparable, then subspaces of V0 mapped by the leaves of T
v,y are in Vy
and thus not in Vx because Vy ⊆ V0 − Vx. Therefore, (T,L)|Vx = (T
′,L)|Vx .
Corollary 4.13. Let x, y be nodes of T b with y  x. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition
of V0 with Vx ∪ Vy ⊆ V0 and (T
′,L) be a branch-decomposition obtained from (T,L) by either
forking at v by Vy or splitting at uv by Vy. Then (T,L) is x-degenerate if and only if (T
′,L) is
x-degenerate.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 4.12 and the definition of x-degenerate branch-
decompositions.
For a node x of T b with Vx ⊆ V0, if (T
′,L′) = (T,L)|Vx , then by definition, there exists a
canonical injection φx : V (T
′) → V (T ) such that for every leaf ℓ of T ′, L′(ℓ) = L(φx(ℓ)). We
say that a node v of T is an x-branch node if φx maps a node of T
′ to v, and such v is said to
correspond to φ−1x (v). An edge e of T is said to correspond to an edge f = ab of T
′ if e is on the
unique path of T from φ−1x (a) to φ
−1
x (b). Observe that if an edge uv of T corresponds to ab of
T ′ and (u, v) points toward φ−1x (b), then Lx(T, u, v) = L
′(T ′, a, b) by definition of (T ′,L′).
Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15 will show that if (T,L) is x-pure and (T ′,L) is obtained from (T,L)
by either forking or splitting, then (T ′,L) is also x-pure.
Lemma 4.14. Let x, y be nodes of T b with y  x. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0
with Vx ∪ Vy ⊆ V0. Let (T
′,L) be a branch-decomposition obtained from (T,L) by either forking
at u by Vy for the center u of an improper y-blocking path, or splitting at uv by Vy for an edge
uv of T y-guarding v improperly. If (T,L) is x-pure, then (T ′,L) is x-pure.
Proof. If (T,L) is x-degenerate, then (T,L) is x-disjoint. By Lemma 4.11 and Corollary 4.13,
(T ′,L) is x-disjoint and x-degenerate, which implies that (T ′,L) is x-pure. So we assume that
(T,L) is not x-degenerate.
Let v be the neighbor of u that is not on the improper y-blocking path when (T ′,L) is
obtained by forking at u. Then for both cases, forking at u and splitting at uv, we observe that
• uv y-guards v,
• uv cuts Vy, and
• (u, v) is y-mixed, which implies Ly(T, u, v) 6= L(T, u, v).
First, we will show that every x-guarding edge in (T ′,L) is proper. Suppose an edge p′q′ of
T ′ x-guards q′ improperly. Let (Tx,Vx) = (T
′,L)|Vx . Since p
′q′ is improper, q′ is an x-branch
node of T ′ and thus there exists a node qx of Tx with φ
′(qx) = q
′ where φ′ is the canonical
injection from the set of all nodes of Tx to the set of all nodes of T
′. Let pxqx be the edge of Tx
such that an edge p′q′ of T ′ corresponds to pxqx. By Lemma 4.12, (T,L)|Vx = (Tx,Vx). For the
canonical injection φ from the set of all nodes of Tx to the set of all nodes of T , let q = φ(qx) and
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let pq be the edge of T corresponding to an edge pxqx of Tx. Then we observe that pq x-guards
q so that it is proper because (T,L) is x-pure. And thus, we have L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx.
We will consider cases depending on the locations of u, v, p, q are in T . If an edge uv is
in the component of T − pq containing p, then by Lemma 4.10, L(T ′, p′, q′) = L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx,
and so p′q′ is proper, which is a contradiction. Suppose uv is not in the component of T − pq
containing p. If x and y are incomparable, then it is also a contradiction because uv cuts Vy
and L(T, u, v) ⊆ L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. Thus we assume x < y. If (v, u) points towards p, then it is a
contradiction because Ly(T, u, v) 6= L(T, u, v) and L(T, u, v) ⊆ L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. If (u, v) points
towards p, then by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, vu y-guards u or is y-degenerate because pq x-guards
q. It is a contradiction because uv y-guards v. Therefore, we conclude that p′q′ is proper, which
implies that every x-guarding edge in (T ′,L) is proper.
It remains to show that every x-blocking path in (T ′,L) is proper. Suppose p′1p
′p′2 is an
improper x-blocking path in T ′ and q′ is a neighbor of p′ other than p′1 and p
′
2. Let (Tx,Vx) =
(T ′,L)|Vx . Since p
′
1p
′p′2 is improper, p
′ is an x-branch node of T ′ and thus there exists px with
φ′(px) = p
′ where φ′ is the canonical injection from the set of all nodes of Tx to the set of all
nodes of T ′. Let pxqx be the edge of Tx such that an edge p
′q′ of T ′ corresponds to pxqx. By
Lemma 4.12, let (T,L)|Vx = (Tx,Vx). For the canonical injection φ from the set of all nodes of
Tx to the set of all nodes of T , let p = φ(px) and let pq be the edge of T corresponding to an edge
pxqx of Tx. Similarly, p1p and pp2 are the edges of T corresponding to the edges of Tx incident
with px. Then p1pp2 is an x-blocking path in T by Lemma 4.12. Since (T,L) is x-pure, we
observe that L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. We also observe that pq x-guards q. It is a contradiction because
uv y-guards v. Therefore, p′1p
′p′2 is proper, which implies that every x-blocking path in (T
′,L)
is proper. This completes the proof.
Let y be a node of T b and (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0 with Vy ⊆ V0. We
say that an improper y-degenerate edge uv of T is y-acceptable if either uv is y-crossing, or
V0−Vy ⊆ L(T, u, v) and there is no edge ab 6= uv of T such that V0−Vy ⊆ L(T, a, b) ⊆ L(T, u, v).
Lemma 4.15. Let x, y be nodes of T b with y  x. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0
with Vx ∪Vy ⊆ V0. Let (T
′,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0 obtained from (T,L) by splitting
at a y-acceptable edge uv by Vy. If (T,L) is x-pure, then (T
′,L) is x-pure.
Proof. First, consider the case when (T,L) is x-degenerate. Then (T,L) is x-disjoint and by
Lemma 4.11, (T ′,L) is x-disjoint. Thus (T ′,L) is x-pure because it is x-degenerate by Corol-
lary 4.13.
Now suppose that uv is an edge of T [V (Tq) ∪ {p}], where Tq is the component of T − pq
containing q. If (p, q) = (u, v) or uv is an edge of Tq such that (v, u) points towards q, then
L(T, u, v) ⊆ L(T, p, q) = Vx. Recall that Vx ⊆ Vy or Vx∩Vy = ∅, depending on whether x < y or
x, y are incomparable nodes of T b, and therefore we have L(T, u, v) ⊆ Vy or L(T, u, v) ∩ Vy = ∅.
This, however, contradicts to the assumption that (u, v) is y-mixed, which is the requirement
for splitting at uv. Therefore, we conclude that either (p, q) = (v, u) or uv is an edge of Tq such
that (u, v) points towards q. Now observe that L(T, v, u) ⊆ L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. This means that
x < y: indeed, if x, y are incomparable then L(T, v, u) ∩ Vy = ∅, which contradicts that uv cuts
Vy as an improper y-degenerate edge.
Since uv is an improper y-degenerate edge and (T,L) is x-degenerate, uv does not cut Vx.
Therefore, we deduce that (p, q) = (v, u). Observe that splitting at uv by Vy keeps Tq intact,
that is, Tq is identical to a subtree of T
′. It follows that (T ′,L) is x-disjoint as desired. This
establishes the case when (T,L) is x-degenerate.
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Second, we consider the case when (T,L) is not x-degenerate. Suppose that the statement
does not hold. That is, T ′ has an improper x-guarding edge or an improper x-blocking path. We
take an edge p′q′ of T ′ as follows: in the former case, p′q′ is an edge of T ′ improperly x-guarding
q′. In the latter case, we take p′ so that it is the center of an improper x-blocking path and p′q′
is an edge incident with p′ that is not on the x-blocking path. Notice that p′q′ x-guards q′ in
both cases. Since (p′, q′) is x-mixed and Lx(T
′, q′, p′) 6= ∅ in both cases, p′q′ cuts Vx. Therefore,
p′q′ corresponds to an edge f of (T ′,L)|Vx .
Now we shall choose an edge of T corresponding to f of (T ′,L)|Vx . Clearly, T has an edge
corresponding to f because (T,L)|Vx = (T
′,L)|Vx . Note that in the case when p
′q′ is an improper
x-guarding edge, q′ is an x-branch node by definition. When p′q′ is chosen as an edge incident
with an improper x-blocking path, p′ is an x-branch node by definition. We choose pq so that
q and q′ correspond to the same node of (T,L)|Vx in the former case, and p and p
′ correspond
to the same node of (T,L)|Vx in the latter case. Once p or q is fixed, pq is uniquely determined
by the condition that pq and p′q′ correspond to f . Observe that pq is x-guarding in the former
case and it must be proper as (T,L) is x-pure. If p′q′ is chosen from an improper x-blocking
path of T ′, then p is the center of an x-blocking path of T , which must be proper, and pq is
the edge incident with p that is not on this x-blocking path. Therefore, pq x-guards q. Since
(p′, q′) is x-mixed and Lx(T
′, p′, q′) = Lx(T, p, q) while (p, q) is not x-mixed in T , it follows that
L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. This also implies that q is an x-branch node.
Suppose that u is a node of the component of T−pq containing p. For L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx, we can
apply Lemma 4.10 and deduce that T ′ contains an edge p′′q′′ such that L(T, p, q) = L(T ′, p′′, q′′)
and q′′ = q. Then q′′ is an x-branch node of T ′ which correspond to the same node of (T,L)|Vx
as q, implying q′′ = q′ because L(T ′, p′′, q′′) ⊆ Vx. It follows that p
′′q′′ = p′q′ as Lx(T
′, p′, q′) =
Lx(T, p, q) = Lx(T
′, p′′, q′′). Now, L(T ′, p′, q′) = L(T ′, p′′, q′′) ⊆ Vx, which contradicts the choice
of p′q′.
Therefore, uv is either an edge of Tq, where Tq is the component of T − pq containing q, or
(p, q) = (v, u). Especially, if uv is an edge of Tq then (u, v) must point towards q since otherwise
(u, v) is not y-mixed. Also similarly as in the previous case, we have x < y.
Let P = w0w1 · · ·ws be the unique path of T from p = w0 to u = ws and recall that the first
edge is pq and the last edge is uv. We claim that every edge on P is an improper y-degenerate
edge. Lemma 4.9 and the existence of uv such that (u, v) pointing towards q imply that every
edge wi−1wi y-guards wi−1 or wi−1wi is y-degenerate. On the other hand, pq = w0w1 x-guards
q = w1. By Lemma 4.9, every edge wi−1wi x-guards wi or is x-degenerate, and thus wi−1wi y-
guards wi or is y-degenerate due to Lemma 4.8. It follows that every edge on P is y-degenerate,
including pq. Now, recall that uv is y-acceptable and uv is not y-crossing due to L(T, v, u) ⊆ Vx.
Therefore, uv is an improper y-degenerate edge such that L(T, u, v) is a minimal set containing
V0 − Vy. We conclude that (p, q) = (v, u) and (T
′,L) is obtained by splitting at uv = qp. It is
easy to see that q′ = q and L(T ′, p′, q′) = L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vx. However, this contradicts the choice
of p′q′.
Lemma 4.16. Let y be a node of T b and let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace
arrangement V0 such that Vy ⊆ V0 and (T,L) is not y-degenerate. By repeatedly applying forking
if it has an improper y-blocking path and applying splitting if it has an improper y-guarding edge
to (T,L), we can construct a branch-decomposition that has neither improper y-blocking paths
nor improper y-guarding edges.
Proof. Suppose (T,L) has an improper y-blocking path or an improper y-guarding edge. We
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are going to show that if we apply forking or splitting to (T,L), then the number of improper
y-blocking paths and improper y-guarding edges must decrease strictly.
Let v1vv2 be an improper y-blocking path in (T,L). Let (T
′,L) be a branch-decomposition
obtained from (T,L) by forking at v by Vy such that v
′ is the new node in T ′ created by
subdividing vv2. Let us consider the number of improper y-blocking paths and improper y-
guarding edges in T ′ as follows.
• Let V1 and V2 be the set of all nodes in the components of T − v containing v1 and v2,
respectively. The total number of improper y-blocking paths and improper y-guarding
edges in T ′[V1 ∪ {v}] and T
′[V2 ∪ {v
′}] is equal to the number of those in T [V1 ∪ {v}] and
T [V2 ∪ {v}].
• By the construction of T ′, all y-blocking paths and all y-guarding edges in T ′[V (T v,y¯) ∪
{v, v′, v2}] are proper because a subspace mapped from a non-root leaf of T
v,y¯ by L is
not in Vy. Note that edges vv
′ and v′v2 of T
′ are not y-guarding because v1vv2 in T is
y-blocking.
• For a y-blocking path p1pp2 in T
′[V (T v,y)∪{v}], if p3 is the neighbor of p other than p1 and
p2, then (p, p3) does not point towards v by Lemma 4.9 because vv3 y-guards v3. Thus,
every y-blocking path in T ′[V (T v,y) ∪ {v}] is proper because a subspace mapped from a
non-root leaf of T v,y¯ by L is in Vy. Similarly, every y-guarding edge in T
′[V (T v,y) ∪ {v}]
is proper.
• As v1vv
′ is a y-blocking path, neither v1vv3 nor v
′vv3 in T
′ is a y-blocking path where v3
is the root of T v,y.
The number of improper y-blocking paths and improper y-guarding edges should decrease strictly
because v1vv2 in T is improper but neither v1vv
′ nor vv′v2 is proper.
Similarly, it is easy to check that the number of improper y-blocking paths and improper y-
guarding edges decreases strictly when we apply splitting to (T,L). This completes the proof.
Finally we give the proof of Proposition 4.6 that is our goal of this section.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. We may assume that |V0| ≥ 2. For a branch-decomposition (T,L) of
V0, let S(T,L) = {x ∈ V (T
b) : Vx ⊆ V0 and (T,L) is z-pure for all z ≤ x}.
We choose a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V0 having width at most k so that |S(T,L)| is
maximal. If (T,L) is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb), then we are done. If (T,L) is not
totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb), then there exists a node y of T b with Vy ⊆ V0 such that
y /∈ S(T,L) and two children of y are in S(T,L).
First let us consider the case when (T,L) is y-degenerate.
• If T has an improper y-degenerate edge u′v′ such that V0 − Vy ⊆ L(T, u
′, v′), then choose
a y-acceptable edge uv of T . And then we apply splitting at uv by Vy to (T,L) so that we
obtain a new branch-decomposition (T ′,L).
• If there is no such edge, then there must exist an improper y-degenerate edge ab that
is y-crossing. We apply splitting at ab by Vy to (T,L) so that we obtain a new branch-
decomposition (T ′′,L). Let c be the root of T b,y. We claim that cb is an improper y-
degenerate edge such that V0−Vy ⊆ L(T
′′, c, b). Let d be the neighbor of b other than a and
c, so that d is the root of T b,y¯. Then Ly(T
′′, b, d) = ∅. Thus, Ly(T
′′, b, a) = Ly(T
′′, c, b) and
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Ly(T
′′, a, b) = Ly(T
′′, b, c). This proves the claim because ab is an improper y-degenerate
edge. And then we choose a y-acceptable edge uv of T ′′. Now we apply splitting at uv by
Vy to (T
′′,L) so that we obtain a new branch-decomposition (T ′,L).
By the construction of (T ′,L), (T ′,L) is y-disjoint. Note that (T,L) is y-degenerate if and
only if (T ′,L) is y-degenerate because (T,L)|Vy = (T
′,L)|Vy . This implies that (T
′,L) is y-pure
because (T ′,L) is y-degenerate. Then S(T ′,L) ⊇ S(T,L) ∪ {y} by Lemma 4.15, which contradicts
the maximality of S(T,L). Note that (T
′,L) has width at most k by Proposition 4.5.
If (T,L) is not y-degenerate, then there exists an improper y-blocking path or an improper
y-guarding edge. By repeatedly applying forking if it has an improper y-blocking path and
applying splitting if it has an improper y-guarding edge to (T,L), we can construct a new branch-
decomposition (T ′,L) that has neither improper y-blocking paths nor improper y-guarding edges
by Lemma 4.16. Note that (T,L) is y-degenerate if and only if (T ′,L) is y-degenerate because
(T,L)|Vy = (T
′,L)|Vy . Thus (T
′,L) is not y-degenerate and so it is y-pure. Also, for a node
x of T b with y  x, if (T,L) is x-pure, then (T ′,L) is x-pure by Lemma 4.14. Note that
the resulting branch-decomposition has width at most k by Propositions 4.1 and 4.5. Then
S(T ′,L) ⊇ S(T,L) ∪ {y}, which contradicts the maximality of S(T,L).
The following lemma will be used later.
Lemma 4.17. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b. Let (T,L) be a branch-
decomposition of Vx. If (T,L) is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb), then (T,L)|Vxi is totally
pure with respect to (T b,Lb) for each i = 1, 2.
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that (T,L)|Vx1 is y-pure for every node y of T
b with
y ≤ x1. Trivially, (T,L)|Vx1 is x1-pure.
Let (T ′,L′) = (T,L)|Vx1 and let y be a node of T
b with y < x1. As (T
′,L′)|Vy is equal to
(T,L)|Vy , (T
′,L′) is y-degenerate if and only if (T,L) is y-degenerate.
If (T,L) is y-degenerate, then (T,L) is y-disjoint so that T has an edge uv such that
L(T, u, v) = Vy and v is incident with an improper y-degenerate edge. By the construction of
T ′, T ′ contains an edge u′v′, which corresponds to an edge uv of T , such that L′(T ′, u′, v′) = Vy
and v′ is incident with an improper y-degenerate edge. So (T ′,L′) is y-disjoint and thus y-pure
because (T ′,L′) is y-degenerate.
If (T,L) is not y-degenerate, then all y-blocking paths and all y-guarding edges of T are
proper because (T,L) is y-pure. For each y-blocking path P ′ in (T ′,L′), there exists the corre-
sponding y-blocking path P in (T,L). As P ′ is in (T ′,L′) and P is proper, if p is the center of
P and q is the neighbor of p that is not on P , then (p, q) is not y-mixed. Thus, we can conclude
that P ′ is proper. Similarly, it is easy to see that every y-guarding edge in (T ′,L′) is proper.
This completes the proof because (T ′,L′) is not y-degenerate.
5 Namus
For a tree T , an incidence is a pair (v, e) of a node v of T and an edge e incident with v. Let
I(T ) be the union of {(∗, ∅), (0, ∅)} and the set of all incidences of T . Let F be a field, let r be
a positive integer, and let B be a subspace of Fr. A B-namu2 Γ is a quadruple (T, α, λ, U) of
• a tree T of maximum degree at most 3 having at least one node,
2‘Namu’ is a tree in Korean.
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• a function α from I(T ) to the set of all subspaces of B,
• a function λ from the union of {∅} and the set of all edges of T to the set of integers, and
• a subspace U of B
such that
(i) for every two-edge path v0, e1, v1, e2, v2 in T , α(v0, e1) is a subspace of α(v1, e2),
(ii) for all incidences (v, e) of T , α(v, e) is a subspace of U ,
(iii) α(∗, ∅) = U , α(0, ∅) = {0}, and λ(∅) = 0,
(iv) for every edge e = uv of T , λ(e) ≥ dimα(v, e) ∩ α(u, e).
The width of a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U) is the maximum of λ(e) over all edges e = uv of T .
(If T has no edges, then the width of Γ is defined to be 0.) For a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U), we
denote T (Γ) = T and call it the tree in Γ.
Let Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1), Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2) be two B-namus. We say that two B-namus
Γ1, Γ2 are equal, denoted as Γ1 = Γ2, if T1 is equal to T2, α1(v, e) = α2(v, e) for every incidence
(v, e) in T1, λ1(e) = λ2(e) for every edge e in T1, and U1 = U2.
Let A(T ) be the set of all leaves of a tree T and recall that for an incidence (u, e) of a tree T ,
Au(T − e) is the set of all leaves of T in the component of T − e containing u. The canonical B-
namu of a branch-decomposition (T,L) of a subspace arrangement V is the B-namu (T, α, λ, U)
such that
• for each node v of T and an edge e incident with v,
α(v, e) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x),
• for each edge e = uv of T ,
λ(e) = dim
∑
x∈Au(T−e)
L(x) ∩
∑
y∈Av(T−e)
L(y),
• U = B ∩
∑
x∈A(T ) L(x).
Note that for every edge e = uv of T , we have
λ(e) ≥ dimB ∩
∑
x∈Au(T−e)
L(x) ∩
∑
y∈Av(T−e)
L(y) = dimα(v, e) ∩ α(u, e),
which meets the condition (iv) of the definition of a B-namu.
Lemma 5.1. Let B, B′ be subspaces of Fr. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace
arrangement V. Let Γ and Γ′ be the canonical B-namu and B′-namu of (T,L), respectively. If
〈V〉 ∩B′ ⊆ B and 〈V〉 ∩B ⊆ B′, then Γ = Γ′.
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Proof. Let Γ = (T, α, λ, U) and Γ′ = (T, α′, λ′, U ′). Let e = uv be an edge of T . Then by
definition
λ(uv) = dim
∑
x∈Au(T−e)
L(x) ∩
∑
y∈Av(T−e)
L(y) = λ′(uv).
By the symmetry of B and B′, it is enough to show that for each incidence (v, e) of T ,
α(v, e) ⊆ α′(v, e), and U ⊆ U ′. Because L(x) is in V for every leaf x of T , we have
α(v, e) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x) = B ∩ 〈V〉 ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x) ⊆ B′ ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x) = α′(v, e),
U = B ∩
∑
x∈A(T )
L(x) = B ∩ 〈V〉 ∩
∑
x∈A(T )
L(x) ⊆ B′ ∩
∑
x∈A(T )
L(x) = U ′,
which complete the proof.
5.1 Typical sequences
In this subsection, we review the notion of typical sequences proposed by Bodlaender and
Kloks [1]. Let s = a1, a2, . . . , an be a sequence of integers. Let τ(s) be a subsequence of s
obtained by applying the following two operations as many as possible. (i) Delete ai+1, . . . , aj−1
if there exist i < j such that ai ≤ ak ≤ aj or ai ≥ ak ≥ aj for all k with i ≤ k ≤ j. (ii) Remove
ak if ak = ak+1 for some k. For example, if s = 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 2, 4, 4, then τ(s) = 1, 5, 2, 4. We say
that a sequence s is typical if s = τ(s). The following lemmas give upper bounds for the length
of a typical sequence and the number of typical sequences consisting of integers in {0, . . . , k}.
Lemma 5.2 ([1, Lemma 3.3]). The length of a typical sequence consisting of integers in {0, . . . , k}
is at most 2k + 1.
Lemma 5.3 ([1, Lemma 3.5]). The number of typical sequences consisting of integers in {0, . . . , k}
is at most 832
2k. Furthermore, the collection of such typical sequences can be constructed in time
poly(k) · 22k for some polynomial function poly(k).
5.2 Compact B-namus
For a B-namu, we define two operations. Firstly, we introduce the notion of compressing a
B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U). If there exists a two-edge path v0, e1, v1, e2, v2 in T such that
(i) the degree of v1 is 2 in T ,
(ii) α(v0, e1) = α(v1, e2), α(v1, e1) = α(v2, e2), and
(iii) λ(e1) = λ(e2),
then compressing Γ by the path v0, e1, v1, e2, v2 is an operation to obtain a new B-namu Γ
′ =
(T ′, α′, λ′, U) such that
• T ′ is a tree obtained from T by contracting e1,
• α′(v, e) = α(v, e) for each incidence (v, e) in T with e 6= e1, and
• λ′(e) = λ(e) for each edge e 6= e1 of T .
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If there exists a path v0, e1, v1, e2, v2, . . . , en, vn in T with n ≥ 3 such that
(i) the degree of vi is 2 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
(ii) α(vi−1, ei) = α(vi, ei+1), α(vi, ei) = α(vi+1, ei+1) for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and
(iii) λ(e1) ≤ λ(ej) ≤ λ(en) for every 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,
then compressing Γ by the path v0, e1, v1, e2, v2, . . . , en, vn is an operation to obtain a newB-namu
Γ′ = (T ′, α′, λ′, U) such that
• T ′ is a tree obtained from T by contracting all edges e2, . . . , en−1,
• α′(v, e) = α(v, e) for each incidence (v, e) in T with e /∈ {e2, . . . , en−1},
• λ′(e) = λ(e) for each edge e of T with e /∈ {e2, . . . , en−1}.
Let Γ = (T, α, λ, U) be a B-namu. An edge uv of T is called degenerate in Γ if
α(u, uv) = α(v, uv).
We say an edge uv of T guards an end v in Γ if
α(v, uv) ( α(u, uv).
An edge of T is guarding in Γ if it guards one of its end. A node w of T is blocked by an edge
e in Γ if w is not an end of e and e guards its end closer to w in T . An edge f of T is blocked
by an edge e if at least one of the ends of f is blocked by e in Γ. A path xyz of length 2 in T is
called a blocking path in Γ if
α(x, xy) = α(y, yz) and α(z, zy) = α(y, yx)
and neither xy nor yz is degenerate or guarding in Γ. If xyz is a blocking path, then the node y
is called its center. A node v of T is blocked by a blocking path xyz in Γ if v 6= y and T − x− z
has a path from v to y. An edge e of T is blocked by a blocking path xyz in Γ if some end of e is
blocked by xyz. A node v or an edge e said to be blocked in Γ if it is blocked by some guarding
edge or some blocking path in Γ. We omit “in Γ” if it is clear from the context.
Secondly, we introduce the notion of trimming a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U). Trimming Γ is
an operation to obtain a new B-namu (T ′, α′, λ′, U) by one of the following.
(1) If T has degenerate edges, then T ′ is a tree with a single node u.
(2) If T has no degenerate edges, then T ′ is a tree obtained by removing all blocked nodes, and
• α′(v, e) = α(v, e) for every incidence (v, e) of T ′, and
• λ′(e) = λ(e) for every edge e of T ′.
We define the trim of Γ, denoted by trim(Γ), as the B-namu obtained by trimming Γ. We say
that a B-namu Γ is trimmed if Γ = trim(Γ). Note that trim(Γ) has no blocked nodes. The
following lemma is trivial.
Lemma 5.4. For a B-namu Γ, the width of trim(Γ) is equal to the width of Γ.
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We define the compactification of Γ, denoted by τ(Γ), as the B-namu obtained from trim(Γ)
by repeatedly applying compressing until no further compressing can be applied.
Proposition 5.5. The compactification of a B-namu Γ is well defined.
Proof. The order of compressing does not change the resulting B-namu τ(Γ).
We say that a B-namu Γ is compact if Γ = τ(Γ). Let Uk(B) be the set of all compact B-
namus Γ of width at most k such that V (T (Γ)) = {1, 2, . . . , n} for some integer n. The notion of
B-trajectories in [9] is a linear version of B-namus. The following lemma can be easily deduced
from Lemma 3.4 in [9].
Lemma 5.6. Let F be a field and let B be a subspace of Fr of dimension θ. If Γ is a compact
B-namu of width at most k, then the diameter of T (Γ) is at most (2θ + 1)(2k + 1).
Lemma 5.7. Let d be an odd integer. If T is a subcubic tree of diameter at most d, then the
number of edges in T is at most 2(d+3)/2 − 3.
Proof. We may assume that the diameter of T is exactly d. Let e be the middle edge in a longest
path of T . There are two components in T − e and each component is a rooted binary tree of
height (d− 1)/2, which has at most 2 + 4 + · · ·+ 2(d−1)/2 = 2× (2(d−1)/2 − 1) edges. Therefore,
the number of edges in T is at most
4×
(
2(d−1)/2 − 1
)
+ 1 = 2(d+3)/2 − 3.
Lemma 5.8. Let F be a finite field and let B be a subspace of Fr of dimension θ. If Γ is a
compact B-namu of width at most k, then the number of edges in T (Γ) is at most 22θk+θ+k+2−
3. Furthermore, the set Uk(B) contains at most f(k, θ, |F|) elements and can be generated in
g(k, θ, |F|) steps for some functions f and g.
Proof. Let Γ = (T, α, λ, U) ∈ Uk(B). By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, the number of edges in T is at
most 22θk+θ+k+2 − 3. Therefore, the number of subcubic trees on the node set {1, . . . , n} for
some n ≤ 22θk+θ+k+2 − 2 is bounded by some function of k and θ.
Let q = |F|. Note that U is a subspace of B and there exist
∑θ
i=0
(
θ
i
)
q
subspaces of B where(
θ
i
)
q
= (q
θ−1)(qθ−1−1)···(qθ−i+1−1)
(qi−1)(qi−1−1)···(q−1)
for i ≤ θ, which is known as Gaussian binomial coefficients.
Given a fixed ordered basis B of B, we explain how to generate all subspaces of B of
dimension i in the claimed running time. A subspace B′ of B with a fixed ordered basis B′
can be represented a θ × i matrix MB,B′ over F, where each column represents the coordinate
vector of an element of B′ with respect to B. We note that two matrices MB,B′ and MB,B′′
represent the same subspace if and only if MB,B′ = MB,B′′A for some i × i invertible matrix
A over F. By enumerating all possible independent columns of MB,B′ and all i × i invertible
matrices over F, we get representations of distinct subspaces exactly as many as the Gaussian
binomial coefficients. That is, by sieving out matrices representing the same subspace, we can
obtain all (and distinct) subspaces of B as θ × i matrices over F.
We first fix a subcubic tree T on the node set {1, . . . , n} for some n ≤ 22θk+θ+k+2 − 2 and
fix a subspace U of B. For every incidence (v, e) in T , we assign a subspace α(v, e) of U .
For every edge e in T , assign a nonnegative integer λ(e) with λ(e) ≤ k. For every two-edge
path xyz in T , we check whether α(x, xy) is a subspace of α(y, yz). Lastly, we check whether
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u1 u2 u3 u4
u5 u6
T ∗
v1 v2 v3
v4
T
Figure 4: A function η is a T -model in T ∗ if η(u1u2) = η(u2u3) = v1v2, η(u3u4) = v2v3,
η(u3u6) = v2v4, and η(u2u5) = η(∅) = ∅. Nodes u1, u3, u4, u6 are branch nodes in η. Dashed
lines represent T and solid lines represent T ∗.
λ(e) ≥ dimα(v, e) ∩ α(u, e) for every edge e = uv of T . If they hold, then (T, α, λ, U) is a
B-namu.
Since the number of incidences in T and the number of subspaces of U are at most some
function of k, θ, q, we conclude that |Uk(B)| is at most f(k, θ, q) for some function f of k, θ, q.
Also, the set Uk(B) can be computed in time g(k, θ, q) for some function g of k, θ, q.
5.3 Models
For two subcubic trees T and T ∗, a T -model in T ∗ is a subtree η of T ∗ isomorphic to a subdivision
of T . For brevity we regard η as a function from E(T ∗)∪ {∅} to E(T )∪ {∅} such that η(∅) = ∅,
η(e) = ∅ if e is not in E(η), η(e) = f if e is on the path of η obtained by subdividing f . For a
T -model η in T ∗, we define η : V (T ) → V (T ∗) so that η(v) = w if a node w in η is a branch
node corresponding to v. See Figure 4 for an illustration.
A T -model η in T ∗ induces a function ~η : I(T ∗)→ I(T ) as follows.
• For an incidence (v, e) of T ∗, if η(e) 6= ∅, then let v¯ be a branch node with the minimum
distance to v in T ∗ − e and let v′ be the node of T such that η(v′) = v¯. Then ~η(v, e) =
(v′, η(e)).
• For an incidence (v, e) of T ∗, if η(e) = ∅, then let Cv be the component T
∗−e containing v
and
~η(v, e) =
{
(0, ∅) if Cv has no node in η(V (T )),
(∗, ∅) otherwise.
• ~η(0, ∅) = (0, ∅) and ~η(∗, ∅) = (∗, ∅).
Let η−1(e) = {e′ : η(e′) = e} be the preimage of e. Then for an edge e of T , η−1(e) is a path in
T ∗. A B-namu Γ∗ = (T ∗, α∗, λ∗, U∗) is an extension of a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U) if there exists
a T -model η in T ∗ such that U∗ = U , α∗(v, e) = α(~η(v, e)), λ∗(e) = λ(η(e)) for every incidence
(v, e) of T ∗ with η(e) 6= ∅. In this case, we say that η extends Γ to Γ∗.
For three subcubic trees T1, T2 and T
+, a (T1, T2)-model in T
+ is a pair (η1, η2) of a T1-model
η1 and a T2-model η2 in T
+ satisfying the following:
(i) For each i = 1, 2, if two edges e ∈ E(ηi) and f ∈ E(T
+) \E(ηi) share a node v of T
+, then
v is a subdividing node of ηi.
(ii) A(T+) is the disjoint union of η1(A(T1)) and η2(A(T2)).
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u3u2u1
T1
v3v2v1
T2
w4
w3
w2
w1
T+
Figure 5: Trees T1, T2, and T
+ that gives a (T1, T2)-model (η1, η2) in T
+ such that η1(w1w2) =
u1u2, η1(w2w3) = η1(w3w4) = u2u3, η2(w1w2) = η2(w2w3) = v1v2, η2(w3w4) = v2v3. In T
+, the
nodes represented by are the subdividing nodes described in (i).
(iii) If v has degree at most 2 in T+, then it is a branch node in exactly one of η1 and η2.
Figure 5 illustrates the definition of a (T1, T2)-model in T
+.
5.4 A sum of B-namus
Lemma 5.9. Given two B-namus Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1), Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2), and a (T1, T2)-
model (η1, η2) in a tree T
+, we define α+, λ+, and U+ as follows:
(i) U+ = U1 + U2,
(ii) α+ = α1 ◦ ~η1 + α2 ◦ ~η2,
(iii) λ+(∅) = 0, and
(iv) for all e = uv ∈ E(T ),
λ+(e) = λ1 ◦ η1(e) + λ2 ◦ η2(e)
− dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e)) − dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) + dimU1 ∩ U2.
Then Γ+ = (T+, α+, λ+, U+) is a B-namu.
Such Γ+ is called the sum of Γ1 and Γ2 by (η1, η2), and we will denote by Γ
+ = Γ1+(η1,η2)Γ2.
We say that (η1, η2) co-extends Γ1 and Γ2 to Γ
+. A B-namu Γ+ is simply called a sum of Γ1
and Γ2 if there exists a (T (Γ1), T (Γ2))-model (η1, η2) in T (Γ
+) such that Γ+ = Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2.
Given B-namus Γ1 and Γ2, let us denote by Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 the set of all sums of Γ1 and Γ2.
Proof of Lemma 5.9. It suffices to verify that λ+(e) ≥ dimα+(u, e) ∩ α+(v, e), which is the
fourth condition of the definition of a B-namu. By Lemma 4.3,
dimα+(u, e) ∩ α+(v, e) = dim
(
α1(~η1(u, e)) + α2(~η2(u, e))
)
∩
(
α1(~η1(v, e)) + α2(~η2(v, e))
)
= dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α1(~η1(v, e)) + dimα2(~η2(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e))
− dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) − dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e))
+ dim(α1(~η1(u, e)) + α1(~η1(v, e))) ∩ (α2(~η2(u, e)) + α2(~η2(v, e))),
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and hence,
λ+(e) − dimα+(u, e) ∩ α+(v, e)
≥ λ1(η1(e))− dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α1(~η1(v, e)) + λ2(η2(e))− dimα2(~η2(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e))
+ dimU1 ∩ U2 − dim(α1(~η1(u, e)) + α1(~η1(v, e))) ∩ (α2(~η2(u, e)) + α2(~η2(v, e)))
≥ 0.
For algorithms, it is necessary to bound the size of the set Γ1⊕Γ2. For this, the next lemma
places an upper bound on the size of a sum of two B-namus.
Lemma 5.10. Let T1, T2 and T be three subcubic trees. If there exists a (T1, T2)-model in T ,
then
|V (T )| =


|V (T1)|+ |V (T2)|+ 2 if |V (T1)| ≥ 2, |V (T2)| ≥ 2,
|V (T1)|+ |V (T2)| if |V (T1)| = 1, |V (T2)| = 1,
|V (T1)|+ |V (T2)|+ 1 otherwise.
Proof. It is trivial if |V (T1)| = 1 or |V (T2)| = 1. So we may assume |V (T1)| ≥ 2, |V (T2)| ≥ 2.
Let (η1, η2) be a (T1, T2)-model in T . By condition (ii) of a (T1, T2)-model, the number of degree-
1 nodes in T is |A(T1)| + |A(T2)|. Since T is subcubic, T contains |A(T1)| + |A(T2)| − 2 nodes
of degree 3. Every degree-2 node in T is a branch node in exactly one of η1 and η2 by condition
(iii), and thus the number of degree-2 nodes in T is |V (T1)|− |A(T1)|− (|A(T1)|− 2)+ |V (T2)|−
|A(T2)| − (|A(T2)| − 2). To sum up, we have
|V (T )| = |V (T1)|+ |V (T2)|+ 2.
Lemma 5.11. Let B be a subspace of Fr of dimension at most θ and let Γ1, Γ2 be compact
B-namus of width at most k. Then the set Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 contains at most 2
22(2θk+θ+k+3) B-namus.
Furthermore, the number of sum operations needed to generate the set Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 is bounded by a
function depending only on θ and k.
Proof. For each i = 1, 2, let Γi = (Ti, αi, λi, Ui) and ni be the number of leaves of Ti. By
Lemma 5.8, Ti has at most 2
2θk+θ+k+2 − 2 nodes and therefore
ni ≤ 2
2θk+θ+k+1,
because 2ni − 2 ≤ |V (Ti)| as Ti is subcubic. If n1 = 1 or n2 = 1, then it is trivial. So let us
assume that n1 > 1 and n2 > 1.
To enumerate all Γ = (T, α, λ, U) ∈ Γ1 ⊕ Γ2, we will enumerate all subcubic trees T on
|V (T1)|+ |V (T2)|+2 labeled nodes with n1+n2 labeled leaves. Then we map the first n1 leaves
of T to the leaves of T1 in the given order and the last n2 leaves of T to the leaves of T2. If
this mapping of leaves induces a (T1, T2)-model (η1, η2) in T , then compute Γ so that (η1, η2)
co-extends Γ1 and Γ2 to Γ.
Observe that T has precisely |V (T1)|+ |V (T2)|+ 2 ≤ 2
2θk+θ+k+3 − 2 nodes by Lemma 5.10.
There are at most F (θ, k) labeled subcubic trees with |V (T1)| + |V (T2)| + 2 nodes and exactly
n1 + n2 leaves for some function F (θ, k). (As the number of n-node labeled trees is n
n−2,
F (θ, k) ≤ (22θk+θ+k+3 − 2)2
2θk+θ+k+3−4 trivially.) We try to map the first n1 leaves (in the
ordering of node labels) of T to the leaves of T1 by η1 and the other n2 leaves of T to the leaves
of T2 by η2 and check if this induces a (T1, T2)-model. Thus, the number of B-namus in Γ1⊕Γ2
is at most
F (θ, k) < 2(2θk+θ+k+3)2
2θk+θ+k+3
≤ 22
2(2θk+θ+k+3)
.
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T T1 T2
Figure 6: Constructing T1 and T2 in the proof of Lemma 5.13. represents a leaf node mapped
to an element of V1 by L and represents a leaf node mapped to an element of V2 by L.
Clearly Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 can be generated in time depending only on θ and k by following the steps of
this proof.
Lemma 5.12. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two B-namus and Γ ∈ Γ1 ⊕ Γ2. Then the width of Γ1 is at
most the width of Γ.
Proof. Let Γ = (T, α, λ, U), Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1), and Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2). We may assume
that |V (T1)| > 1 or |V (T2)| > 1. Let (η1, η2) be a (T1, T2)-model in T co-extending Γ1 and Γ2
to Γ. Then for each edge f of T1, T has an edge e = uv such that η1(e) = f . It is enough to
show that λ1(f) ≤ λ(e). Since α = α1 ◦ ~η1 + α2 ◦ ~η2, by Lemma 4.3, we obtain
dimα(u, e) ∩ α(v, e) = dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α1(~η1(v, e)) + dimα2(~η2(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e))
− dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) − dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e))
+ dim(α1(~η1(u, e)) + α1(~η1(v, e))) ∩ (α2(~η2(u, e)) + α2(~η2(v, e))).
After rearranging terms, we have
λ(e) = λ1(η1(e)) + λ2(η2(e))
− dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e)) − dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) + dimU1 ∩ U2
= λ1(η1(e))
+ dimα(u, e) ∩ α(v, e) − dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α1(~η1(v, e))
+ λ2(η2(e))− dimα2(~η2(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e))
+ dimU1 ∩ U2 − dim(α1(~η1(u, e)) + α1(~η1(v, e))) ∩ (α2(~η2(u, e)) + α2(~η2(v, e)))
≥ λ1(η1(e)) = λ1(f).
Lemma 5.13. Let V1 and V2 be subspace arrangements of subspaces of Fr. Let (T,L) be a
branch-decomposition of V1∪˙V2 and let (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vi for i = 1, 2. If η1 is a T1-model in T
and η2 is a T2-model in T , then (η1, η2) is a (T1, T2)-model in T .
Proof. Clearly, the set of all leaves A(T ) is a disjoint union of η1(A(T1)) and η2(A(T2)) since L
is a bijection from A(T ) to V1∪˙V2. Hence, (i) in the definition of a (T1, T2)-model is satisfied.
Note that T does not have a node of degree 2, and each leaf v is a leaf in exactly one of η1 and
η2 due to (i). Therefore, (ii) is trivial. See Figure 6 for an illustration.
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Lemma 5.14 ([9, Lemma 3.17]). Let V1 and V2 be subspace arrangements of subspaces of Fr,
and let B be a subspace of Fr. If (〈V1〉+B) ∩ (〈V2〉+B) = B, then
(X ∩B) + (Y ∩B) = (X + Y ) ∩B
for every subspace X of 〈V1〉 and every subspace Y of 〈V2〉.
Lemma 5.15. Let V1 and V2 be subspace arrangements of subspaces of Fr and B be a subspace of
Fr. Let ∆ be the canonical B-namu of a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V1∪˙V2 and for i = 1, 2,
∆i be the canonical B-namu of (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vi . If (〈V1〉+ B) ∩ (〈V2〉 + B) = B, then ∆ is
a sum of ∆1 and ∆2. Furthermore, ∆ = ∆1 +(η1,η2) ∆2 if ηi is the Ti-model in T for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Let ∆ = (T, α, λ, U) and ∆i = (Ti, αi, λi, Ui) for i = 1, 2. Let ηi be a Ti-model in T
for i = 1, 2. By Lemma 5.13, (η1, η2) is a (T1, T2)-model in T . Let ∆
+ = (T, α+, λ+, U+) be a
B-namu such that (η1, η2) co-extends ∆1 and ∆2 to ∆
+. That is,
α+ = α1 ◦ ~η1 + α2 ◦ ~η2,
U+ = U1 + U2,
λ+(∅) = 0, and
λ+(e) = λ1(η1(e)) + λ2(η2(e)) + dimU1 ∩ U2
− dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e)) − dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e))
for all e = uv ∈ E(T ).
The proof is completed by showing that ∆+ = ∆. Firstly, by Lemma 5.14,
U = B ∩
∑
X∈V1∪˙V2
X = B ∩
∑
X∈V1
X +B ∩
∑
X∈V2
X = U1 + U2 = U
+.
Note that here we use the assumption that (〈V1〉+B) ∩ (〈V2〉+B) = B to apply Lemma 5.14.
Secondly, let us prove that α(v, e) = α+(v, e) for each incidence (v, e) of T . Observe that
α(v, e) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x) = B ∩
( ∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈V1
L(x) +
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈V2
L(x)
)
= B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈V1
L(x) +B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈V2
L(x) by Lemma 5.14.
To complete the proof for this case, we claim that for each i ∈ {1, 2},
αi(ηi(v, e)) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈Vi
L(x).
Let u be the end of e other than v. If ~ηi(v, e) = (0, ∅), then there is no x ∈ Av(T − e) such that
L(x) ∈ Vi and therefore B∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈Vi
L(x) = {0} = αi(0, ∅). If ~ηi(v, e) = (∗, ∅), then Av(T−e)
contains every leaf mapped to a member of Vi and so B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈Vi
L(x) = B ∩
∑
X∈Vi
X =
Ui = α(∗, ∅). If ηi(e) 6= ∅, then say ~ηi(v, e) = (v
′, e′). We can rewrite
αi(~ηi(v, e)) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av′(Ti−e
′)
Li(x) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av′(Ti−e
′)
L(x) = B ∩
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈Vi
L(x).
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This proves the claim and so we conclude that
α = α1 ◦ ~η1 + α2 ◦ ~η2 = α
+.
Finally, let us prove that λ(e) = λ+(e) for each edge e of T . Suppose η1(e) 6= ∅ and η2(e) 6= ∅.
Let u, v be the ends of e and let (vi, ei) = ~ηi(v, e), (ui, ei) = ~ηi(u, e) for i = 1, 2 where ei is an
edge of Ti and vi, ui are two ends of ei. For i = 1, 2, let
Li =
∑
x∈Av(T−e)
L(x)∈Vi
Li(x), Ri =
∑
x∈Au(T−e)
L(x)∈Vi
Li(x), L
′
i =
∑
x∈Avi(Ti−ei)
Li(x), R
′
i =
∑
x∈Aui(Ti−ei)
Li(x).
Note that Li = L
′
i, Ri = R
′
i and Li, Ri ⊆ 〈Vi〉 for i = 1, 2. Also, we have L1 ∩ L2 ⊆ (L1 +R1) ∩
(L2 +R2) ⊆ (〈V1〉+B) ∩ (〈V2〉+B) = B. Then by Lemma 4.3
λ(e) = dim(L1 + L2) ∩ (R1 +R2)
= dimL1 ∩R1 + dimL2 ∩R2 − dimL1 ∩ L2 − dimR1 ∩R2 + dim(L1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2)
= λ1(e1) + λ2(e2)− dimL
′
1 ∩ L
′
2 ∩B − dimR
′
1 ∩R
′
2 ∩B + dim(L
′
1 +R
′
1) ∩ (L
′
2 +R
′
2) ∩B
= λ1(e1) + λ2(e2)− dimα1(v1, e1) ∩ α2(v2, e2)− dimα1(u1, e1) ∩ α2(u2, e2) + dimU1 ∩ U2
= λ+(e).
Suppose exactly one of η1(e) or η2(e) is ∅. Without loss of generality, we assume that
η1(e) = ∅. Let η1(v, e) = (∗, ∅), η1(u, e) = (0, ∅), η2(v, e) = (v2, e2), and η2(u, e) = (u2, e2). We
define L′′1 =
∑
x∈A(T ) L(x), R
′′
1 = ∅, and let L1, R1, L2, L
′
2, R2, R
′
2 as above so that L1 = L
′′
1 ,
R1 = R
′′
1 , L2 = L
′
2, and R2 = R
′
2. Note that λ1(η1(e)) = λ1(∅) = 0 α1(~η1(u, e)) = {0} and
L′′1, R
′′
1 ⊆ 〈V1〉. Then by Lemma 4.3
λ(e) = dim(L1 + L2) ∩ (R1 +R2)
= dimL1 ∩R1 + dimL2 ∩R2 − dimL1 ∩ L2 − dimR1 ∩R2 + dim(L1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2)
= dimL′′1 ∩R
′′
1 + dimL
′
2 ∩R
′
2 − dimL
′′
1 ∩ L
′
2 − dimR
′′
1 ∩R
′
2 + dim(L
′′
1 +R
′′
1) ∩ (L
′
2 +R
′
2)
= dimL′2 ∩R
′
2 − dimL
′′
1 ∩ L
′
2 ∩B + dim(L
′′
1 +R
′′
1) ∩ (L
′
2 +R
′
2) ∩B
= λ2(e2)− dimα1(v1, e1) ∩ α2(v2, e2) + dimU1 ∩ U2
= λ1(η1(e)) + λ2(η2(e))
− dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e)) − dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) + dimU1 ∩ U2
= λ+(e).
Suppose η1(e) = η2(e) = ∅. If ηi(e) = ∅ for some i = 1, 2, then all leaves x of T with L(x) ∈ Vi
are in one component of T −e. As A(T ) is the disjoint union of η1(A(T1)) and η2(A(T2)), for two
ends u, v of e, we may assume that all elements in V1 are mapped from the leaves in the compo-
nent of T−e containing u and all elements in V2 are mapped from the leaves in the component of
T − e containing v. Then λ1(η1(e)) = λ2(η2(e)) = 0, and α(~η1(v, e)) = α(~η2(u, e)) = {0}. Thus,
λ+ = λ1(η1(e)) + λ2(η2(e)) − dimα1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e)) − dimα1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) +
dimU1 ∩ U2 = dimU1 ∩ U2 = λ(e). This completes the proof.
5.5 Comparing two B-namus
Two B-namus Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1) and Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2) are isomorphic if U1 = U2 and there
is an isomorphism φ from T1 to T2 such that α1(v, e) = α2(φ(v), φ(e)) and λ1(e) = λ2(φ(e)) for
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every incidence (v, e) in T1. A B-namu (T
′, α′, λ′, U) is a subdivision of aB-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U)
if T ′ is a subdivision of T , α′(v′, e′) = α(v, e), and λ′(e′) = λ(e) for every incidence (v′, e′) of T ′
and its corresponding incidence (v, e) of T .
For two B-namus Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1) and Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2), we say that Γ1 ≤ Γ2 if
• T1 = T2, α1 = α2, U1 = U2 and
• λ1(e) ≤ λ2(e) for every edge e of T1.
For two B-namus Γ1 and Γ2, we say that Γ1 4 Γ2 if there exist a B-namu Γ
′
1 isomorphic to a
subdivision of Γ1 and a B-namu Γ
′
2 isomorphic to a subdivision of Γ2 such that Γ
′
1 ≤ Γ
′
2. The
following lemmas are trivial by definitions.
Lemma 5.16. The binary relations ≤ and 4 on B-namus are transitive.
Lemma 5.17. If Γ1 4 Γ2, then the width of Γ1 is at most the width of Γ2.
The following is analogous to Lemma 3.9 of [1].
Lemma 5.18. If Γ is a B-namu, then τ(Γ) 4 trim(Γ) and trim(Γ) 4 τ(Γ).
Lemma 5.19. If Γ1 4 Γ2, then trim(Γ1) 4 trim(Γ2).
Proof. It is enough to prove that if Γ∗1 = (T
∗
1 , α
∗
1, λ
∗
1, U) and Γ
∗
2 = (T
∗
2 , α
∗
2, λ
∗
2, U) are subdivisions
of Γ1 and Γ2, respectively, such that Γ
∗
1 ≤ Γ
∗
2, then trim(Γ1) 4 trim(Γ2). It is easy to see that
trim(Γ∗1) ≤ trim(Γ
∗
2) because T
∗
1 = T
∗
2 and α
∗
1 = α
∗
2.
We will show that trim(Γ∗1) is a subdivision of trim(Γ1). Let η
∗ = T ∗1 be a T (Γ1)-model in
T ∗1 . Let trim(Γ
∗
1) = (T
′
1, α
′
1, λ
′
1, U) and trim(Γ1) = (T1, α1, λ1, U). Let η be a function defined
on E(T ′1)∪{∅} by η(e) = η
∗(e). It is enough to show that η is a T1-model in T
′
1. In other words,
if e is an edge of T ′1, then η
∗(e) is an edge of T1. Suppose not. If η
∗(e) is not an edge of T1,
then it is removed by trimming Γ1. Since Γ
∗
1 is a subdivision of Γ1, the edge e, as an edge of
T ∗1 , is also removed by trimming Γ
∗
1. This contradicts the fact that e is an edge of T
′
1, which is
the tree in trim(Γ∗1). Therefore, trim(Γ
∗
1) is a subdivision of trim(Γ1) and similarly trim(Γ
∗
2) is
a subdivision of trim(Γ2). So trim(Γ1) 4 trim(Γ2) because trim(Γ
∗
1) ≤ trim(Γ
∗
2).
Let us discuss the time complexity when we check whether ∆ 4 Γ for given two B-namus ∆
and Γ. It can be checked in time f(|V (T (∆))|, |V (T (Γ))|,dim(B), |F|) for some function f . The
following lemma gives the upper bound of the size of a subdivision of Γ.
Lemma 5.20. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be two B-namus. If Γ1 4 Γ2, then there exist a B-namu Γ
∗
1
isomorphic to a subdivision of Γ1 and a B-namu Γ
∗
2 isomorphic to a subdivision of Γ2 satisfying
that Γ∗1 ≤ Γ
∗
2 and
|V (T (Γ∗1))| ≤ |V (T (Γ1))|+ |V (T (Γ2))|+ 2.
Proof. We may assume that both T (Γ1) and T (Γ2) have at least one edge. We may assume
that there exist a subdivision Γ∗1 = (T, α1, λ1, U1) of Γ1 and a subdivision Γ
∗
2 = (T, α2, λ2, U2)
of Γ2 such that Γ
∗
1 ≤ Γ
∗
2. Assume that |E(T )| is chosen to be minimum. Let T1 = T (Γ1) and
T2 = T (Γ2). Let η1 be a T1-model in T extending Γ1 to Γ
∗
1 and let η2 be a T2-model in T
extending Γ2 to Γ
∗
2.
We first claim that there exists no edge e of T such that η1(e) = η2(e) = ∅ and e is
incident with some leaf ℓ of T . Suppose not. Let Γ′1 be a B-namu (T − ℓ, α
′
1, λ
′
1, U1) where
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α′1(v, f) = α1(v, f) for all incidences (v, f) of T − ℓ and λ
′
1(f) = λ1(f) for all edges f of T − ℓ.
Similarly, we define Γ′2. Then Γ
′
1 is a subdivision of Γ1 and Γ
′
2 is a subdivisions of Γ2 satisfying
that Γ′1 ≤ Γ
′
2. It is a contradiction because |E(T )| is chosen to be minimum. Thus, we may
assume that there is no such edge in T .
We also claim that there exist no two edges e1, e2 of T such that η1(e1) = η1(e2), η2(e1) =
η2(e2), and e1, e2 share a degree-2 node. Suppose not. Let Γ
′′
1 be a B-namu (T/e2, α
′′
1 , λ
′′
1 , U1)
where α′′1(v, f) = α1(v, f) for all incidences (v, f) of T/e2 and λ
′′
1(f) = λ1(f) for all edges f of
T/e2. Similarly, we define Γ
′′
2 . Then Γ
′′
1 is a subdivision of Γ1 and Γ
′′
2 is a subdivision of Γ2
satisfying that Γ′′1 ≤ Γ
′′
2 . It is a contradiction because |E(T )| is chosen to be minimum. Thus,
we may assume that there are no such two edges in T .
By the first claim, we deduce that |A(T )| ≤ |A(T1)|+ |A(T2)|. Note that for a subcubic tree
T , the number of degree-3 nodes in T is |A(T )| − 2. By the second claim, every degree-2 node
of T is a branch node in η1 or a branch node in η2. Since the number of degree-2 nodes in Ti is
|V (Ti)| − |A(Ti)| − (|A(Ti)| − 2) for i = 1, 2, the number of degree-2 nodes in T is at most
|V (T1)|+ |V (T2)| − 2|A(T1)| − 2|A(T2)|+ 4.
Thus, the number of nodes in T is at most
(|A(T1)|+ |A(T2)|) + (|V (T1)|+ |V (T2)| − 2|A(T1)| − 2|A(T2)|+ 4)
+ (|A(T1)|+ |A(T2)| − 2) = |V (T1)|+ |V (T2)|+ 2.
For two B-namus Γ1 and Γ2 with Γ1 4 Γ2, we say that the tree T (Γ
∗
1) in Lemma 5.20 ensures
Γ1 4 Γ2.
Let F be a fixed finite field and B be a subspace of Fr. For given two B-namus ∆ and Γ,
in order to check whether ∆ 4 Γ, we need to find a B-namu ∆∗ isomorphic to a subdivision of
∆ and a B-namu Γ∗ isomorphic to a subdivision of Γ such that ∆∗ ≤ Γ∗. By Lemma 5.20, it
is enough to consider finitely many subdivisions of ∆ and Γ. Thus, the number of comparison
operations needed to check whether ∆ 4 Γ is bounded by some function of |V (T (∆))|, |V (T (Γ))|,
dim(B), and |F|.
Lemma 5.21. Let F be a finite field, let r be a positive integer, and let B be a subspace
of Fr. For two B-namus ∆ and Γ, we can decide whether ∆ 4 Γ by executing at most
f(|V (T (∆))|, |V (T (Γ))|,dim(B), |F|) comparison operations (on integers and on subspaces of
B) for some function f .
Proposition 5.22. Let Γ1,Γ2,Γ
′
1 and Γ
′
2 be B-namus. If Γ
′
1 4 Γ1 and Γ
′
2 4 Γ2, then for every
Γ ∈ Γ1 ⊕ Γ2, there exists Γ
′ ∈ Γ′1 ⊕ Γ
′
2 such that Γ
′ 4 Γ.
To prove this proposition, we use the following lemmas.
Lemma 5.23. Let Γ1,Γ
′
1,Γ2 be B-namus such that Γ
′
1 ≤ Γ1. If Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 is the sum of Γ1
and Γ2 by (η1, η2), then Γ
′
1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 is well defined and Γ
′
1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 ≤ Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2.
Proof. Let Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1) and Γ
′
1 = (T
′
1, α
′
1, λ
′
1, U1). From Γ1 ≤ Γ
′
1, we may assume that
T1 = T
′
1 and α1 = α
′
1. Let T2 = T (Γ2). Then (η1, η2) is a (T
′
1, T2)-model in T as well. Thus,
Γ′1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 is well defined.
By Lemma 5.9 and the fact that λ′1(e) ≤ λ1(e) for all edges e of T1 = T
′
1, it is easy to check
that Γ′1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 ≤ Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2.
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Lemma 5.24. Let Γ1,Γ2 be B-namus and Γ
′
1 be a subdivision of Γ1. Then for every sum Γ of
Γ1 and Γ2, there is a sum Γ
′ of Γ′1 and Γ2 such that Γ
′ is a subdivision of Γ.
Proof. Let Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1), Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2), Γ
′
1 = (T
′
1, α
′
1, λ
′
1, U
′
1). See Figure 7 for a
diagram. We use induction on |V (T ′1)|− |V (T1)|. If |V (T
′
1)| = |V (T1)|, then it is trivial. We may
assume that Γ′1 is obtained from Γ1 by subdividing one edge v1v3 of T1. Let v2 be the new node
of T ′1 created by subdividing v1v3. Let Γ = Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 = (T, α, λ, U). Let u1u3 be an edge of
T such that η1(u1u3) = v1v3. Let T
′ be a subdivision of T obtained by subdividing u1u3 once,
and denote by u2 the new node.
Let us define functions ρ1 : E(T
′) ∪ {∅} → E(T ′1) ∪ {∅} and ρ2 : E(T
′) ∪ {∅} → E(T ′2) ∪ {∅}
as follows.
ρ1(e) =


v1v2 if e = u1u2,
v2v3 if e = u2u3,
η1(e) otherwise,
and ρ2(e) =
{
η2(u1u3) if e = u1u2 or e = u2u3,
η2(e) otherwise.
We claim that (ρ1, ρ2) is a (T
′
1, T2)-model in T
′. Since (η1, η2) is a (T1, T2)-model in T , it is
enough to check the third condition for u2 whose degree is 2 in T
′. It is also clear because u2 is
a branch node in η′1 but not in η
′
2.
The proof is completed by proving that the sum Γ′ = (T ′, α′, λ′, U ′) of Γ′1 and Γ2 by (ρ1, ρ2) is
a subdivision of Γ. It is clear that α′(v, e) = α(v, e) and λ′(e) = λ(e) if e is neither u1u2 nor u2u3.
We claim that α′(u1, u1u2) = α
′(u2, u2u3) = α(u1, u1u3) and λ
′(u1u2) = λ
′(u2u3) = λ(u1u3).
We observe that
α′(u1, u1u2) = α
′
1(~ρ1(u1, u1u2)) + α2(~ρ2(u1, u1u2)) = α
′
1(v1, v1v2) + α2(~η2(u1, u1u3))
= α1(v1, v1v3) + α2(~η2(u1, u1u3)),
α′(u2, u2u3) = α
′
1(~ρ1(u2, u2u3)) + α2(~ρ2(u2, u2u3)) = α
′
1(v2, v2v3) + α2(~η2(u1, u1u3))
= α1(v1, v1v3) + α2(~η2(u1, u1u3)), and
α1(v1, v1v3)+α2(~η2(u1, u1u3)) = α1(~η1(u1, u1u3)) + α2(~η2(u1, u1u3)) = α(u1, u1u3).
Also, since λ′1(ρ1(u1u2)) = λ
′
1(v1v2) = λ1(v1v3) = λ1(η1(u1u3)), we have
λ′(u1u2) = λ
′
1(ρ1(u1u2)) + λ2(ρ2(u1u2))− dimα1(~ρ1(u1, u1u2)) ∩ α2(~ρ2(u1, u1u2))
− dimα1(~ρ1(u2, u1u2)) ∩ α2(~ρ2(u2, u1u2)) + dimU
′
1 ∩ U2
= λ1(η1(u1u3)) + λ2(η2(u1u3))− dimα1(~η1(u1, u1u3)) ∩ α2(~η2(u1, u1u3))
− dimα1(~η1(u3, u1u3)) ∩ α2(~η2(u3, u1u3)) + dimU1 ∩ U2
= λ(u1u3).
Similarly, we have λ′(u2u3) = λ(u1u3).
Lemma 5.25. Let Γ1,Γ2 be B-namus and Γ
′
1 be a subdivision of Γ1. Then for every sum Γ
′ of
Γ′1 and Γ2, there is a sum Γ of Γ1 and Γ2 such that Γ
′ is a subdivision of Γ.
Proof. This lemma can be proved similarly to the proof of Lemma 5.24.
Proof of Proposition 5.22. Since Γ1 ⊕ Γ2 = Γ2 ⊕ Γ1 and 4 is transitive by Lemma 5.16, it is
enough to prove this proposition for the case that Γ′2 = Γ2. Let Γ
′′
1 be a B-namu isomorphic to a
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ΓΓ1 Γ2
Γ′1
Γ′
ρ1
ρ2
η1 η2
Figure 7: A diagram for Lemma 5.24. Solid lines represent given functions (models) and dashed
lines represent functions to be constructed.
subdivision of Γ′1 and Γ
∗
1 be a B-namu isomorphic to a subdivision of Γ1 such that Γ
′′
1 ≤ Γ
∗
1. We
may assume that Γ′′1 is a subdivision of Γ
′
1 and Γ
∗
1 is a subdivision of Γ1. From Lemma 5.24, there
is a sum of Γ∗1 and Γ2, say Γ
∗
1+(η1,η2)Γ2, which is a subdivision of Γ. Note that Γ
∗
1+(η1,η2)Γ2 4 Γ.
By Lemma 5.23, Γ′′1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 ≤ Γ
∗
1+(η1,η2) Γ2. By Lemma 5.25, there is Γ
′ ∈ Γ′1⊕Γ2 such that
Γ′′1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 is a subdivision of Γ
′. Note that Γ′ 4 Γ′′1 +(η1,η2) Γ2. Now,
Γ′ 4 Γ′′1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 ≤ Γ
∗
1 +(η1,η2) Γ2 4 Γ.
5.6 Projection
For two subspaces B and B′ with B′ ⊆ B, we define a B′-namu obtained from a B-namu as
follows. We define the projection Γ|B′ of Γ = (T, α, λ, U) on B
′ as the B′-namu (T, α′, λ′, U ′)
such that
• U ′ = U ∩B′,
• α′(v, e) = α(v, e) ∩B′ for all incidences (v, e) of T , and
• λ′(e) = λ(e) for all edges e of T .
Note that the width of Γ|B′ is equal to the width of Γ.
Lemma 5.26. Let B be a subspace of Fr and B′ be a subspace of B. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be B-namus.
If Γ1 4 Γ2, then Γ1|B′ 4 Γ2|B′ .
Proof. Let Γ′1 = (T
′
1, α
′
1, λ
′
1, U
′
1) and Γ
′
2 = (T
′
2, α
′
2, λ
′
2, U
′
2) be B-namus isomorphic to subdivisions
of Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U1) and Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U2), respectively, such that Γ
′
1 ≤ Γ
′
2. From Γ
′
1 ≤ Γ
′
2,
for every incidence (v, e) of T ′1 = T
′
2 we have α
′
1(v, e) ∩ B
′ = α′2(v, e) ∩ B
′ and λ′1(e) ≤ λ
′
2(e).
Clearly, we have U ′1 = U1 ∩B
′ = U2 ∩B
′ = U ′2. Therefore, Γ
′
1|B′ ≤ Γ
′
2|B′ .
It is easy to see that Γ′1|B′ and Γ
′
2|B′ are B
′-namus isomorphic to subdivisions of Γ1|B′ and
Γ2|B′ . This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.27. Let B be a subspace of Fr and B′ be a subspace of B. Let (T,L) be a branch-
decomposition of a subspace arrangement V. If ∆ is the canonical B-namu of (T,L) and ∆′ is
the canonical B′-namu of (T,L), then ∆′ = ∆|B′ .
Proof. It is trivial by definition.
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5.7 k-Safe extensions
A B-namu Γ′ = (T ′, α′, λ′, U ′) is a k-safe extension of a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U) if there exists
a T -model η in T ′ such that
• U ′ = U , α′(v, e) = α(~η(v, e)), λ′(e) = λ(η(e)) for every incidence (v, e) of T ′ with η(e) 6= ∅
and
• λ′(e) + dimU ′ − dimα′(v, e) ≤ k for every incidence (v, e) of T ′ with ~η(v, e) = (∗, ∅).
By definition, we can deduce the following lemma.
Lemma 5.28. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be B-namus such that Γ1 4 Γ2. If Γ2 is a k-safe extension of
trim(Γ2), then Γ1 is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ1).
Proof. Let Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U) and T
′
1 = T (trim(Γ1)). Let η1 = T
′
1 be a T
′
1-model in T1 and let
(v1, e1) be an incidence of T1 with ~η1(v1, e1) = (∗, ∅). We will show that
λ1(e1) + dimU − dimα1(v1, e1) ≤ k,
which proves that Γ1 is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ1).
Since Γ1 4 Γ2, there exist B-namus Γ
′
1 and Γ
′
2 that are subdivisions of Γ1 and Γ2 =
(T2, α2, λ2, U), respectively, such that Γ
′
1 ≤ Γ
′
2. We may assume that Γ
′
1 is a subdivision of
Γ1 and Γ
′
2 is a subdivision of Γ2. Let T = T (Γ
′
1) = T (Γ
′
2). Let η2 = T (trim(Γ2)) be a
T (trim(Γ2))-model in T2. Let e be an edge of T that corresponds to e1 of T1 and let e2 be the
edge of T2 corresponding to e. By definition, since e1 is removed by trimming Γ1, we deduce
that e2 is removed by trimming Γ2. Thus, λ2(e2) + dimU − dimα2(v2, e2) ≤ k for an end
v2 of e2 with ~η2(v2, e2) = (∗, ∅). Since λ1(e1) ≤ λ2(e2) and α1(v1, e1) = α2(v2, e2), we have
λ1(e1) + dimU − dimα1(v1, e1) ≤ k.
5.8 Witnesses
A rooted binary tree is a rooted tree such that every non-root node has degree 1 or 3 and the
root has degree at most 2.
Labeling. In order to describe a subcubic tree with no degree-2 node containing a subdivision
of a subcubic tree T , we define a labeling of T as a mapping ζ defined on the union of the set of
nodes of degree at most 2 and the set of the incidences of T such that
• for each node v of degree at most 2 in T , ζ(v) is a rooted binary tree with the root v
satisfying that
degζ(v)(v) = 0 or degζ(v)(v) = 3−max(degT (v), 1),
• for each incidence (v, e) of T , ζ(v, e) is a sequence (T1, T2, . . . , Tℓv,e) of rooted binary trees
whose roots have degree 1 where ℓv,e ≥ 0.
We say that an edge or a node is in ζ if it is in ζ(u) or ζ(v, e) for some node u or some incidence
(v, e) of T .
Before moving on, let us explain the intuition behind a labeling. Suppose that a subcubic
tree G contains a subdivision T ′ of a subcubic tree T such that E(T ) 6= ∅ and every node in T ′
incident with an edge in E(G) −E(T ′) has degree 3 in G. We define ζ(v) to be the component
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of G − E(T ′) seen as a rooted binary tree having v as the root. For each edge uv of T , G has
a path Puv from u to v, as T
′ is a subdivision of T . We arbitrarily split the path Puv into two
subpaths Pu,uv and Pv,uv containing u and v respectively so that they share exactly one edge.
Then we define ζ(u, uv) as the sequence of components of G − E(T ′) having internal nodes in
Pu,uv as roots in which we ignore components having only one node. Thus, roughly speaking, a
labeling of T expresses how the ‘hidden’ rooted binary trees are attached to T .
We say that v is a leaf of a labeling ζ of T if it is
• a non-root leaf of ζ(v) for some node v ∈ V (T ) of degree at most 2,
• an isolated root of ζ(v) for some leaf v of T , or
• a non-root leaf of a rooted binary tree in ζ(v, e) for some incidence (v, e) of T .
V-labeling. For a subspace arrangement V, a V-labeling of a subcubic tree T is a pair (ζ,L)
of a labeling ζ of T and a bijection from the set of leaves of ζ to V. Note that ζ(v, e) can be the
empty sequence.
For a V-labeling (ζ,L) of a subcubic tree T , its canonical branch-decomposition (T(ζ),L)
consists of a tree T(ζ) and a bijection L where T(ζ) is obtained from T by
(i) subdividing each edge uv of T |ζ(u, uv)| + |ζ(v, uv)| times,
(ii) attaching the i-th rooted binary tree in ζ(u, uv) whose root is identified with the i-th new
subdividing internal node on the path from u to v for each incidence (u, uv) of T and
1 ≤ i ≤ |ζ(u, uv)|,
(iii) attaching ζ(v) for all v ∈ V (T ) of degree at most 2 whose root is identified with v, and
(iv) smoothing v for each v ∈ V (T ) with degT (v) = 2 and |V (ζ(v))| = 1.
We remark that the set of leaves of T(ζ) is equal to the set of leaves of ζ and (T(ζ),L) is a
branch-decomposition if T has at least one edge and a rooted branch-decomposition if T has no
edges. By (iv), if an edge e = uv of T(ζ) is not in ζ, then e corresponds to a path Pe in T from
u to v such that ζ(w) has only one node for every internal node w of Pe. Furthermore for each
v ∈ V (T ), ζ(v) is a subtree of T(ζ) and for each incidence (v, e) of T , ζ(v, e) is a subtree of T(ζ).
Let (T b,Lb) be a rooted branch-decomposition of V and V0 ⊆ V. We say that a V0-labeling
(ζ,L) of a subcubic tree T is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb) if its canonical branch-
decomposition is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb). For a node x of T b with Vx ⊆ V0
and an edge uv in a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V0, we say (u, v) is x-protected in (T,L) if
• uv is x-blocked and uv x-guards v, or
• there exists a node z of T b with z ≤ x such that uv cuts Vz, (T,L) is z-degenerate, and
L(T, u, v) ⊆ Vz.
An edge uv of T is x-protected in (T,L) if (u, v) or (v, u) is x-protected in (T,L). A node v of
T is x-protected in (T,L) if (u, v) is x-protected in (T,L) for some neighbor u of v in T .
Lemma 5.29. Let x be a node of T b and let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of V0 with Vx ⊆ V0.
For two nodes p and q of T , if neither p nor q is x-protected and v is a node on the unique path
from p to q, then v is not x-protected.
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Proof. We may assume that v 6= p and v 6= q. Suppose that (u, v) is x-protected in (T,L) for
a neighbor u of v. As v is an internal node of the path from p to q, (u, v) points towards p or
q. Assume that (u, v) points towards q. Let q′ be the neighbor of q on P . If uv is x-blocked
and uv x-guards v, then q′q is x-blocked and q′q x-guards q because (u, v) points towards q.
If there exists a node z of T b with z ≤ x such that uv cuts Vz, (T,L) is z-degenerate, and
L(T, u, v) ⊆ Vz, then L(T, q
′, q) ⊆ Vz and q
′q cuts Vz because (u, v) points towards q. Therefore,
q is x-protected, which is a contradiction.
For convenience, let us define a few notations to denote a subspace associated to a node or
an incidence. For a V-labeling (ζ,L) of a subcubic tree T and a node v of T of degree at most
2, let
Σζ(v) = 〈{L(w) : w is a node in ζ(v) that is a leaf of ζ}〉.
For an incidence (v, e) of T and i ∈ {1, . . . , |ζ(v, e)|}, let
Σζ(v, e, i) = 〈{L(w) : w is a non-root leaf of the i-th tree in ζ(v, e)}〉.
For an incidence (u, uv) of T and i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |ζ(u, uv)|}, let Lζ(u, uv, i) be the sum of
(i) all Σζ(w) for all nodes w in the component of T − uv containing u with degT (w) ≤ 2,
(ii) all Σζ(w, e, j) for all incidences (w, e) in the component of T − uv containing u and all
1 ≤ j ≤ |ζ(w, e)|, and
(iii) all Σζ(u, uv, j) for all j ≤ i,
and let Rζ(u, uv, i) be the sum of
(i) all Σζ(u, uv, j) for all i < j ≤ |ζ(u, uv)|, and
(ii) Lζ(v, uv, |ζ(v, uv)|).
Witness. For a node x of T b and a vector space B containing Bx, we say that a Vx-labeling
(ζ,L) of a subcubic tree T is a witness of a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U) in B if all of the following
hold.
(i) For each incidence (u, uv) of T and 0 ≤ i ≤ |ζ(u, uv)|,
α(u, uv) = Lζ(u, uv, 0) ∩B = Rζ(v, uv, 0) ∩B,
λ(uv) ≥ dimLζ(u, uv, i) ∩Rζ(u, uv, i).
(ii) U = 〈Vx〉 ∩B.
(iii) (ζ,L) is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb).
(iv) Every edge in ζ is x-protected in (T(ζ),L).
A Vx-labeling (ζ,L) of T is said to be k-safe if
dim〈Lt〉 ∩ 〈Vx − Lt〉+ dimBx − dim〈Vx − Lt〉 ∩Bx ≤ k
for every non-root node t in ζ, where Lt = {L(w) : w is a leaf that is a descendant of t or w = t}.
Let us call this inequality the k-safe inequality. We note that if Γ has width at most k and (ζ,L)
is a k-safe witness of Γ, then (T(ζ),L) is a branch-decomposition of width at most k because
dimBx − dim〈Vx − Lt〉 ∩Bx ≥ 0.
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Join. For two disjoint subspace arrangements V1 and V2, let (ζ1,L1) be a V1-labeling of a
subcubic tree T1 and let (ζ2,L2) be a V2-labeling of a subcubic tree T2. Given a (T1, T2)-model
(η1, η2) in a tree T , we define the sum (ζ,L) of (ζ1,L1) and (ζ2,L2) by (η1, η2), denoted as
(ζ1,L1) +(η1,η2) (ζ2,L2), as follows. For each node v of degree at most 2 in T , let
ζ(v) =
{
ζ1(v1) if v = η¯1(v1),
ζ2(v2) if v = η¯2(v2).
For two sequences s1 and s2, let s1s2 denote the concatenation of s1 and s2. For each incidence
(v, e) in T , let
ζ(v, e) =


ζ1(~η1(v, e))ζ2(~η2(v, e)) if v is a branch node in both η1 and η2,
ζ1(~η1(v, e)) if v is a branch node in only η1,
ζ2(~η2(v, e)) if v is a branch node in only η2,
the empty sequence otherwise.
We define L as a function from the set of all leaves of ζ to V1 ∪ V2 such that
L(ℓ) =
{
L1(ℓ) if ℓ is a leaf of ζ1,
L2(ℓ) if ℓ is a leaf of ζ2.
Trivially (ζ,L) is a V1 ∪ V2-labeling of T and the set of edges in ζ is precisely the union of the
set of edges in ζ1 or ζ2.
Lemma 5.30. Let (T b,Lb) be a rooted branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and
let x be a node of T b with two children x1 and x2. Let T1, T2, T be subcubic trees such that there
exists a (T1, T2)-model (η1, η2) in T . Let (ζi,Li) be a Vxi-labeling of Ti for i = 1, 2. If
• (ζi,Li) is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb) for every i = 1, 2,
• every y-protected edge in (T(ζi),Li) is in ζi for every i = 1, 2 and every node y ≤ xi of T
b,
then the following hold.
(i) The sum (ζ,L) of (ζ1,L1) and (ζ2,L2) by (η1, η2) is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb).
(ii) Every y-protected edge in (T(ζ),L) is in ζ for every node y < x of T b.
Proof. For each y < x, every y-protected edge is in ζ1 or ζ2 and by the construction of ζ, such
an edge is in ζ as well.
It remains to prove that (T(ζ),L) is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb). Since (T(ζ),L) is
trivially x-pure, it suffices to prove that (T(ζ),L) is y-pure for each node y < x of T b. We may
assume y ≤ x1 by symmetry. We rely on the fact that (T(ζ),L) is y-degenerate if and only if
(T(ζ1),L1) is y-degenerate by the definition of y-degenerate branch-decompositions.
Let us first consider the case that (T(ζ),L) is not y-degenerate. Let uv be a y-blocked edge
of (T(ζ),L). We may assume that uv y-guards v. If uv is in ζ, then it is in ζ1 or ζ2 and so (u, v)
is not y-mixed because both (T(ζ1),L1) and (T(ζ2),L2) are totally pure. Thus we may assume
that uv is not in ζ. Then uv corresponds to a path P from u to v in T . Let e be an edge incident
with u in P and let u′v′ = η1(e) ∈ E(T(ζ1)) where ~η1(u, e) = (u
′, u′v′). Because (T(ζ1),L1) is
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totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb) and (u′, v′) is y-protected in (T(ζ1),L1), it follows that u
′v′
is in ζ1 by the assumption. However, this contradicts our assumption that uv is not in ζ.
Now it remains to consider the case that (T(ζ),L) is y-degenerate. Then (T(ζ1),L1) is
y-degenerate and so it is y-disjoint. Then every edge of T (ζ1) cutting Vz is y-protected and
therefore it is in ζ1 by the assumption. So, (T(ζ),L) is y-disjoint by its construction.
Lemma 5.31. Let (T b,Lb) be a rooted branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and
let x be a node of T b with two children x1 and x2. Let T1, T2, T be subcubic trees such that there
exists a (T1, T2)-model (η1, η2) in T . Let (ζi,Li) be a Vxi-labeling of Ti for i = 1, 2. If (ζ1,L1)
and (ζ2,L2) are k-safe, then so is the sum (ζ,L) of (ζ1,L1) and (ζ2,L2) by (η1, η2).
Proof. By symmetry between Vx1 and Vx2 , it is enough to prove that for each L ⊆ Vx1 ⊆ Vx,
dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈Vx1 − L〉+ dimBx1 − dim〈Vx1 − L〉 ∩Bx1
= dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈Vx − L〉+ dimBx − dim〈Vx − L〉 ∩Bx. (1)
First observe that 〈Vx1−L〉∩Bx1 = 〈Vx1−L〉∩〈V−Vx1〉 and 〈Vx−L〉∩Bx = 〈Vx−L〉∩〈V−Vx〉.
Now, we claim that both sides of (1) are equal to
dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈V − L〉.
To see that, we use Lemma 4.3. First we take 〈V − L〉 = 〈Vx1 − L〉 + 〈V − Vx1〉. Then by
Lemma 4.3,
dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈V − L〉
= dim(〈L〉+ 0) ∩ (〈Vx1 − L〉+ 〈V − Vx1〉)
= dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈Vx1 − L〉 − dim〈Vx1 − L〉 ∩ 〈V − Vx1〉+ dim(〈L〉+ 〈Vx1 − L〉) ∩ 〈V − Vx1〉
= dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈Vx1 − L〉+ dimBx1 − dim〈Vx1 − L〉 ∩Bx1 .
Now we take 〈V − L〉 = 〈Vx − L〉 + 〈V − Vx〉. By the same method as above with Lemma 4.3,
we deduce that
dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈V − L〉
= dim(〈L〉+ 0) ∩ (〈Vx − L〉+ 〈V − Vx〉)
= dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈Vx − L〉 − dim〈Vx − L〉 ∩ 〈V − Vx〉+ dim(〈L〉+ 〈Vx − L〉) ∩ 〈V − Vx〉
= dim〈L〉 ∩ 〈Vx − L〉+ dimBx − dim〈Vx − L〉 ∩Bx.
Proposition 5.32. Let (T b,Lb) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and
let x be a node of T b with two children x1 and x2. For each i = 1, 2, let Γi = (Ti, αi, λi, Ui) be a
Bxi-namu and (ζi,Li) be a Vxi-labeling of Ti witnessing Γi in Bxi. Let Γ be a (Bx1 +Bx2)-namu
that is the sum of Γ1 and Γ2 by a (T1, T2)-model (η1, η2). Let (ζ,L) be the sum of (ζ1,L1) and
(ζ2,L2) by (η1, η2).
If every y-protected edge in (T(ζi),Li) is in ζi for each i = 1, 2 and every node y ≤ xi of T
b,
then (ζ,L) is a witness of Γ in Bx1 + Bx2 and every y-protected edge in (T(ζ),L) is in ζ for
every node y < x of T b. In addition, if both (ζ1,L1) and (ζ2,L2) are k-safe, then so is (ζ,L).
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Proof. Let Γ = (T, α, λ, U) and B = Bx1+Bx2 . Lemma 5.31 already showed that if both (ζ1,L1)
and (ζ2,L2) are k-safe, then so is (ζ,L). Lemma 5.30 implies that (ζ,L) is totally pure with
respect to (T b,Lb) and every y-protected edge of (T(ζ),L) is in ζ for every node y < x of T b.
Now it remains to show that (ζ,L) is a witness of Γ in Bx1 + Bx2 . We need to check four
properties (i)–(iv) in the definition of a witness. First of all, we have seen that (iii) holds. For
(ii), by Lemmas 3.1 and 5.14,
U = U1 + U2 = (〈Vx1〉 ∩Bx1) + (〈Vx2〉 ∩Bx2)
= (〈Vx1〉+ 〈Vx2〉) ∩ (Bx1 +Bx2) = 〈Vx〉 ∩B,
and so (ζ,L) and Γ satisfy (ii).
To see (i), observe that for each incidence (u, e) of T ,
Lζ(u, e, 0) = Lζ1(~η1(u, e), 0) + Lζ2(~η2(u, e), 0).
By Lemmas 3.1 and 5.14, we deduce that
Lζ(u, e, 0) ∩B = Lζ1(~η1(u, e), 0) ∩B + Lζ2(~η2(u, e), 0) ∩B.
As Lζi(~ηi(u, e), 0) ⊆ 〈Vxi〉 and 〈Vxi〉 ∩B = Bxi for each i = 1, 2, we deduce that
Lζ(u, e, 0) ∩B = Lζ1(~η1(u, e), 0) ∩Bx1 + Lζ2(~η2(u, e), 0) ∩Bx2 ,
and since (ζi,Li) is a witness of Γi for i = 1, 2 and Γ = Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2, we have Lζ(u, e, 0) ∩B =
α1(~η1(u, e)) + α2(~η2(u, e)) = α(u, e). Similarly, we have Rζ(v, e, 0) ∩B = α(u, e).
For i ∈ {0, . . . , |ζ(u, e)|}, by the construction, there exist i1 ∈ {0, . . . , |ζ1(~η1(u, e))|} and i2 ∈
{0, . . . , |ζ2(~η2(u, e))|} such that Lζ(u, e, i) = Lζ1(~η1(u, e), i1) +Lζ2(~η2(u, e), i2), and Rζ(u, e, i) =
Rζ1(~η1(u, e), i1)+Rζ2(~η2(u, e), i2). For j = 1, 2, let Lj = Lζj(~ηj(u, e), ij) andRj = Rζj (~ηj(u, e), ij).
By Lemma 4.3,
dimLζ(u, e, i) ∩Rζ(u, e, i) = dim(L1 + L2) ∩ (R1 +R2)
= dimL1 ∩R1 + dimL2 ∩R2 − dimL1 ∩ L2 − dimR1 ∩R2 + dim(L1 +R1) ∩ (L2 +R2).
For j = 1, 2, as (ζj,Lj) is a witness of Γj, we have dimLj ∩Rj ≤ λj(ηj(e)) and Uj = 〈Vxj〉∩Bxj .
Also note that L1 ∩ L2 = (L1 ∩ Bx1) ∩ (L2 ∩ Bx2) = α1(~η1(u, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(u, e)) and similarly
R1 ∩ R2 = α1(~η1(v, e)) ∩ α2(~η2(v, e)) where v is an end of e other than u. Furthermore (L1 +
R1)∩ (L2+R2) ⊆ Bxj for each j = 1, 2, and so (L1+R1)∩ (L2+R2) = (L1+R1)∩Bx1 ∩ (L2+
R2)∩Bx2 = U1∩U2. Thus, we deduce that dimLζ(u, e, i)∩Rζ(u, e, i) ≤ λ1(η1(e))+λ2(η2(e))−
dimα1(~η1(u, e))∩α2(~η2(u, e))−dimα1(~η1(v, e))∩α2(~η2(v, e))+dimU1∩U2 = λ(e). This proves
(i).
Finally let us verify (iv). We claim that every edge in ζ is an x-protected edge in (T(ζ),L).
If (T(ζ),L) is x-degenerate, every edge of (T(ζ),L) is x-protected and the claim trivially holds.
Hence we may assume that (T(ζ),L) is not x-degenerate. Note that every edge e in ζ is either
in ζ1 or ζ2 and thus e is xi-protected in (T(ζi),L) for i = 1 or 2. By symmetry, we may assume
that i = 1.
If e is x1-blocked by an x1-blocking path or an x1-guarding edge in (T(ζ1),L1), then by
construction of (T(ζ),L), it can be easily seen that e is either x-blocked by an x-blocking path
or an x-guarding edge in (T(ζ),L) by Lemma 4.8. Therefore, e is x-protected.
If there exists y ≤ x1 such that (T (ζ),L) is y-degenerate, e = uv cuts Vy in (T(ζ1),L1) and
L1(T(ζ1), u, v) ⊆ Vy, then it is clear that e = uv cuts Vy in (T(ζ),L) and L(T(ζ), u, v) ⊆ Vy from
the construction of (T(ζ),L) because (T(ζ),L) is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb). Hence,
e is x-protected. This completes the proof that (ζ,L) is a witness of Γ in Bx1 +Bx2 .
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Shrink. It is easy to obtain a witness of Γ|B′ in B
′ if we have a witness of a B-namu Γ in B
from the following lemma.
Proposition 5.33. Let (T b,Lb) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and let
x be a node of T b. Let (ζ,L) be a witness of a B-namu Γ in B. If B′ ⊆ B, then (ζ,L) is also a
witness of Γ|B′ in B
′
Proof. We only need to check (i) and (ii) in the definition of a witness and it is trivial.
Trim. Let (ζ,L) be a V0-labeling of a tree T having at least one edge.
For an edge e of T(ζ) that is not in ζ, we say (ζ ′,L) is the V0-labeling induced by an edge e
from (ζ,L) if there is a tree T ′ with exactly one node v such that ζ ′ is a labeling of T ′ where
ζ ′(v) is the rooted binary tree obtained from T(ζ) by subdividing e to create a new degree-2
node v, which will be the root of ζ ′(v).
For a subtree T ′ of T with |E(T ′)| ≥ 1, we say that (ζ ′,L) is the V0-labeling induced by T
′
from (ζ,L) if it satisfies all of the following.
• For each incidence (v, e) of T ′, ζ ′(v, e) = ζ(v, e).
• For each node v of T ′ whose degree is at most 2, we define ζ ′(v) = ζ(v) if ζ(v) contains
only one node, and otherwise, we define ζ ′(v) as the component of T(ζ) − E′ containing
v, where E′ is the set of all edges of T(ζ) corresponding to an edge in T ′. The set E′ is
well defined because T(ζ) contains a subdivision of T and T ′ is a subtree of T . The graph
T(ζ)−E′ has a node v because ζ(v) has at least two nodes and so v was not smoothed in
the construction of T(ζ).
Observe that the V0-labeling induced by T
′ when E(T ′) = {e} is different from the V0-labeling
induced by an edge e. The latter will be applied in order to represent an x-degenerate branch-
decomposition (T,L) with a V0-labeling of a single node. By definition, if (ζ
′,L) is induced
by a subtree T ′ from a V0-labeling (ζ,L), then (ζ
′,L) is a V0-labeling of T
′ and T(ζ) = T(ζ ′).
Furthermore, for each node v of T of degree at most 2, ζ(v) is a subtree of some ζ ′(w) for some
w ∈ V (T ′) and for each incidence (v, e) of T , either there exists a node w of T ′ such that all
rooted binary trees in ζ(v, e) are subtrees of some ζ ′(w) or there exists an incidence (w, f) of T ′
such that all rooted binary trees in ζ(v, e) are subtrees of rooted binary trees in ζ ′(w, f).
Proposition 5.34. Let (T b,Lb) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and
let x be a node of T b. Let (ζ,L) be a witness of a Bx-namu Γ in Bx such that all y-protected
edges of (T(ζ),L) are in ζ for every node y < x of T b. Let (ζ ′,L) be the Vx-labeling induced
by T (trim(Γ)) if Γ has no degenerate edge and a Vx-labeling induced by an x-degenerate edge of
(T(ζ),L) that is not in ζ if Γ has a degenerate edge.
Then (ζ ′,L) is a witness of trim(Γ) in Bx and all y-protected edges of (T(ζ
′),L) are in ζ ′
for every node y of T b with y ≤ x. Furthermore, if (ζ,L) is k-safe and Γ is a k-safe extension
of trim(Γ), then (ζ ′,L) is k-safe.
Proof. First suppose that Γ has a degenerate edge and (ζ ′,L) is a Vx-labeling of T (trim(Γ))
induced by e from (ζ,L) for an x-degenerate edge e of (T(ζ),L) that is not in ζ. Note that such
e exists because Γ has a degenerate edge and (ζ,L) is a witness of Γ in Bx. Then (T(ζ
′),L)
is a rooted branch-decomposition obtained from (T(ζ),L) by subdividing e. Let e1, e2 be the
edges of T(ζ ′) obtained from e by subdividing e. As T (trim(Γ)) has only one node, (i) in the
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definition of a witness trivially holds for (ζ ′,L). Also (ii) is trivial. As (ζ,L) is totally pure
with respect to (T b,Lb), so is (ζ ′,L), proving (iii) in the definition of a witness. We claim that
(T(ζ ′),L) is x-degenerate. If not, then in (T(ζ),L), e cuts Vy for some y < x where (T(ζ),L)
is y-degenerate. However, this means that e is y-protected because (T(ζ),L) is y-pure. This
contradicts the assumption that every y-protected edge in (T(ζ),L) is in ζ. This proves the claim
and we conclude that every edge of T(ζ ′) is x-protected, and so (iv) holds and furthermore every
x-protected edge of (T (ζ ′),L) is in ζ trivially. Thus, we proved that if Γ has a degenerate edge,
then (ζ ′,L) is a witness of trim(Γ) and every y-protected edge of (T(ζ ′),L) is in ζ ′ for all y ≤ x.
Now let us assume that Γ has no degenerate edge. We claim that (ζ ′,L) is a witness of
trim(Γ). By definition, T (ζ) = T (ζ ′) and so (ζ ′,L) is totally pure, proving (iii) for (ζ ′,L). By
the definition of the trim operation, (i) and (ii) hold.
Every edge e in ζ ′ either is in ζ or is in T that is removed by trimming Γ. For the former
case, it is x-protected because (ζ,L) is a witness of Γ. For the latter case, a removed edge is
blocked in Γ and so it is x-protected. This proves that (ζ ′,L) is a witness of trim(Γ) in Bx.
It remains to show that if (ζ,L) is k-safe and Γ is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ), then (ζ ′,L)
is k-safe. This follows trivially from the definition of k-safe extensions.
Comparison. For a V0-labeling (ζ,L) of T , a subdivision T
′ of T induces a V0-labeling (ζ
′,L)
as follows. For each node v of T ′ having degree at most 2, we define ζ ′(v) = ζ(v) if v is
present in T and otherwise ζ ′(v) as the tree having only one vertex v. For each edge uv of
T , let P = v0v1 · · · vp be a path from u to v in T
′. We define ζ ′(v0, v0v1) = ζ(u, uv) and
ζ ′(vp, vp−1vp) = ζ(v, uv) and for all other incidences (w, e) in P , ζ
′(w, e) is the empty sequence.
We simply say that such a V0-labeling (ζ
′,L) is a subdivision of (ζ,L) induced by T ′.
From the definition of a subdivision, it is easy to observe the following.
Lemma 5.35. Let (ζ,L) be a V0-labeling of T and let T
′ be a subdivision of T . If (ζ ′,L) is a
subdivision of (ζ,L) induced by T ′, then (T(ζ ′),L) = (T(ζ),L) and the set of edges in ζ is equal
to the set of edges in ζ ′.
Conversely, if (ζ ′,L) is a V0-labeling of T
′ and T ′ is a subdivision of T ′′, then (ζ ′,L) induces
a V0-labeling (ζ
′′,L) by T ′′ as follows. First we orient edges of T ′′ arbitrary. For each node
v of T ′′, we define ζ ′′(v) = ζ ′(v). For each edge uv of T ′′, if uv is oriented towards v, then
we define ζ ′′(v, uv) to be the empty sequence and we define ζ ′′(u, uv) as follows. Let P be
the path v0v1 · · · vp in T
′ from u to v. Then ζ ′′(u, uv) is the concatenation of the following for
i = 1, 2, . . . , p in the order:
• ζ ′(vi−1, vi−1vi)(ζ
′(vi, vi−1vi))
−1
• a sequence (ζ ′(vi)) of length 1 if i < p and ζ
′(vi) has more than one node.
Here we use the notation (ζ ′(vi, vi−1vi))
−1 to denote the inverted sequence. Again, we can easily
observe the following lemma.
Lemma 5.36. Let (ζ,L) be a V0-labeling of T
′ and let T ′ be a subdivision of T ′′. If (ζ ′,L)
induces a V0-labeling (ζ,L) by T
′′, then (T(ζ ′),L) = (T(ζ),L) and the set of edges in ζ is equal
to the set of edges in ζ ′.
If a tree T ensures Γ1 4 Γ2 for B-namus Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U) and Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U), then
T is isomorphic to a subdivision of T1 and also isomorphic to a subdivision of T2. By the above
construction, a V0-labeling (ζ,L) of T1 induces a V0-labeling (ζ
′,L) of T , which in turn induces
a V0-labeling (ζ
′′,L) of T2. We say that (ζ
′′,L) is induced by T from (ζ,L).
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Proposition 5.37. Let (T b,Lb) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and
let x be a node of T b. Let Γ1 and Γ2 be Bx-namus such that Γ1 4 Γ2. Let T be a tree ensuring
Γ1 4 Γ2.
If a Vx-labeling (ζ1,L) is a witness of Γ1 in Bx and all y-protected edges of (T(ζ1),L) are
in ζ1 for every node y of T
b with y ≤ x, then a Vx-labeling (ζ2,L) of T (Γ2) induced by T from
(ζ1,L) is a witness of Γ2 in Bx and all y-protected edges of (T(ζ2),L) are in ζ2 for every node
y of T b with y ≤ x. In addition, if (ζ1,L) is k-safe, then so is (ζ2,L).
Proof. Let Γ1 = (T1, α1, λ1, U) and Γ2 = (T2, α2, λ2, U). We may assume, by applying the
isomorphism, that T is a subdivision of T1 as well as a subdivision of T2. Let (ζ,L) be the
subdivision of (ζ1,L) induced by T so that (ζ,L) induces (ζ2,L). Let Γ = (T, α, λ, U) be the
subdivision of Γ1.
It is easy to see from the definition that (ζ,L) is a witness of Γ in Bx. By Lemma 5.35, the
set of edges in ζ1 is equal to the set of edges in ζ and (T(ζ),L) = (T(ζ1),L). In particular, this
implies that for each node y ≤ x of T b, every y-protected edge of (T(ζ),L) is in ζ and if (ζ1,L)
is k-safe, then so is (ζ,L).
Let us check that (ζ2,L) satisfies the conditions of the definition of witnesses. For each
incidence (u, uv) of T2, T has a corresponding incidence (u
′, u′v′) such that Lζ2(u, uv, 0) =
Lζ(u
′, u′v′, 0). As α(u′, u′v′) = α2(u, uv) by Γ 4 Γ2 and α(u
′, u′v′) = Lζ(u
′, u′v′, 0) ∩ Bx, we
deduce that α2(u, uv) = Lζ2(u, uv, 0) ∩Bx. Similarly α2(u, uv) = Rζ2(v, uv, 0) ∩Bx.
For each incidence (u, uv) of T2 and 0 ≤ i ≤ |ζ2(u, uv)|, there exists an edge u
′v′ of T and i′ ∈
{0, . . . , |ζ(u′, u′v′)|} such that (u, uv) corresponds to (u′, u′v′) in T , Lζ2(u, uv, i) = Lζ(u
′, u′v′, i′),
and Rζ2(u, uv, i) = Rζ(u
′, u′v′, i′). As Γ 4 Γ2, we have
λ2(uv) ≥ λ(u
′v′) ≥ dimLζ(u
′, u′v′, i′) ∩Rζ(u
′, u′v′, i′) = dimLζ2(u, uv, i) ∩Rζ2(u, uv, i).
By Lemma 5.36, (T(ζ),L) = (T(ζ2),L) and the set of all edges in ζ is equal to the set of all
edges in ζ2. This implies that (iii) and (iv) in the definition of a witness hold, all y-protected
edges of (T(ζ2),L) are in ζ2 for every node y of T
b with y ≤ x, and if (ζ,L) is k-safe, then so is
(ζ2,L). This completes the proof.
6 The full set for dynamic programming
For a B-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U) and a subtree T ′ of T , we say that a B-namu Γ′ = (T ′, α′, λ′, U)
is induced by T ′ from Γ if α′(v, e) = α(v, e) and λ′(e) = λ(e) for every incidence (v, e) of T ′.
For a finite field F and a positive integer r, let V be a subspace arrangement of subspaces
of Fr. Let (T b,Lb) be a rooted branch-decomposition of V and let k be a nonnegative integer.
For a node x of T b and a branch-decomposition (T,L) of Vx, the reduced Bx-namu of (T,L) is
the Bx-namu induced by a subtree T
′ of T from the canonical Bx-namu of (T,L) where T
′ is
obtained by the following rule.
• If (T,L) is x-degenerate, then T ′ is a subtree having only one node of T .
• If (T,L) is not x-degenerate, then T ′ is a subtree of T obtained by deleting all nodes v
such that (u, v) is x-protected in (T,L).
For a node x of T b and a branch-decomposition (T,L) of Vx, we say that (T,L) is k-safe
with respect to x if for every edge uv of T such that (u, v) is x-protected,
dim
∑
s∈Av(T−uv)
L(s) ∩
∑
t∈Au(T−uv)
L(t) + dimBx − dimBx ∩
∑
t∈Au(T−uv)
L(t) ≤ k.
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For each node x of T b, we define the full set at x of width k with respect to (T b,Lb) as the set
of all Γ in Uk(Bx) such that ∆ 4 Γ for the reduced Bx-namu ∆ of some branch-decomposition
(T,L) of Vx having width at most k which is k-safe with respect to x, and totally pure with
respect to (T b,Lb). We write it FSk(x;T
b,Lb) or FSk(x) for brevity. The following proposition
gives a relation between full sets and witnesses.
Proposition 6.1. Let (T b,Lb) be a branch-decomposition of a subspace arrangement V and let x
be a node of T b and Γ ∈ Uk(Bx). Then Γ ∈ FSk(x) if and only if there exists a k-safe Vx-labeling
(ζ,L) of T (Γ) that is a witness of Γ in Bx such that every y-protected edge in (T(ζ),L) is in ζ
for every node y ≤ x of T b.
Proof. For the forward direction, suppose a Bx-namu Γ is in FSk(x). Then, by definition, there
exists a branch-decomposition (T,L) of Vx such that
• the width of (T,L) is at most k,
• (T,L) is k-safe with respect to x,
• (T,L) is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb), and
• ∆ 4 Γ for the reduced Bx-namu ∆ of (T,L).
Let T ′ = T (∆) be a subtree of T . For every incidence (v, e) of T ′, let ζ(v, e) be the empty
sequence, and for every node v of degree at most 2 in T ′, let ζ(v) be the component of T −E(T ′)
containing v, viewed as a rooted binary tree with the root v. Then, it is clear that (ζ,L) is a
Vx-labeling of T
′. Furthermore T = T(ζ) if (T,L) is not x-degenerate and T(ζ) is obtained from
T by subdividing an improper x-degenerate edge if (T,L) is x-degenerate. By definition, it is
easy to see that (ζ,L) is a witness of ∆ in Bx. Because (T,L) is k-safe with respect to x, by
definition, the k-safe inequality holds for every edge in ζ, and so (ζ,L) is k-safe.
For a node y of T b with y ≤ x and a y-protected edge uv in (T(ζ),L), if uv is y-blocked
and uv y-guards v, then by Lemma 4.8, uv is x-blocked and uv x-guards v because (T(ζ),L) is
y-pure. So (u, v) is x-protected in (T(ζ),L). If there exists a node z of T b with z ≤ y such that
uv cuts Vz, (T,L) is z-degenerate, and L(T(ζ), u, v) ⊆ Vz, then (u, v) is x-protected in (T(ζ),L)
because z ≤ y ≤ x. Thus, every y-protected edge in (T(ζ),L) is x-protected in (T(ζ),L) and so
it is in ζ because of the definitions of T ′ and ζ.
As ∆ 4 Γ, by Proposition 5.37, there exists a k-safe Vx-labeling (ζ
′,L) of T (Γ) that is a
witness of Γ in Bx. This completes the proof of the forward direction.
It remains to prove the backward direction. Suppose a Bx-namu Γ = (T, α, λ, U) is in Uk(Bx)
and a k-safe Vx-labeling (ζ,L) of T is a witness of Γ in Bx. By the definition of witnesses,
(T(ζ),L) is k-safe with respect to x and totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb). Since (ζ,L) is
k-safe and Γ has width at most k, the width of (T(ζ),L) is at most k.
Let ∆ be the reduced Bx-namu of (T(ζ),L). It remains to show that ∆ 4 Γ. If (T(ζ),L) is
x-degenerate, then both T (∆) and T have only one node and so ∆ 4 Γ. Suppose (T(ζ),L) is
not x-degenerate. Then, by definition, T (∆) is a subtree of T(ζ) obtained by deleting all nodes
v such that (u, v) is x-protected in (T(ζ),L). Since every x-protected edge in (T(ζ),L) is in ζ
and the condition (iv) of witnesses holds, an edge is x-protected in (T(ζ),L) if and only if the
edge is in ζ. Recall that T(ζ) is obtained from T by
(i) subdividing each edge uv of T |ζ(u, uv)| + |ζ(v, uv)| times,
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(ii) attaching the i-th rooted binary tree in ζ(u, uv) whose root is identified with the i-th new
subdividing internal node on the path from u to v for each incidence (u, uv) of T and
1 ≤ i ≤ |ζ(u, uv)|,
(iii) attaching ζ(v) for all v ∈ V (T ) of degree at most 2 whose root is identified with v, and
(iv) smoothing v for each v ∈ V (T ) with degT (v) = 2 and |V (ζ(v))| = 1.
Therefore, T (∆) is a tree obtained from T by subdividing each edge uv of T |ζ(u, uv)|+ |ζ(v, uv)|
times, and smoothing w for each w ∈ V (T ) with degT (w) = 2 and |V (ζ(w))| = 1. Note that
if a node w of T has exactly two neighbors w1 and w2 in T and |V (ζ(w))| = 1, then we have
α(w1, w1w) = α(w,ww2) and α(w,w1w) = α(w2, ww2). Since both ∆ and Γ are induced from
the canonical Bx-namu of (T(ζ),L), we observe that ∆ 4 Γ. This completes the proof.
6.1 At a leaf node
For a leaf ℓ of T b and a subspace V = Lb(ℓ), a branch-decomposition (T,L) of Vℓ is unique up
to isomorphism of T . Let ∆ℓ = (T, α, λ, U) be the canonical Bℓ-namu of (T,L) of Vℓ = {V }.
Since T has no edge, it is clear that α(∗, ∅) = U , α(0, ∅) = {0}, λ(∅) = 0, U = Bℓ, (T,L) is
totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb), and ∆ℓ is the reduced Bℓ-namu of (T,L).
Proposition 6.2. Let ℓ be a leaf of T b with V = Lb(ℓ) and let k be a nonnegative integer. Let
∆ℓ = (T, α, λ,Bℓ) be the Bℓ-namu such that T is a tree with V (T ) = {1}. Then FSk(ℓ) = {∆ℓ}.
Proof. Trivially, ∆ℓ is in FSk(ℓ).
If Γ ∈ FSk(ℓ), then there exists a branch-decomposition (T,L) of Vℓ = {V } such that ∆ 4 Γ
for the reduced Bx-namu ∆ of (T,L). Since Γ ∈ Uk(Bℓ), V (T (Γ)) = {1} and so V (T ) = {1}.
Thus, (T,L) is the unique branch-decomposition of {V }, which implies that ∆ = ∆ℓ. As T (∆ℓ)
has no edge, ∆ℓ 4 Γ implies that ∆ℓ = Γ. Therefore, FSk(ℓ) = {∆ℓ}.
6.2 At an internal node
For two sets R1 and R2 of B-namus, we define R1⊕R2 as the set⋃
Γ1∈R1,Γ2∈R2
Γ1 ⊕ Γ2.
Note that for two children x1 and x2 of a node x in T
b, when we compute FSk(x1) ⊕ FSk(x2),
we regard FSk(x1) and FSk(x2) as the sets of (Bx1 + Bx2)-namus. Thus, FSk(x1)⊕FSk(x2) is
well defined.
For a subspace B of Fr and a set R of B-namus, the set upk(R, B) is the collection of all
B-namus Γ ∈ Uk(B) with trim(Γ
′) 4 Γ for some Γ′ ∈ R such that Γ′ is a k-safe extension of
trim(Γ′). If B′ is a subspace of B, then we define R|B′ as the set of projections Γ|B′ for all
Γ ∈ R.
In the following two propositions, we prove that
FSk(x) = upk((FSk(x1)⊕ FSk(x2))|Bx , Bx)
if x has two children x1 and x2 in T
b. First, we prove the inclusion in one direction.
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Proposition 6.3. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b and let k be a nonnegative
integer. If Γ ∈ upk((FSk(x1)⊕FSk(x2))|Bx , Bx), then Γ ∈ FSk(x).
Proof. Since Γ ∈ upk((FSk(x1)⊕FSk(x2))|Bx , Bx), there exist Γ1 ∈ FSk(x1), Γ2 ∈ FSk(x2), and
their sum Γ+ such that trim(Γ+|Bx) 4 Γ and Γ
+|Bx is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ
+|Bx). By
Proposition 6.1, for each i = 1, 2, there exists a k-safe Vxi-labeling (ζi,Li) that is a witness of Γi
in Bxi such that every y-protected edge in (T(ζi),Li) is in ζi for every node y ≤ xi of T
b. Then,
by Propositions 5.32, 5.33, 5.34, and 5.37, we can find a k-safe Vx-labeling (ζ,L) such that it is
a witness of Γ in Bx and (T(ζ),L) is in ζ for every node y ≤ x of T
b. By Proposition 6.1, Γ is
in the full set at x of width k with respect to (T b,Lb).
For the other inclusion, we will prove the following proposition.
Proposition 6.4. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b and let k be a nonnegative
integer. If Γ ∈ FSk(x), then Γ ∈ upk((FSk(x1)⊕FSk(x2))|Bx , Bx).
In order to prove Proposition 6.4, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 6.5. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b. Let (T,L) be a branch-
decomposition of Vx and let (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vxi for every i = 1, 2. If Γ
+ is the canonical
(Bx1 +Bx2)-namu of (T,L) and Γi is the canonical Bxi-namu of (Ti,Li) for every i = 1, 2, then
• Γ+|Bx is the canonical Bx-namu of (T,L),
• Γi is the canonical (Bx1 +Bx2)-namu of (Ti,Li) for every i = 1, 2, and
• Γ+ is a sum of Γ1 and Γ2.
Proof. It is easy to check by definition that Γ+|Bx is the canonical Bx-namu of (T,L).
By Lemma 3.1, 〈Vx1〉 ∩ (Bx1 + Bx2) ⊆ Bx1 . Then, by Lemma 5.1, Γ1 is the canonical
(Bx1 +Bx2)-namu of (T1,L1) and Γ2 is the canonical (Bx1 +Bx2)-namu of (T2,L2).
We have (〈Vx1〉 + Bx1 + Bx2) ∩ (〈Vx2〉 + Bx1 + Bx2) = Bx1 + Bx2 by Lemma 3.1. Thus, by
Lemma 5.15, Γ+ is a sum of Γ1 and Γ2.
Lemma 6.6. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b. Let (T,L) be a branch-
decomposition of Vx that is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb) and let (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vxi
for every i = 1, 2. If (T,L) is k-safe with respect to x, then (Ti,Li) is k-safe with respect to xi
for every i = 1, 2.
Proof. Let uv be an edge of T1 such that (u, v) is x1-protected in (T1,L1). We claim that
there exists an edge u′v′ of T corresponding to uv such that (u′, v′) is x-protected in (T,L).
If there exists a node z of T b such that z ≤ x1, (T1,L1) is z-degenerate, uv cuts Vz, and
L(T1, u, v) ⊆ Vz, then (u, v) itself is x-protected in (T,L) because z ≤ x, (T,L) is z-degenerate,
and L(T, u, v) ⊆ Vz. If uv is x1-blocked and uv x1-guards v, then there exists an edge u
′v′ of
T such that u′v′ x1-guards v
′ and L(T, u′, v′) ⊆ Vx1 because (T,L) is x1-pure. By Lemma 4.8,
(u′, v′) is x-protected in (T,L), which completes the proof of the claim.
Let Γ+ = (T, α, λ, U) be the canonical (Bx1+Bx2)-namu of (T,L) and let Γi = (Ti, αi, λi, Ui)
be the canonical Bxi-namu of (Ti,Li) for every i = 1, 2. By Lemma 6.5, Γ
+ = Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2.
If e = uv is an edge of T1 such that (u, v) is x1-protected in (T1,L1) and e
′ = u′v′ is the edge
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corresponding to uv as above, then α2(~η2(u
′, e′)) = U2, α2(~η2(v
′, e′)) = {0}, U1 = Bx1 , U2 = Bx2 ,
and α1(u, e) ⊆ Bx1 ⊆ Bx2 +Bx. Therefore,
dim
∑
s∈Av′(T−e
′)
L(s) ∩
∑
t∈Au′(T−e
′)
L(t) + dim〈Vx〉 ∩Bx − dimBx ∩
∑
t∈Au′ (T−e
′)
L(t)
= λ(e′) + dimU ∩Bx − dimα(u
′, e′) ∩Bx
= λ1(η1(e
′)) + λ2(η2(e
′)) + dim(U1 + U2) ∩Bx − dim(α1(~η1(u
′, e′)) + α2(~η2(u
′, e′))) ∩Bx
+ dim(U1 ∩ U2)− dimα1(~η1(v
′, e′)) ∩ α2(~η2(v
′, e′))− dimα1(~η1(u
′, e′)) ∩ α2(~η2(u
′, e′))
= λ1(e)− dimα1(u, e) − dimU2 + dim(α1(u, e) + U2) + dimU1 + dimU2
− dim(U1 + U2)− dim(α1(u, e) + U2) ∩Bx + dim(U1 + U2) ∩Bx
= λ1(e)− dimα1(u, e) + dimU1 − dim(α1(u, e) + U2 +Bx) + dim(U1 + U2 +Bx)
= λ1(e)− dimα1(u, e) + dimU1.
As (T,L) is k-safe with respect to x, we have
k ≥ dim
∑
s∈Av′(T−e
′)
L(s) ∩
∑
t∈Au′ (T−e
′)
L(t) + dim〈Vx〉 ∩Bx − dimBx ∩
∑
t∈Au′ (T−e
′)
L(t)
= λ1(e)− dimα1(u, e) + dimU1.
This implies that (T1,L1) is k-safe with respect to x1. Similarly, (T2,L2) is k-safe with respect
to x2.
Lemma 6.7. Let x1 be a child of a node x in T
b. Let (T,L) be a branch-decomposition of Vx
that is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb) and let (T1,L1) = (T,L)|Vx1 . For a node v of T1, if
v is x1-protected in (T1,L1), then v is also x1-protected in (T,L).
Proof. Let uv be an edge of T1 such that (u, v) is x1-protected in (T1,L1). Then, by the
construction of T1, u and v are nodes of T . If u, v are adjacent in T , then it is obvious that
(u, v) is x1-protected in (T,L). Thus, we may assume that u, v are not adjacent. Let p be the
neighbor of v closer to u and q be the neighbor of p not on the path from u to v.
If uv is x1-blocked and x1-guards v in (T1,L1), then pv is x1-blocked and x1-guards v in
(T,L). Thus, v is x1-protected in (T,L).
We may assume that there exists a node z of T b with z ≤ x1 such that uv cuts Vz in (T1,L1),
(T1,L1) is z-degenerate, and L1(T1, u, v) ⊆ Vz. As (T1,L1) is z-degenerate, so is (T,L). Since
(T,L) is z-pure, it is z-disjoint and thus T has an edge ww′ such that L(T,w′, w) = Vz. If p 6= w,
then L(T, p, q) ⊆ Vz ⊆ Vx1 and so p is a node of T1. This means that uv is not an edge of T1
and thus it is a contradiction. If p = w, then an edge wv = pv of T cuts Vz in (T,L), (T,L) is
z-degenerate, and L(T, p, v) ⊆ Vz ⊆ Vx1 . So, (p, v) is x1-protected in (T,L).
Lemma 6.8. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b. Let (T,L) be a branch-
decomposition of Vx that is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb) and let (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vxi
for every i = 1, 2. For every i = 1, 2, let Pi be the set of all xi-protected nodes v in (Ti,Li). If
T ′ is the subtree of T obtained by removing all nodes in P1 ∪P2 and Γ
′ is the (Bx1 +Bx2)-namu
induced by T ′ from the canonical (Bx1 + Bx2)-namu of (T,L), then trim(Γ
′|Bx) is equal to the
reduced Bx-namu of (T,L).
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Proof. Note that by Lemmas 5.29 and 6.7, a graph T ′ of T obtained by removing all nodes in
P1 ∪ P2 is a tree. Let ∆ be the reduced Bx-namu of (T,L). By Lemma 6.5, Γ
′|Bx is induced by
T ′ from the canonical Bx-namu of (T,L). So it is enough to show that T (trim(Γ
′|Bx)) is equal
to T (∆).
If (T,L) is x-degenerate, then it is trivial because both trees have only one node. Therefore,
we may assume that (T,L) is not x-degenerate. Recall that V (T ) − V (T (∆)) is the set of all
x-protected nodes v in (T,L). By definition, V (T )−V (T (Γ′|Bx)) is the set of all nodes v that is
x1-protected in (T1,L1) or x2-protected in (T2,L2), and V (T (Γ
′|Bx))−V (T (trim(Γ
′|Bx))) is the
set of all nodes v such that v is blocked in Γ′|Bx . Since (T,L) is not x-degenerate, for a node v
of T , v is x-protected in (T,L) if and only if
• v is x1-protected in (T1,L1), or
• v is x2-protected in (T2,L2), or
• an edge uv of T is x-blocked and x-guards v.
Therefore, V (T )−V (T (∆)) is equal to V (T )−V (T (trim(Γ′|Bx))). This completes the proof.
Lemma 6.9. Let x1 and x2 be two children of a node x in T
b. Let (T,L) be a branch-
decomposition of Vx that is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb) and k-safe with respect to x
and let (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vxi for every i = 1, 2. Let ∆i be the reduced Bxi-namu of (Ti,Li)
for every i = 1, 2. If Γ′ is the (Bx1 + Bx2)-namu defined in Lemma 6.8, then there exists
∆+ ∈ τ(∆1)⊕ τ(∆2) such that ∆
+ 4 Γ′ and ∆+|Bx is a k-safe extension of trim(∆
+|Bx).
Proof. We will first show that Γ′ is a sum of ∆1 and ∆2. By Lemma 6.5, the canonical (Bx1 +
Bx2)-namu Γ
+ of (T,L) is a sum of the canonical Bx1-namu Γ1 of (T1,L1) and the canonical
Bx2-namu Γ2 of (T2,L2). We remark that, by definition, Γ
′ is induced from Γ+ and ∆i is induced
from Γi for each i = 1, 2. By Lemma 6.7, for a node v of T1, if v is x1-protected in (T1,L1),
then v is x1-protected in (T,L). And for an edge uv of T , if (u, v) is x1-protected in (T,L), then
it is clear that uv does not cut Vx2 in (T,L). Thus, V (T ) − V (T (Γ
′)) is the disjoint union of
V (T1)− V (T (∆1)) and V (T2)− V (T (∆2)). So we conclude that Γ
′ is a sum of ∆1 and ∆2.
Since ∆1 and ∆2 are trimmed, by Lemma 5.18 and Proposition 5.22, there exists ∆
+ ∈
τ(∆1)⊕ τ(∆2) such that ∆
+ 4 Γ′.
Now we will show that Γ′|Bx = (T
′, α′, λ′, U ′) is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ′|Bx). By
Lemma 6.5, Γ′|Bx is induced from the canonical Bx-namu of (T,L). If e is an edge of T (Γ
′|Bx)
that is removed by trimming Γ′|Bx , then e is x-protected in (T,L). If u, v are the ends of e and
(u, v) is x-protected, then
λ′(e) + dimU ′ − dimα′(u, e) ≤ k
because (T,L) is k-safe. Thus, Γ′|Bx is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ
′|Bx).
Since ∆+ 4 Γ′, by Lemmas 5.26 and 5.28, ∆+|Bx is a k-safe extension of trim(∆
+|Bx).
Here we give the proof of Proposition 6.4.
Proof of Proposition 6.4. By definition, there exists a branch-decomposition (T,L) of Vx such
that
• the width of (T,L) is at most k,
• (T,L) is k-safe with respect to x,
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• (T,L) is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb), and
• ∆ 4 Γ for the reduced Bx-namu ∆ of (T,L).
For every i = 1, 2, let (Ti,Li) = (T,L)|Vxi and let ∆i be the reduced Bxi-namu of (Ti,Li). We
first claim that τ(∆1) ∈ FSk(x1). Since the width of (T1,L1) is at most the width of (T,L), the
width of (T1,L1) is at most k. By Lemma 4.17, (T1,L1) is totally pure with respect to (T
b,Lb).
Also, by Lemma 6.6, (T1,L1) is k-safe with respect to x1. It is clear that ∆1 = trim(∆1) 4
τ(∆1) by Lemma 5.18. Since τ(∆1) ∈ Uk(Bx1), we conclude that τ(∆1) ∈ FSk(x1). Similarly,
τ(∆2) ∈ FSk(x2).
Let T ′ be the subtree of T obtained by removing all nodes v that is x1-protected in (T1,L1)
or is x2-protected in (T2,L2) for some neighbor u of v. Note that such v is a node of T by
Lemma 6.7. Let Γ′ be the (Bx1 + Bx2)-namu induced by T
′ from the canonical (Bx1 + Bx2)-
namu of (T,L). By Lemma 6.9, there exists ∆+ ∈ τ(∆1) ⊕ τ(∆2) such that ∆
+ 4 Γ′ and
∆+|Bx is a k-safe extension of trim(∆
+|Bx). By Lemmas 5.19 and 5.26, ∆
+ 4 Γ′ implies that
trim(∆+|Bx) 4 trim(Γ
′|Bx). By Lemma 6.8, trim(Γ
′|Bx) = ∆. Then, by Lemma 5.16 together
with ∆ 4 Γ, we conclude that trim(∆+|Bx) 4 Γ. Therefore, since ∆
+|Bx is a k-safe extension
of trim(∆+|Bx), Γ is in upk((FSk(x1)⊕FSk(x2))|Bx , Bx).
7 The algorithm
In this section we present an algorithm to perform the following task.
Branch-Width
Parameters: A finite field F and an integer k.
Input: An r × m matrix M over F with an ordered partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of
{1, 2, . . . ,m} and an integer k.
Output: A branch-decomposition (T,L) of width at most k of a subspace arrangement V
consisting of the column space of M [Ii] for each i or a confirmation that the branch-
width of V is larger than k.
If such a branch-decomposition exists, then we say that (M,I, k) is a YES instance. Other-
wise, it is a NO instance.
7.1 Preprocessing
We will first describe the preprocessing steps to reduce the input size. The subspace arrangement
of n subspaces is given by an r ×m matrix where r and m could be arbitrary large. Our aim
here is to reduce r and m or confirm that branch-width is larger than k. Eventually we will
convert the input into a smaller one with r ≤ m ≤ kn, described in the proof of Theorem 1.1 by
using the following two lemmas. Furthermore we will convert M into the reduced row echelon
form, which is crucial for our algorithm for computing the transcript of a branch-decomposition
in Theorem 3.8.
Lemma 7.1 (Row Reduction Lemma). Let F be a finite field. Given an r×m matrix M over F
with an ordered partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of {1, 2, . . . ,m}, let M
′ be the matrix obtained from
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the reduced row echelon form of M by removing zero rows. Let V = {col(M [I1]), . . . , col(M [In])}
and V ′ = {col(M ′[I1]), . . . , col(M
′[In])}.
Then (M,I, k) is a YES instance with a branch-decomposition (T,L) if and only if (M ′,I, k)
is a YES instance with (T,L′) where L′ maps a leaf v to col(M ′[Ii]) whenever L maps v to
col(M [Ii]). Moreover in time O(rm
2), we can find M ′ and a subset B of {1, 2, . . . ,m} repre-
senting all columns of M ′ having the leading 1 entry of some row such that M ′[B] is the identity
matrix.
Proof. Let M ′′ be the reduced echelon form of M . Then M ′′ = EM for some invertible matrix
E. Let TE : Fr → Fr be a linear transformation such that TE(x) = Ex. Then TE is one-to-one
and onto, and so TE(M [X]) = M
′′[X] for all X ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. So it is clear that (M,I, k) is
a YES instance with a branch-decomposition (T,L) if and only if (M ′′,I, k) is a YES instance
with the corresponding (T,L′). We can remove zero rows in M ′′ to obtain M ′ without changing
any outcome. The set B is indeed the set of column indices to apply pivot operation for finding
the reduced row echelon form, thus is easy to be obtained in the algorithm. It is well known
that we can get M ′′ and B in time O(rm2).
Lemma 7.2 (Column Reduction Lemma). Let F be a finite field and let k be a nonnegative
integer. Let n ≥ 2. Let M be an r × m matrix over F in reduced row echelon form with an
ordered partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Let Vi be the column space of M [Ii] for
every i.
In time O((k + 1)rmn), we can either find an r × m′ matrix M ′ over F and an ordered
partition I ′ = {I ′1, I
′
2, . . . , I
′
n} of {1, 2, . . . ,m
′} such that
(i) the column vectors of M ′[I ′i] are linearly independent for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
(ii) |I ′i| ≤ min(|Ii|, k) for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
(iii) col(M ′[I ′i]) ⊆ col(M
′[{1, 2, . . . ,m′} − I ′i]) for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
(iv) for all k, (M,I, k) is a YES instance with a branch-decomposition (T,L) if and only if
(M ′,I ′, k) is a YES instance with a branch-decomposition (T,L′), where L′ maps a leaf v
to col(M ′[I ′i]) whenever L maps v to col(M [Ii]) for every i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
or find i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that dim(Vi ∩ (
∑
j 6=i Vi)) > k.
Proof. We may assume that M has no zero rows by deleting such rows. Let B be the set of
indices of columns having the leading 1 of some row. Since M is in reduced row echelon form
with no zero rows, M [B] is an identity matrix.
We aim to construct a new r×m′ matrix M ′ with an ordered partition I ′ = {I ′1, I
′
2, . . . , I
′
n}
such that for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the set of the column vectors in M ′[I ′i] is a basis of V
′
i =
Vi ∩
(∑
j 6=i Vj
)
.
• If we find such a matrixM ′ with I ′, then (iii) and (iv) hold. To see this, we claim that for all
nonempty disjoint subsets X and Y of {1, 2, . . . , n}, (
∑
i∈X Vi)∩(
∑
j∈Y Vj) = (
∑
i∈X V
′
i )∩
(
∑
j∈Y V
′
j ). This is because if a ∈ (
∑
i∈X Vi) ∩ (
∑
j∈Y Vj), then a =
∑
i∈X ai for some
ai ∈ Vi and yet a ∈
∑
j∈Y Vj and therefore for each i ∈ X, ai = a−
∑
j∈X,j 6=i aj ∈
∑
j 6=i Vj .
Thus, ai ∈ V
′
i and so a ∈ (
∑
i∈X V
′
i ). Similarly a ∈ (
∑
j∈Y V
′
j ). This proves the claim and
it immediately implies (iv). In addition, by taking X = {i} and Y = {1, 2, . . . , n} − {i},
we obtain V ′i ⊆ Vi ∩ (
∑
j 6=i Vj) = V
′
i ∩
∑
j 6=i V
′
j ⊆
∑
j 6=i V
′
j and so (iii) holds.
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• If we find an index i such that dimVi ∩ (
∑
j 6=i Vi) > k, then we can stop. This means that
(ii) holds if dimVi ∩ (
∑
j 6=i Vi) ≤ k for all i.
Let E = {1, 2, . . . ,m}. For each i, a basis of col(M [Ii]) ∩ col(M [E − Ii]) can be found by
computing a column basis of M [B − Ii, Ii − B] and a column basis of M [B ∩ Ii, E − (Ii ∪ B)]
by Lemma 3.3. Since we can always stop if those column bases have more than k vectors, these
two column bases can be found in time O((k + 1)rm) for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Thus the total
running time is O((k + 1)rmn).
7.2 Data structure
Given an input matrix, we will apply the preprocessing in Subsection 7.1 as follows: We first
apply the algorithm in Lemma 7.1 and then apply the algorithm in Lemma 7.2, and then finally
reapply the algorithm in Lemma 7.1. After these steps, we may assume that the subspace
arrangement V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn} is represented as an r×m matrix M and an ordered partition
I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of {1, 2, . . . ,m} such that
• r ≤ m ≤ kn,
• M is in reduced row echelon form with no zero rows,
• for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the column vectors of M [Ii] are linearly independent, Vi is a
column space of M [Ii], and |Ii| ≤ k.
In a branch-decomposition (T,L) of V, although L is a mapping from the set of all leaves to V,
we implement L as a mapping to {1, 2, . . . , n} so that L refers the index of the corresponding
subspace in V. When we carry out a computation3 on the actual subspaces Vi of V, we read the
basis of Vi stored as the column vectors ofM [Ii]. Therefore, we assume that (T,L) is represented
using O(n log n) space.
For a subspace B over F and a B-namu (T, α, λ, U), we represent B′ = α(v, e) as a matrix
MB,B′ having dimB rows and dimB
′ columns, see Subsection 3.1 for details. The subspace U
of B is represented in the same way. Therefore, every B-namu (T, α, λ, U) of width at most k
admits a representation of size O
(
|V (T )|
(
(dimB)2 log|F|+ log(k + 1)
))
.
7.3 Computing the full sets
We present an algorithm for computing the full sets assuming the following are given:
• A rooted branch-decomposition (T b,Lb) of V of width at most θ.
• A set of transition matrices {Tv}v∈V (T b) of some transcript Λ of (T
b,Lb).
The algorithm does not need to look at Λ. We note that the above input can be represented in
O(θ2 · |V (T b)| · log|F|) space.
We explain how our algorithm works at each operation in full-set(V, k, (T b,Lb)) and discuss
the time complexity.
Initialization: At line 7, for a leaf node x, the set FLx is {∆x} as in Proposition 6.2.
3Throughout the entire algorithm, we read M [Ii] only in two cases: one for preprocessing, the other for
computing the transcript.
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Algorithm 2 Constructing the full sets
1: procedure full-set(V, k, (T b,Lb), {Tv}v∈V (T b))
2: repeat
3: choose an unmarked node x of T b farthest from the root
4: if x is a leaf then
5: let ∆x = (T, α, λ, U) be the Bx-namu such that T is a tree having a single node
and U = Bx
6: we represent U by the |Bx| × |Bx| identity matrix
7: Fx ← {∆x} ⊲ Initialization
8: else if x is an internal node with two children x1 and x2 then
9: convert representations of subspaces in Fx1 and Fx2 to representations with re-
spect to B′x by using Tx1 and Tx2
10: F+x ← Fx1 ⊕Fx2 ⊲ Join
11: FSx ← F
+
x |Bx ⊲ Shrink
12: FTx ← {trim(Γ) : Γ ∈ F
S
x and Γ is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ)} ⊲ Trim
13: Fx ← {Γ ∈ Uk(Bx) : Γ
′ 4 Γ for some Γ′ ∈ FTx } ⊲ Compare
14: end if
15: mark x
16: until all nodes in T are marked
17: end procedure
Join: Note that for each i = 1, 2, the size of Fxi is at most some function of k, θ, |F| by
Lemma 5.8 because Fxi is a subset of Uk(Bxi). At line 10, by Lemma 5.11, the set Fx1 ⊕Fx2
can be computed in time f1(k, θ) elements for some function f1.
Shrink: At line 11, computing F+x |Bx takes at most f2(k, θ) steps for some function f2 because
the number of all elements in F+x is at most some function of k, θ.
Trim: At line 12, for every Γ ∈ FSx , we test whether Γ is a k-safe extension of trim(Γ) and if so
put trim(Γ) into FTx . Note that testing whether a B-namu is a k-safe extension of its trim and
trimming Γ′ can be done in time f3(k, θ, |F|) for some function f3.
Compare: At line 13, a Bx-namu Γ is in Fx if and only if Γ ∈ Uk(Bx) and trim(Γ
′) 4 Γ for some
Bx-namu Γ
′ ∈ FTx . Thus, for each Γ
′ ∈ FTx and each Γ ∈ Uk(Bx), we test whether trim(Γ
′) 4 Γ.
Note that |FTx | is at most some function of k and θ, and for Γ
′ ∈ FTx , the number of edges in
T (Γ′) bounded by some function of k and |F| by Lemma 5.10 because it comes from a sum of
two compact B-namus of width at most k. By Lemmas 5.8 and 5.21, Fx can be computed in
time f4(k, θ, |F|) for some function f4.
Now we summarize the observations as follows. Note that the number of nodes in T b isO(|V|).
Proposition 7.3. Let θ ≥ 1 be the width of (T b,Lb). In Algorithm 2, the procedure full-
set(V, k, (T b,Lb), {Tv}v∈V (T b)) runs in time f(k, θ, |F|) · |V| for some function f .
Lemma 7.4. For every node x of T b, FSk(x) is equal to Fx in Algorithm 2.
Proof. We use induction on the number of steps executed by full-set(V, k, (T b,Lb), {Tv}v∈V (T b)).
For a leaf node, it is trivial by Proposition 6.2. From line 10 to line 13, we observe that if x
is an internal node with two children x1 and x2 in T
b, then Fx = upk((Fx1 ⊕Fx2)|Bx , Bx). By
induction hypothesis and by Propositions 6.3 and 6.4, we conclude that Fx = FSk(x).
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v1
v2
vJ vS vT v
Figure 8: A subtree of T c for an internal node v with two children v1 and v2.
The following proposition implies that Algorithm 2 can correctly answer the existence of a
branch-decomposition of an input subspace arrangement V having width at most k.
Proposition 7.5. The branch-width of a subspace arrangement V is at most k if and only if
Fr 6= ∅ at the root node r of T
b.
Proof. By Proposition 4.6, if the branch-width of V is at most k, then V has a branch-decomposition
(T,L) of width at most k that is totally pure with respect to (T b,Lb). Note that (T,L) is k-
safe with respect to the root r of T b because Br = {0}. Let ∆ be the reduced Br-namu of
(T,L). Then τ(∆) is in FSk(r) because ∆ 4 τ(∆). By Lemma 7.4, FSk(r) = Fr and thus Fr is
nonempty.
If Γ ∈ Fr, then Γ ∈ FSk(r) by Lemma 7.4. So there exists a branch-decomposition of Vr = V
whose width is at most k.
7.4 Constructing a branch-decomposition of V
Composition trees. We illustrate how to construct a branch-decomposition of V when we
have a nonempty full set at the root node in Algorithm 2. For each node x of T b, Algorithm 2
constructs Fx if x is a leaf, and constructs F
+
x , F
S
x , F
T
x , and Fx otherwise. In order to describe
the B-namus in F ∈ {Fx,F
+
x ,F
S
x ,F
T
x }, we will use a composition tree T
c obtained from T b. The
concept of a composition tree was introduced in [9], which we modified slightly for our problem.
Note that Algorithm 2 runs along a given rooted binary tree T b whose every internal node has
degree 3 except the root. Here is the definition of a composition tree T c. (See Figure 8.)
• The node set of T c is the disjoint union of {vJ , vS , vT , v} for each internal node v of T b
and {v} for each leaf v of T b.
• For each internal node v of T b and its two children v1 and v2 in T
b, v1v
J , v2v
J , vJvS ,
vSvT , vT v are the edges in a subtree of T c induced by {v1, v2, v
J , vS , vT , v}.
We remark that T c can be obtained from T b by subdividing every edge that is not incident with
a leaf twice. Each node of T c corresponds to each operation in Algorithm 2. There are five kinds
of nodes in T c.
(1) Compare nodes: nodes v of T c for all internal nodes v of T b. Note that the root is a compare
node.
(2) Trim nodes : nodes vT of T c for all internal nodes v of T b.
(3) Shrink nodes: nodes vS of T c for all internal nodes v of T b.
(4) Join nodes: nodes vJ of T c for all internal nodes v of T b.
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ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3
Figure 9: A rooted binary tree T .
(5) Leaf nodes: leaves v of T c.
Evidences. At each operation in Algorithm 2, it constructs the set F ∈ {Fx,F
+
x ,F
S
x ,F
T
x }. For
each B-namu Γ in F , there exist evidences that certify why Γ is in F . When we run Algorithm 2,
we store the evidences of each B-namu Γ ∈ F at each operation as follows.
Case 1: (Initialization) F = Fx for a leaf x of T
b.
We store an index i such that Vi = L
b(x).
Case 2: (Join) F = F+x for an internal node x of T
b with two children x1 and x2. Note that
x1 and x2 are compare nodes or leaf nodes.
For every Γ ∈ F+x , we store Γ1 ∈ Fx1 , Γ2 ∈ Fx2 , and a (T (Γ1), T (Γ2))-model (η1, η2)
in T (Γ) such that Γ = Γ1 +(η1,η2) Γ2.
Case 3: (Shrink) F = FSx for an internal node x of T
b.
For every Γ ∈ FSx , we store Γ
′ ∈ F+x such that Γ = Γ
′|Bx .
Case 4: (Trim) F = FTx for an internal node x of T
b.
For every Γ ∈ FTx , we store Γ
′ ∈ FSx such that Γ = trim(Γ
′).
Case 5: (Compare) F = Fx for an internal node x of T
b.
For every Γ ∈ Fx, we store Γ
′ ∈ FTx with Γ
′ 4 Γ, a tree T ensuring Γ′ 4 Γ, a
T (Γ′)-model in T , and a T (Γ)-model in T .
We remark that all evidences have bounded size by Lemmas 5.8 and 5.11.
Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , V|V|} be a subspace arrangement and let (T
b,Lb) be its rooted branch-
decomposition of width at most θ, which are inputs of Algorithm 2. If r is the root of T b
and Fr is nonempty after running Algorithm 2, then let Γr ∈ Fr. Afterward, we can find, in
time O(|V (T b)|), the evidences corresponding to Γr at each node of the composition tree T
c by
backtracking from the root r to the leaves. The evidences corresponding to Γr are B-namus, and
they are stored at all nodes of T c so that Γr can be constructed by joining, shrinking, trimming,
comparing using them. These will be used for Algorithm 3.
Post-order traversal. We will use the post-order traversal to express a branch-decomposition
of a subspace arrangement. For a branch-decomposition (T,L) of a subspace arrangement, if the
post-order traversal visits a leaf of T , then we print (the index of) the corresponding subspace,
and if it visits an internal node of T , then we print ∗. For example, if T is a rooted binary tree
in Figure 9 and L(ℓi) = Vi for all i = 1, 2, 3, then 1, 2, 3, ∗, ∗ represents (T,L).
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Correctness. Let Γx be the B-namu that is the evidence at a node x of T
c with respect to
Γr ∈ Fr. Here we describe five functions printnode, printinc, printincrev, printsubtree,
and printsubmid, which are used in Algorithm 3.
(1) printnode(x, v)
Input A node x of T c and a node v of T (Γx).
Output A sequence of rooted binary trees whose leaves are labeled by indices of Vx.
Return The number of output rooted binary trees.
(2) printinc(x, v, e), printincrev(x, v, e)
Input A node x of T c and an incidence (v, e) of T (Γx).
Output A sequence of rooted binary trees whose leaves are labeled by indices of Vx.
Return The number of output rooted binary trees.
(3) printsubtree(x, u, v), printsubtreemid(x, u, v)
Input A node x of T c and two adjacent nodes u, v of T (Γx).
Output A rooted binary tree whose leaves are labeled by indices of Vx.
Return 1 if the output is nonempty, and 0 otherwise.
Based on a composition tree T c and the evidence Γx at each node x of T
c with respect to
the element Γr in Fr, we will run Algorithm 3 to print a branch-decomposition of V of width at
most k (using a post-order traversal). Proposition 7.7 will show that Algorithm 3 can generate a
branch-decomposition of V correctly using the concept of witnesses introduced in Subsection 5.8.
For each node x of T c and the corresponding node x′ of T b, let Vx = Vx′ and we define
Bx = Bx′1 +Bx′2 if x is a join node in T
c and x′1, x
′
2 are two children of x
′ in T b, and Bx = Bx′
otherwise. We define (ζx,Lx) as follows.
• For each node v of T (Γx) having degree at most 2, we define ζx(v) as the tree rooted at v
obtained by taking the disjoint union of v and the trees output by printnode(x, v), and
adding edges between v and roots of trees in printnode(x, v).
• For each incidence (v, e) of T (Γx), we define ζx(v, e) as the sequence of disjoint trees output
by printinc(x, v, e).
• Let Lx be the canonical mapping from the set of leaves of ζx to Vx.
It is not difficult to see that (ζx,Lx) is a Vx-labeling of T (Γx). Lemma 7.6 shows that (ζx,Lx)
is a k-safe witness of Γx in Bx, from which Proposition 7.7 follows.
Lemma 7.6. For every node x of a composition tree T c and the evidence Γx at x, (ζx,Lx) is
a Vx-labeling of T (Γx) and is a k-safe witness of Γx in Bx. Furthermore, for the node x
′ of T b
corresponding to x,
(1) if x is a join node or a shrink node, then every z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) is in ζx for
every node z < x′ of T b,
(2) if x is a trim node or compare node, then every z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) is in ζx for
every node z ≤ x′ of T b.
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Algorithm 3 Print a branch-decomposition of width at most k
1: procedure decomposition(r)
2: α←printnode(r, the unique node of T (Γr))
3: if α ≥ 2 then
4: print ‘∗’ (α− 1) times
5: end if
6: end procedure
7: function printnode(x, v)
8: if x is a leaf node then
9: print i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |V|} such that x corresponds to Vi
10: return 1
11: else if x is a join node then
12: let y1 and y2 be two children of x in T
c
13: if the degree of v in T (Γx) is at most 2 then
14: if v is a branch node in η1 then
15: let v′ be a node of T (Γy) such that η1(v
′) = v
16: return printnode(y1, v
′)
17: else
18: let v′ be a node of T (Γy) such that η2(v
′) = v
19: return printnode(y2, v
′)
20: end if
21: end if
22: return 0
23: end if
24: let y be the child of x in T c
25: if x is a compare node then
26: if there exists the node v′ of T (Γy) corresponding to v then
27: return printnode(y, v′)
28: end if
29: return 0
30: else if x is a shrink node then
31: return printnode(y, v)
32: else if x is a trim node and T (Γx) has at least two nodes then
33: α← 0
34: if degT (Γy)(v) = degT (Γx)(v) then
35: α← α + printnode(y, v)
36: else
37: for each edge vw incident with v in T (Γy) do
38: if vw is not in T (Γx) then
39: α← α + printsubtree(y, v, w)
40: end if
41: end for
42: end if
43: return α
44: else if x is a trim node and T (Γx) has only one node then
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45: let uv be a degenerate edge of Γy
46: return printsubtreemid(y, u, v)+printsubtreemid(y, v, u)
47: end if
48: end function
49: function printinc(x, v, e)
50: if x is a join node then
51: let y1 and y2 be two children of x in T
c
52: α← 0
53: for i = 1 to 2 do
54: if v is a branch-node in ηi and e
′ = ηi(e) is an edge of T (Γyi) then
55: let v′ be a node of T (Γyi) such that ηi(v
′) = v
56: α← α + printinc(yi, v
′, e′)
57: end if
58: end for
59: return α
60: end if
61: let y be the child of x in T c
62: if x is a compare node then
63: let w be the end of e other than v
64: if v < w (according to the canonical linear ordering of V (T (Γx))) then
65: let v0v1 · · · vℓ be the path from v to w in the tree ensuring Γx 4 Γy
66: α← 0
67: for i = 1 to ℓ do
68: if vi−1 is a branch node in the subdivision of T (Γy) then
69: let v′i−1 be the node of T (Γy) corresponding to vi−1
70: let e′ be the edge incident with v′i−1 that corresponds to vi−1vi
71: α← α + printinc(y, v′i−1, e
′)
72: end if
73: if vi is a branch node in the subdivision of T (Γy) then
74: let v′i be the node of T (Γy) corresponding to vi
75: let e′ be the edge incident with v′i that corresponds to vi−1vi
76: α← α + printincrev(y, v′i, e
′)
77: if i < ℓ then
78: α← α + printnode(y, v′i)
79: end if
80: end if
81: end for
82: return α
83: end if
84: end if
85: if x is a trim node or a shrink node then
86: return printinc(y, v, e)
87: end if
88: end function
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89: function printincrev(x, v, e)
90: if x is a join node then
91: let y1 and y2 be two children of x in T
c
92: α← 0
93: for i = 2 to 1 do
94: if v is a branch-node in ηi and e
′ = ηi(e) is an edge of T (Γyi) then
95: let v′ be a node of T (Γyi) such that ηi(v
′) = v
96: α← α + printincrev(yi, v
′, e′)
97: end if
98: end for
99: return α
100: end if
101: let y be the child of x in T c
102: if x is a compare node then
103: let w be the end of e other than v
104: if v < w (according to the canonical linear ordering of V (T (Γx))) then
105: let v0v1 · · · vℓ be the path from v to w in the tree ensuring Γx 4 Γy
106: α← 0
107: for i = ℓ to 1 do
108: if vi is a branch node in the subdivision of T (Γy) then
109: if i < ℓ then
110: α← α + printnode(y, v′i)
111: end if
112: let v′i be the node of T (Γy) corresponding to vi
113: let e′ be the edge incident with v′i that corresponds to vi−1vi
114: α← α + printinc(y, v′i, e
′)
115: end if
116: if vi−1 is a branch node in the subdivision of T (Γy) then
117: let v′i−1 be the node of T (Γy) corresponding to vi−1
118: let e′ be the edge incident with v′i−1 that corresponds to vi−1vi
119: α← α + printincrev(y, v′i−1, e
′)
120: end if
121: end for
122: return α
123: end if
124: end if
125: if x is a trim node or a shrink node then
126: return printincrev(y, v, e)
127: end if
128: end function
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129: function printsubtree(x, u, v)
130: α← printinc(x, u, uv)
131: α← α + printincrev(x, v, uv)
132: for each neighbor w of v with w 6= u do
133: α← α + printsubtree(x, v, w)
134: end for
135: α← α + printnode(x, v)
136: if α ≥ 1 then
137: print ‘∗’ (α− 1) times
138: return 1
139: else
140: return 0
141: end if
142: end function
143: function printsubtreemid(x, u, v)
144: α← printincrev(x, v, uv)
145: for each neighbor w of v with w 6= u do
146: α← α + printsubtree(x, v, w)
147: end for
148: α← α + printnode(x, v)
149: if α ≥ 1 then
150: print ‘∗’ (α− 1) times
151: return 1
152: else
153: return 0
154: end if
155: end function
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Proof. We use induction on the number of descendants of a node x in T c. Let Γx be the evidence
at x and let Tx = T (Γx).
First, if x is a leaf node of T c, then Tx has a single node and (ζx,Lx) is a Vx-labeling of Tx
and is a k-safe witness of Γx in Bx.
If x is a join node with two children y1 and y2 in T
c, then yi is a leaf node or a compare
node for every i = 1, 2. Let Γx = Γy1 +(η1,η2) Γy2 for the evidences Γy1 and Γy2 at y1 and y2,
respectively. For a node v of degree 2 in Tx, by definition, v is a branch node in exactly one of η1
and η2. Thus, printnode(x, u) is either printnode(y1, u1) if u = η1(u1) or printnode(y2, u2)
if u = η2(u2). For an incidence (v, e) of Tx, printinc(x, v, e) calls printinc(y1, ~η1(v, e)) or
printinc(y2, ~η2(v, e)) (it may call none of them and return 0) from line 53 to line 58. Then,
we observe that (ζx,Lx) is the sum of (ζy1 ,Ly1) and (ζy2 ,Ly2) by (η1, η2). Trivially, (ζx,Lx) is a
Vx-labeling of Tx. By the induction hypothesis and Proposition 5.32, (ζx,Lx) is a k-safe witness
of Γx in Bx and every z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) is in ζx for every node z < x
′ of T b.
Let y be the child of x in T c and Γy be the evidence at y. Let Ty = T (Γy).
If x is a shrink node, then for each node u of degree at most 2 in Tx and each incidence (v, e)
of Tx, printnode(x, u)=printnode(y, u) and printinc(x, v, e)=printinc(y, v, e). Clearly,
we have (ζx,Lx) = (ζy,Ly) and Lx is a Vx-labeling of Tx. Thus, by the induction hypothesis
and Proposition 5.33, (ζx,Lx) is a k-safe witness of Γx in Bx and since y is a join node, every
z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) = (T(ζy),Ly) is in ζx = ζy for every node z < x
′ of T b.
If x is a trim node, then for each incidence (v, e) of Tx, printinc(x, v, e)=printinc(y, v, e).
Note that Tx is a subtree of T (Γy). If Tx has at least two nodes, then for a node v with degTy(v) =
degTx(v), printnode(x, v)=printnode(y, v). If degTy(v) 6= degTx(v) = 1 and w is the neighbor
of v in Ty, but not a neighbor of v in Tx, then printnode(x, v) calls printsubtree(y, v, w),
and if degTy(v) 6= degTx(v) = 2 and w, w
′ are the neighbors of v in Ty that are not neighbors of
v in Tx, then printnode(x, v) calls both printsubtree(y, v, w) and printsubtree(y, v, w
′).
In Algorithm 3, it is easy to observe that the output of printincrev(y, v, e) is the reversed
sequence of the output of printinc(y, v, e) by comparing two functions printinc(y, v, e) and
printincrev(y, v, e). Thus, we observe that, from line 129 to line 142 of Algorithm 3, the
function printsubtree(y, v, w) outputs T(ζy)[S ∪ V (ζ(v, vw)) ∪ V (ζ(w, vw))] where S is the
set of all nodes in the component T(ζy) − v containing w. This implies that, by the induction
hypothesis, (ζx,Lx) is a Vx-labeling induced by Tx from (ζy,Ly). By Proposition 5.34, (ζx,Lx)
is a k-safe witness of Γx in Bx and every z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) is in ζx for every node
z ≤ x′ of T b.
Now we assume that Tx has only one node. Then printnode(x, v) calls printsubtreemid(y, u, v)
and printsubtreemid(y, v, u) for an improper y-degenerate edge uv in Γy. In Algorithm 3, we
can easily observe that the function printsubtreemid(y, u, v) outputs T(ζy)[S
′ ∪ V (ζ(v, uv))]
where S′ is the set of all nodes in the component T(ζy) − u containing v. So printnode(x, v)
will output a rooted binary tree obtained from T (ζy) by subdividing uv. Then, by the induction
hypothesis, (ζx,Lx) is a Vx-labeling induced by uv from (ζy,Ly). By Proposition 5.34, (ζx,Lx)
is a k-safe witness of Γx in Bx and every z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) is in ζx for every node
z ≤ x′ of T b.
We assume that x is a compare node. For a node v of Tx of degree at most 2, printnode(x, v)
calls printnode(y, v′) if there exists a node v′ of Ty corresponding to v, and returns 0 otherwise.
From line 63 to line 83, for each incidence (v, e) of Tx, printinc(x, v, e) will output a sequence
of rooted binary trees in ζy that correspond to (v, e) with respect to Γy 4 Γx. More precisely, it
matches with the construction of a Vx-labeling of T (Γx) induced by T from (ζy,Ly) where T is
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a tree ensuring Γy 4 Γx. Then, by the induction hypothesis and Proposition 5.37, (ζx,Lx) is a
Vx-labeling that is k-safe witness of Γx in Bx and every z-protected edge in (T(ζx),Lx) is in ζx
for every node z < x′ of T b. This completes the proof.
Proposition 7.7. Let V be a subspace arrangement and k be a nonnegative integer. Let (T b,Lb)
be a given rooted branch-decomposition of width θ with the root r and let {Tv}v∈V (T b) be the
given set of transition matrices. If Fr in Algorithm 2 with an input (V, k, (T
b,Lb), {Tv}v∈V (T b))
is nonempty, then a (rooted) branch-decomposition of V of width at most k can be constructed
by Algorithm 3 in time f(k, θ, |F|) · |V| for some function f .
Proof. From line 2 to line 5, Algorithm 3 outputs the tree rooted at v obtained by taking the
disjoint union of v and the trees output by printnode(r, v), and adding edges between v and
roots of trees in printnode(r, v), where v is the unique node of T (Γr). The tree is nonempty
because Fr is nonempty. By definition, it is equal to ζr(v) and by Lemma 7.6, the Vr-labeling
(ζr,Lr) is a k-safe witness of Γr in Br. Thus, (T(ζr),Lr) is a branch-decomposition of Vr whose
width is at most k. As T (Γr) has only one node v and Vr = V, (ζr(v),Lr) itself is a (rooted)
branch-decomposition of V having width at most k, which means that Algorithm 3 prints a
(rooted) branch-decomposition of V of width at most k.
The running time of Algorithm 3 is f(k, θ, |F|) · |V| for some function f because the number
of nodes of T c is O(|V (T b)|) = O(|V|) and the size of the evidences at each node of T c is at most
h(k, θ, |F|) for some function h by Lemmas 5.8 and 5.11.
7.5 Summary
The following theorem summarizes the procedure and the time complexity of our main algorithm
for a subspace arrangement.
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a finite field, let r be a positive integer, and let k be a nonnegative
integer. Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn} be a subspace arrangement in Fr where each Vi is given by its
spanning set of di vectors and m =
∑n
i=1 di. In time O(rm
2+ (k+1)rmn+ k3n3+ f(|F|, k)n2)
for some function f , one can either
• find a branch-decomposition of V having width at most k or
• confirm that no such branch-decomposition exists.
Proof. We may assume that n > 1 because otherwise there is no branch-decomposition and the
branch-width is 0 by convention. We preprocess the input, given as an r ×m matrix M over a
fixed finite field F with an ordered partition I = {I1, I2, . . . , In} of {1, 2, . . . ,m} and an integer
k such that Vi = col(M [Ii]) for every i, as follows. We apply the reductions of Lemma 7.1,
Lemma 7.2 and then the reduction of Lemma 7.1 again. Let M ′ be the resulting r′×m′ matrix
and I ′ be the resulting ordered partition I ′ = {I ′1, I
′
2, . . . , I
′
n} of {1, 2, . . . ,m
′}. By Lemmas 7.1
and 7.2, it is straightforward to verify that
(i) r′ ≤ m′ ≤ kn,
(ii) M ′ is in reduced row echelon form with no zero rows,
(iii) for each i, the column vectors of M ′[I ′i] are linearly independent and |I
′
i| ≤ k,
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Input a subspace arrangement in Fr.
Run the preprocessing described in Subsection 7.1.
Does the preprocessing confirm that
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Let V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vn} be the
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Figure 10: A flowchart for the algorithm in Theorem 1.1.
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(iv) col(M ′[I ′i]) ⊆ col(M
′[{1, 2, . . . ,m′} − I ′i]),
(v) (M,I, k) is a YES instance with a branch-decomposition (T,L) if and only if (M ′,I ′, k) is
a YES instance with (T,L′) where L′ maps a leaf v to col(M ′[I ′i]) whenever L maps v to
col(M [Ii]),
and otherwise, we confirm that the branch-width of V exceeds k. We may assume that k > 0
because if I ′i = ∅ for all i, then every branch-decomposition has width 0. We notice that the
running time of preprocessing requires O(rm2 + (k + 1)rmn). Henceforth, we assume that the
M =M ′, I = I ′, Vi = col(M
′[I ′i]) to simplify notations.
We may also assume that dimVi 6= 0 for all i because otherwise we delete all such Vi and
later we can extend a branch-decomposition of V − {Vi} to that of V of the same width easily.
After the preprocessing, if n = 1, then an arbitrary branch-decomposition has width 0 and so
we simply output an arbitrary branch-decomposition of V. If n = 2, then the branch-width is
at most k because dimVi ≤ k for each i = 1, 2 by (iii). Thus we may assume that n ≥ 3.
We will apply iterative compression on Vi = {V1, . . . , Vi} for i = 3, . . . , n. We initially start
with a trivial branch-decomposition (T2,L2) of V2 = {V1, V2} having width at most k such that
T2 is a tree with two nodes. We carry out a compression step for each i = 3, . . . , n iteratively
as follows. (See Figure 10 for a flowchart.)
(1) By adding a new leaf v to Ti−1 and extending Li−1 to map v to Vi, we create a branch-
decomposition (T ′i ,L
′
i) of Vi. Note that the width of (T
′
i ,L
′
i) is at most 2k because (Ti−1,Li−1)
has width at most k and Vi has dimension at most k.
(2) We use the algorithm in Theorem 3.8 to compute transition matrices {Tv}v∈V (T ′i ) of the
transcript corresponding to (T ′i ,L
′
i) in time O(k
3n2). Note that the submatrix M [I1 ∪ I2 ∪
· · ·∪Ii] is already in reduced row echelon form and so we can apply Theorem 3.8 by ignoring
zero rows.
(3) We compute the full set for Vi by using Algorithm 2 with an input (Vi, k, (T
′
i ,L
′
i), {Tv}v∈V (T ′i ))
in time f1(k, 2k, |F|)i for some function f1 by Proposition 7.3. If the full set at the root is
empty, then the branch-width of Vi is larger than k. If so, we conclude that the branch-width
of V is larger than k and stop.
(4) If the full set at the root is nonempty, then we run Algorithm 3 to obtain a branch-
decomposition (Ti,Li) of width at most k in time f2(k, 2k, |F|)i for some function f2 by
Proposition 7.7.
If this algorithm finds (Tn,Ln), then (Tn,Ln) is a branch-decomposition of V having width at
most k. For each i, (1)–(4) runs in at most O(k3n2) + f(k, |F|)n time for some function f and
therefore the total running time of this step is O(k3n3) + f(k, |F|)n2.
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